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ABSTRACT
Through the investigation of the strategies and tactics the San Juan de
Santa Cruz family used in local contexts, this study demonstrates how Spanish
colonists were able to access the global economy. Beyond the construction of
family and political networks, the brothers connected the peripheries of ManilaAcapulco, Veracruz, and Nueva Vizcaya in order to manage and expand their
family business empire beyond the cores of Mexico City or the crown in Spain.
Each chapter of the dissertation focuses on the local strategies employed by
Francisco and Manuel in particular peripheries, and investigates the links
created by the family between peripheral locations in an effort to access the
global economy, avoiding core areas in the process.

Relying on the

conceptual language of Immanuel Wallerstein’s world-system, but following a
creative opening cracked by Andre Gunder Frank, this study posits a multipolar world system in which there were multiple cores, namely Asia, Mexico,
and Europe. Mexico is centered in this study as a core that controls aspects of
Europe’s access to the commanding Asian export economy. The role of
peripheries within the Mexican core provides an opportunity to reevaluate the
relationship of cores to peripheries, and illustrates the role of merchantbureaucrats, located in the Americas, in the early modern world economy.
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INTRODUCTION
La mejor aerolínea [Aeroméxico] sigue
expandiendo la presencia de nuestro país en el
mundo. La llegada de uno de nuestros flamantes
Boeing 777 a Japón reafirma la presencia de
México en Asia y viceversa, acercado más que
nunca culturas milenarias y habilitando una
importante puerta de entrada a centros claves de la
globalización económica.1
The best airline [Aeroméxico] continues to expand
the presence of our country in the world. The
arrival of one of our brand-new Boeing 777s to
Japan reaffirms the presence of Mexico in Asia
and vice versa, bringing these millennial cultures
closer than ever, facilitating an important gateway
between crucial centers in the global economy.
In 2006 the Mexican airline Aeroméxico began the first direct flight
services from Latin America to Asia, between Mexico City and Tokyo (via
Tijuana).2 In the promotional literature to advertise the new flight,
Aeroméxico recalled Mexico’s colonial past, a time when the connections to
Asia were firmly established through the yearly voyage of the galleon
1

“Aeroméxico Ticket Folder,” n.d. (collected May 19, 2007). All translations by the
author unless otherwise noted.
2

“Announcement of New Flight to Japan from Mexico, Summer 2006,” Aeroméxico,
http://www.aeromexico.com/mex/spanish/pages/travel/what_new/flights/narita.html
(accessed May 27, 2007).
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between Manila and Acapulco. Aeroméxico claims a colonial legacy in
their contention that this new flight confirms the importance of a Mexican
influence in Asia, evoking the days when the Spanish real was the currency
of trade in Asia.3 Moreover, they recognized that late-twentieth century
globalization has deep roots—a history in which New Spain and regions of
Asia like China, Japan, India, and the Southeast Asian islands together
played a significant role, one that Aeroméxico claimed to “rehabilitate” with
this new flight. The Philippines constituted one more audiencia in the
Viceroyalty of New Spain, a periphery that created a direct link between two
vital cores of the early modern world: the Spanish colonies in the Americas
and the power-house Asian economy.
Manuel and Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz contributed to many
facets of the Spanish colonial economy—an economy that was designed as a
mercantile system to supply that would supply the mother country with
silver bullion and raw materials for production. However, in practice, the
economy of the Spanish Americas was far more complex, with intricate
systems of production and trade that reached as far east as China, as far
south as Buenos Aires and as far west as Europe. Legally sanctioned trade
3

Andre Gunder Frank, ReOrient: Global Economy in the Asian Age (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998), 132.
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constituted only a portion of the immense commercial system that
proliferated throughout the colonial period. Both internal and external
markets developed, supplying all manner of goods to many different
populations. Mexico City was the center of several major trading networks,
with the port cities of Veracruz and Acapulco acting as conduits for the flow
of merchandise. As the two officially sanctioned port cities, these areas
became key trading centers. Ships embarked from Veracruz, sailing for
Spain and the Caribbean, while they left Acapulco for Manila and Peru.
Large fairs set up to trade the goods that traveled by ship, greeted the fleets
when they returned to Veracruz or Acapulco.
This colonial economy was populated by merchant-bureaucrats who
exploited the unique position of New Spain as a core in a multi-core world
system. Francisco and Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz used peripheral
locations in the Spanish empire to create a family business fortune in the 18th
century that spanned the breadth of colonial territory. Rather than locate
their power-base in Mexico City, which surpassed the influence, prestige,
and wealth of most contemporary European cities, the brothers assumed
residence in places like Manila, Acapulco, Chihuahua, and Veracruz. While
they took advantage of the link created by the colonial project between the
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thriving Asian economy and the enthusiastic market for Asian goods in the
colonies and Europe, the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers managed their
enterprise far from the colonial core. More than a simple strategy to position
themselves within spaces of power vacuums, a typical argument about the
“frontier” regions of northern New Spain, residence in the geographical
periphery did not remove the brothers from the colonial bureaucracy. In
fact, they were the colonial bureaucracy. As bureaucrats, they used the
political structure of Spanish colonial rule as a network to maintain contact
and access the vast global economy. Their positions as governor of the
province of Nueva Vizcaya and treasurer of the port city of Veracruz
allowed them to bypass the conduits of communication that normally
traversed Mexico City, and communicate directly with little interference
from the very bureaucracy that they inhabited. The same was true of the
relationship they created with Acapulco, a segment of their family empire
annexed through marriage, but managed through bureaucratic channels.
This peripheral triangle, Acapulco(Manila)- Veracruz(Spain)-Nueva
Vizcaya, allowed the family direct access to the thriving import economy of
the Pacific, the export economy of the Atlantic, and the mining economy of
the north. The San Juan de Santa Cruz family exploited the intersection
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between the colonial bureaucracy and the economy to their own benefit, a
common occurrence for the time but rarely done with such skill and luck.

The Family San Juan de Santa Cruz
The San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers were the picture of colonial
success in the Spanish empire. From unpretentious origins in a small town
in the consejo of Sopuerta in western Vizcaya, they rose through the military
and political ranks of the colonial bureaucracy to supersede the station of
their family in Barrieta. In 1695, when Manuel joined his older brother in
the colonies, he was about 15 years old.4 Little is known of the family in the

4

In his 1711 petition for membership in the Orden de Santiago, his age is listed as “…30
years, more or less….” Petition for Caballero de Santiago by Manuel San Juan de Santa
Cruz, November 28, 1711, Archivo Histórico de la Nación Madrid (henceforth cited as
AHN), Ordenes Militares, Santiago, Exp. 7519. Francisco’s birth date is unknown
according to María Luisa Rodríguez-Sala, but she provides no citation for this fact. She
suggests that he arrived in New Spain in 1680, the year Manuel was born and/or baptized.
Ma. Luisa Rodríguez-Sala, Los gobernadores de la Nueva Vizcaya del siglo XVIII:
análisis histórico-social de fuentes primarias, 1700-1769 (Universidad Juárez del Estado
de Durango, Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas, 2000). The first appearance of
Francisco in the New World is in 1692, based on his own méritos y servicios. Méritos y
Servicios de Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz, 1737, Archivo General de las Indias
(henceforth cited as AGI), Indiferente General, leg. 147, exp. 87.
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Basque Country, beyond the genealogical information provided through
Manuel’s petition for membership in the Order de Santiago in 1711.5
Manuel and Francisco were two of five siblings, the other children all
girls, and the petition carefully outlines their genealogy. The two brothers
were the first in three generations to leave the region (and their children
would be born criollos in the New World), descended from a long line of
“vecinos y naturales” of several small towns within the consejo de Sopuerta
in the west of Vizcaya. From the account of the family history in the
petition, they were typical of Basque families in the early 18th century, a fact
that would prove useful to the brothers in the New World.
The family was from a modest background in a largely agricultural
area, similar to much of the Basque region beyond Bilbao, but its members
enjoyed the status of Spanish nobility guaranteed by the fueros to even the
humblest vizcaíno.6 This status gave them access to the colonial
bureaucracy and status markers like the order of Santiago in the New World.
Their sisters remained in Barrieta, maintaining contact through
5

Petition for Caballero de Santiago by Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz, November 28,
1711, AHN, Ordenes Militares, Santiago, Exp. 7519.
6

William. T. Strong, “The Fueros of Northern Spain,” Political Science Quarterly, 8/2
(June 1893), 317-334.
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correspondence with their brothers in New Spain. On at least one occasion,
the brothers sent money to one of their sisters for assistance in an unknown
matter.7 They also incorporated one of their sister’s sons as an associate in
their family business empire.8 Although their success in the New World
raised the profile of the family in the homeland, the brothers San Juan de
Santa Cruz were motivated by colonial success, rarely focusing their
attention on interests in Spain or their homeland of the Basque Country. 9
In building a business empire centered in mainland New Spain that
spanned the breadth of the Spanish colonial empire, Manuel and Francisco
utilized military and bureaucratic connections, family networks, and fraud.
Their merchant trading empire allowed them to rise to the highest positions
of colonial bureaucracy and social status within the peripheral locations they
7

Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz to Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz, Acapulco,
February 24, 1709, AGI, Audiencia de México, leg. 2769. Letters from the sisters do not
survive, but reference to contact with their sisters is found in the letters from Manuel to
his brother that were preserved in the Archivo General de las Indias.
8

Hipólito San Juan de Santa Cruz to Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz, Cuzco, November
28, 1718, AGI, Audiencia de México, leg. 2769.
9

One of Francisco’s daughters, Margarita, returned to Vizcaya and her descendants used
the name of their grandfather to garner positions in the consejo de Sopuerta and the
greater Señorío de Vizcaya. Información de hidalgía y vizcainia, pretendientes Salazar
de Muñatones San Juan de Santa Cruz, José Ramón y Francisco Antonio, July 15, 1744,
Archivo Histórico Provincial de Vizcaya, (henceforth cited as AHPV) Genealogías,
93/1228; Francisco Javier Salazar Amez San Juan de Santa Cruz y las Rivas, 1810,
AHPV, Genealogías, 93/1225.
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inhabited. Military service in the Caribbean, the Philippines, and in
mainland New Spain helped them establish their reputations (and important
business contacts).10 Francisco parlayed his experiences and contacts into
the position of royal treasurer in Veracruz, and then he helped his younger
brother acquire the post of governor of Nueva Vizcaya several years later.
To gain access to the important Asian frontier of the viceroyalty, Manuel
cemented a political relationship with the Gallo family in Acapulco through
marriage to the youngest daughter, Claudia Gallo de Pardiñas. The Gallo
family had the benefit of a monopoly on the Acapulco military and civil
bureaucracy for at least 80 years, as the patriarch Miguel Gallo who arrived
in the early 1690s paved the way for his sons to follow in his footsteps for
many years.

The Peripheral Triangle: Manila/Acapulco-Veracruz-Nueva Vizcaya
In several letters written in early January 1715, Manuel delineated the
peripheral triangle of the San Juan de Santa Cruz family business empire.
Upon his arrival in Durango to take up his commission as governor of the
province of Nueva Vizcaya, he sent a letter to Francisco in Veracruz.
10

Méritos y Servicios de Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz, 1737, AGI, Indiferente
General, leg. 147, exp. 87.
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Traveling from Acapulco with his new wife, Claudia Gallo de Pardiñas,
Manuel wrote to assure the family in Veracruz that they had arrived safely at
their destination in the north. He then revealed his initial observations of the
province of Nueva Vizcaya: “…the people are respectable and their
establishment of business interests has been very effective….”11
In many ways, Manila, Acapulco, and Veracruz represent black holes
in the historiography of New Spain. Local archives preserve almost nothing
from the colonial period, largely due to the climate, natural disasters, and the
occasional foreign invasion or local rebellion. The scholarship on these
regions focuses on the 19th and 20th centuries, with few detailed studies on
the 16th through the 18th centuries. For Manila, the historiography compiled
by scholars working in both Asian or Latin American area studies traditions
is more concerned with religious evangelization than the political and
economic presence of Spain. In many ways, the Spaniards succeeded in

11

Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz to Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz, Parral, January
29, 1715, AGI, Audiencia de México, leg. 2769.
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evangelizing even while they failed in colonizing as they had in the
Americas. Works by John Phelan and Rafael Vicente detail those
successes.12 Nicholas Cushner’s work examines evangelization as well as
the economic and labor relations of the Philippines under Spain.13 William
Shurz’s classic The Manila Galleon, published in 1939, stands as the single
book-length treatment of the ships that traded goods between Manila and
mainland New Spain.14 Despite its age, and inaccuracies, it is still the source
most likely to be cited by Latin Americanists who mention the Pacific trade.
Works by scholars in Spain and Mexico have mined the Spanish archives to
understand the importance of Manila in the early years of Spanish
12

John L. Phelan, The Hispanization of the Philippines: Spanish Aims and Filipino
Responses 1565-1700 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1959); Rafael Vicente,
Contracting Colonialism: Translation and Christian Conversion in Tagalog Society
Under Early Spanish Rule (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988).
13

Nicholas P. Cushner, Landed Estates in the Colonial Philippines (New Haven: Yale
University Southeast Asia Studies, 1976). See also: John L. Phelan, “Free versus
Compulsory Labor: Mexico and the Philippines, 1540 to 1648,” Comparative Studies in
Society and History 1/1 (January 1959): 192-193.
14

William Shurz, The Manila Galleon (New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc., 1939);
Pierre Chaunu’s 1960 2-volume Les Philippines et le Pacifique des Ibériques is another
early text that compiled important data on trade, but it is not often consulted by Latin
Americanists. Pierre Chaunu, Les Philippines et le Pacifique des Ibériques, XVI, XVII,
XVIII siécles: introduction méthodolique et indeces d’activité (Paris, S.E.V.P.E.N., 19601966).
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colonization.15 However, these works tend to stress imperial concerns
mirroring the sources available for study in Spanish archives.
Acapulco and Veracruz have not fared as well in the historiography as
Manila, although new work on the Atlantic port city is promising. Beyond
the work of Carmen Yuste, a Mexican historian, little attention has been paid
to Acapulco.16 Her studies investigate the flow of commerce through the
city, as well as family and political networks based in the port and their
connections to Mexico City. While there are studies on the inland regions of
what today is the state of Veracruz, like Xalapa, the port city has largely

15

María Lourdes Díaz-Trechuelo, La Real Compañía de Filipinas (Sevilla: Escuela de
Estudios Hispano-Americanos de Sevilla, 1965); Patricio Hidalgo Nuchera, Encomienda,
tributo y trabajo en Filipinas, 1570-1608 (Madrid: Universidad Autonoma de Madrid:
Ediciones Polifemo, 1995); Ana Maria Prieto Lucena, Filipinas durante el gobierno de
Manrique de Lara, 1653-1663 (Sevilla: Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Americanos, 1984);
Déborah Oropeza, “Los ‘indios chinos’ en la Nueva España: La inmigración asiática de la
nao de China, 1565-1700.” Unpublished Paper, Tepoztlán 2005; Marita Martínez del Río
de Prado, ed., El Galeón de Acapulco (México: INAH, 1988); Beatriz Sánchez Navarro
de Pintado, Marfiles Cristianos del Oriente en México (México: Fomento Cultural
Banamex, A.C., 1986); Javier Wimer, ed., El Galeón del Pacífico. Acapulco-Manila.
1565-1815 (México: Gobierno Constitucional del Estado de Guerrero, 1992).
16

Carmen Yuste López, El comercio de la Nueva España con Filipinas, 1590-1785
(México: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1984); Carmen Yuste López,
“Las familias de comerciantes en el tráfico transpacífico en el siglo XVIII,” in Familia y
poder en Nueva España: Memoria del tercer simposio de historia de las mentalidades,
ed. Solange Alberro (México: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1991), 6374.
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been ignored.17 There are three notable exceptions to this, starting with the
2011 publication of Tierra adentro, Mar en fuera: El puerto de Veracruz y
su litoral a Sotavento, 1519-1821 by Antonio García de León, a Mexican
scholar who works with the National University (UNAM) and the National
Institute of History and Anthropology (INAH). It is a comprehensive survey
of the colonial history of the port city, extensively documented, with a
convincing argument that the local contingencies of life in Veracruz were
more relevant to her history than imperial interventions whether political,
economic, or military.18 Both Jackie Booker’s Veracruz Merchants, 17701829: A Mercantile Elite in Late Bourbon and Early Independent Mexico
and Transportes y comercio entre México y Veracruz, 1519-1910 by Peter
Rees, also focus on the coastal city, but their studies concern the late 18th
and 19th century changes at the end of the colonial period.19 Even though
these peripheries are marginalized in the historiography of the Viceroyalty
17

See for example: Patrick Carroll, Blacks in Colonial Veracruz: Race, Ethnicity, and
Regional Development (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991).
Antonio García de León, Tierra adentro, mar en fuera: El puerto de Veracruz y su
litoral a Sotavento, 1519-1821 (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2011).
18

19

Jackie Booker, Veracruz Merchants, 1770-1829: A Mercantile Elite in Late Bourbon
and Early Independent Mexico (Boulder: Westview Press, 1993); P.W. Rees, Transportes
y comercio entre México y Veracruz, 1519-1910 (México: Secretaría de Educación
Pública, 1976).

20

of New Spain, their relative importance to the function of the core should
not be under-estimated.
Unlike the other peripheries in this study, the historiography of Nueva
Vizcaya in particular and the north of New Spain in general is not underdeveloped. The subfields of Northern Mexico and the Borderlands have a
long history reaching back to the pro-Spanish missionary perspective of
Herbert Bolton and John Francis Bannon to the social history of labor
systems of the 1980s.20 More recent work, like the “New Mission History”
and ethnohistorical studies of the 1990s, demonstrates the complexity of
societies dominated by mining and mission interests, in which Indians,
mestizos, and Spaniards negotiated daily life through race, class, and gender

20

Herbert Eugene Bolton, The Spanish Borderlands: A Chronicle of Old Florida and the
Southwest (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1921); John Francis Bannon, The Spanish
Borderlands Frontier, 1513-1821 (New York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1970); John
Francis Bannon, “The Mission as a Frontier Institution: Sixty Years of Interest and
Research,” The Western Historical Quarterly 10/3 (July 1979), 303-322.

21

codes based on those in the center but re-interpreted in the periphery.21 For
the province of Nueva Vizcaya more specifically, the early social histories
by Robert West, Guillermo Porras Muñoz, Max Moorhead, and Philip
Hadley lay out the structures of the mining economy, the state, and the
presidio.22 More recent work by scholars like Cheryl Martin and Susan
Deeds focuses on the interactions between ethnic and social groups in the
north, and is concerned with the reproduction of Spanish cultural practices
21

Kristin Mann, “Music and Popular Religiosity in Northern New Spain,” Catholic
Southwest 12 (2001), 7-27; Kristin Mann, The Power of Song: Music and Dance in the
Mission Communities of Northern New Spain, 1590-1810 (Stanford: Stanford University
Press and the Academy of American Franciscan History, 2010); Susan Deeds, Defiance
and Deference in Mexico's Colonial North: Indians under Spanish Rule in Nueva Vizcaya
(University of Texas Press, 2003); Susan Deeds, “Mission Villages and Agrarian Patterns
in a Nueva Vizcayan Heartland, 1600-1750,” Journal of the Southwest 33/3 (1991): 345365; Jesús F. de la Teja and Ross Frank, eds., Choice, Persuasion, and Coercion: Social
Control on Spain's North American Frontiers (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2005); Cynthia Radding, Wandering Peoples: Colonialism, Ethnic Spaces, and
Ecological Frontiers in Northwestern Mexico, 1700-1850 (Durham: Duke University
Press, 1997); Juliana Barr, Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: Indians and Spaniards
in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2007);
Steven W. Hackel, Children of Coyote, Missionaries of Saint Francis: Indian-Spanish
Relations in Colonial California, 1769-1850 (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 2005). Robert H. Jackson and Erick Langer, eds. The New Latin
American Mission History. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1995).
22

Robert West, The Mining Community in Northern New Spain: The Parral Mining
District (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1949); Guillermo Porras Muñoz,
Iglesia y estado en Nueva Vizcaya, 1562-1821 (Pamplona: Universidad de Navarra,
1966); Max L. Moorhead, The Presidio: Bastion of the Spanish Borderlands (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1975); Phillip L. Hadley, Minería y sociedad en el centro
minero de Santa Eulalia, Chihuahua, 1709-1750 (México: Fondo de Cultura Económica,
1979).

22

as well as labor systems and the “mediated opportunism” of the missions.23
While the growing historiography of the north of Mexico demonstrates
complex social, cultural, economic, and political interactions between
populations in the region and even presumes important connections between
the vast regions of the “borderlands,” it is essentially internally focused and
does not consider the way that the northern periphery of New Spain, namely
Nueva Vizcaya, was integral to global processes, part of the world system.24

Archival Sources
Manuel and Francisco maintained their business empire through
constant communication, sending letters between Veracruz and Acapulco,
and later Parral in the province of Nueva Vizcaya. From 1709 on, Manuel
sent almost 300 letters to his older brother, beginning from Acapulco when
23

Cheryl Martin, Governance and Society in Colonial Mexico: Chihuahua in the
Eighteenth Century (Stanford University Press, 2001); Cheryl Martin, “Popular Speech
and Social Order in Northern Mexico, 1650-1830,” Comparative Studies in Society and
History 32/2 (April 1990): 305-324; Susan Deeds, “First-Generation Rebellions in
Seventeenth-Century Nueva Vizcaya,” in Native Resistance and the Pax Colonial in New
Spain, ed. Susan Schroeder (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998), 1-29; Susan
Deeds, “Rural Work in Nueva Vizcaya: Forms of Labor Coercion on the Periphery,”
Hispanic American Historical Review 69/3 (1989): 425-449; Susan Deeds, “Land Tenure
Patterns in Northern New Spain,” The Americas, 41/4 (April 1985), 446-461.
24

The following is an exception, written by an anthropologist based on Wallerstein’s
theory: Thomas D. Hall, Social Change in the Southwest, 1350- 1880 (Lawrence:
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he returned from Manila in January of 1709 and continuing for the five
months he remained there before relocating temporarily to Mexico City.
The letters record the large sums of money they invested in merchant
shipments that departed from Veracruz, delivering everything from indigo
for European consumption to tobacco destined for the Viceroyalty of Peru,
at a time when inter-viceroyalty trade was illegal. The bulk of the letters
date from 1715 to 1722, when Manuel lived in Parral as governor and later
in the villa of Chihuahua and its environs as a private citizen. While there is
little about the lives of the brothers in their personal correspondence, beyond
hopes of good health for their families, the letters document legal and illegal
trade—trans-Pacific, trans-Atlantic, and trade within mainland New Spain.
As a genre of archival documents, letters are a mixed blessing. The
author presumes a great deal of knowledge on the part of the expected
audience, leaving many statements vague and often simply unstated. In this
case, we only have one half of the letters, those from Manuel to Francisco;
the reverse correspondence was not preserved. Manuel speaks of people and
events in vague terms knowing that Francisco will understand the references.
As the historian, decidedly not the intended audience for the letters, I am left
to interpret the silences in between the vague and incomplete references in
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the letters. This correspondence represents a unique opportunity to view the
business interests and practices of the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers, but
presents difficulties in the interpretation of the information available
throughout the letters.
The letters were preserved as part of a court case in which members of
the Veracruz branch of the family tried to recoup funds from the Nueva
Vizcaya relatives. The collection of letters is unique in colonial Latin
American archives, as such personal correspondence was rarely preserved in
such quantities. Beyond the letters, this study relies on a variety of
documents collected in Mexico and Spain, many related to the court case
from which the letters originate. Judicial, administrative, and notarial
sources help to document the bureaucratic work of the brothers supported by
government reports (often in the form of a letter either addressed to or from
the King) from local, viceregal, and crown levels. The paperwork produced
as part of the court case, in which the letters were preserved as evidence,
also provides another source of legal documentation covering the illicit
activities of the family business. These sources also represent the different
levels of the colonial state with reports from peripheral and metropolitan
centers of government. Finally, some use of documentation from religious
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institutions in regards to loans and debts helps to round out the picture of the
finances of the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers.

Chapters
This study is organized around the geographical regions that made up
the peripheral triangle of the San Juan de Santa Cruz family empire. Within
that framework, each chapter follows the chronological movement of the
business from a focus on the Asian economy as it evolved to depend more
heavily on the silver producing regions of the north of New Spain. The first
chapter explores the theoretical underpinnings of the thesis, adapting the
concepts put forward about a world systems theory to reflect Mexico’s more
prominent role as a core within a multi-core world system. Through an
examination of the historiography of world systems theory, focusing
especially on Wallerstein and Gunder Frank, I attempt to place Mexico’s
colonial economy within a larger global context in which Asia represents the
primary core.
The brothers first arrived in the New World in the 1690s, and both
began their careers in the Spanish bureaucracy in the military, first stationed
in Manila. Chapter two of the dissertation examines the period shortly after
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Manuel’s return to mainland New Spain, when he lived in Acapulco.
Chapter three investigates the life of Francisco in Veracruz, connecting the
brothers’ Pacific-based dealings with the Atlantic economy that fed the
Spanish crown on the European continent. Francisco’s wealth and prestige
grew in the 1710s during his time as treasurer, as his position among the
elite of Veracruz testifies to his status. This chapter follows the rise of the
brothers’ fortunes as merchants on the global stage, while grounding
Francisco’s control of those fortunes in this port city in the periphery of the
Spanish empire. Chapter four considers Manuel’s activities as governor of
the province of Nueva Vizcaya, when he not only gained direct access to the
18th-century silver boom, but also found a secure and isolated market for his
merchant activities. Through monopoly control of the importation of
necessities and luxuries for Spanish towns, missions, and presidios, the
brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz found yet another outlet for their merchant
empire. This, coupled with their fortune made in the trans-Pacific and
-Atlantic trade, allowed them to invest heavily in the mining industry. This
chapter follows the political career of Manuel as he manipulates his control
of the jurisdiction to expand the family empire.
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Through this study, I argue for a re-positioning of the role of Mexico
in the early modern world economy to reflect the role of Spanish colonials
such as the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers. Men like these made the
colony of New Spain more profitable than their European mother country.
Unlike earlier interpretations that suggest that all the success of the colonies
only benefitted Spain, here I posit that much of that profit remained in New
Spain. The colony enjoyed a geographical proximity to the larger Asian
core, coupled with the quantities of silver mined, which gave merchantbureaucrats an advantage over their peninsular counterparts.
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CHAPTER ONE: NEW SPAIN’S PERIPHERIES AND THE
ASIAN WORLD SYSTEM
The peripheries of New Spain can be construed as the driving force of
the colonial economy. The main arteries of New Spain’s trans-Pacific and
trans-Atlantic trade depended on the cities of Manila, Acapulco, and
Veracruz. These port cities were conduits for the importation of luxury
goods from Asia and Europe, while the merchants of New Spain shipped
locally produced commodities like silver in return. Silver connected the
final point of the San Juan de Santa Cruz peripheral triangle; the province of
Nueva Vizcaya produced upwards of 25% of New Spain’s silver in the first
half of the 18th century.1 As peripheries, these locations were not ignored by
the crown or the colonial bureaucracy, nor understood as distant and lawless
spaces. Well-connected to the colonial core through trade routes and local
representatives of the colonial state, however distantly, these peripheries
were “integral parts of an organic whole.”2 Moreover, the urban centers of
Manila, Acapulco, Veracruz, and Parral/Chihuahua, inhabited by the San
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Juan de Santa Cruz family business empire, were cores within the periphery,
key nodes where men like Manuel and Francisco could maximize their dual
roles as merchants and bureaucrats.

The European World-System
The world system exploited by the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers
was made up of interdependent cores and peripheries. Cores are regions of
political, economic, and social control that depend upon the extraction of
labor and commodities from the less influential periphery. The periphery is
controlled by the core, but the core only maintains that position through its
relationship to the periphery. Thus, the periphery is not powerless in its
relationship to a core (or multiple cores), as it negotiates control versus
dependence. Not all those living in the periphery experience this
interdependent relationship equally, as the exploitation of labor by a few, the
political and economic elite, marks the periphery; nor do all those living in
the core experience the benefits of the core. Networks of elites (bound by
status, bureaucracies, and commerce) link cores to peripheries—externally
and internally. The world system that I describe is different from but
indebted to the world-system articulated by Immanuel Wallerstein and the
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world systems of scholars like Andre Gunder Frank and Janet Abu-Lughod.
While their division of the world into cores, peripheries, and external arenas
denies the historical specificity of the complexity of bureaucratic institutions
and labor systems, the conceptual language of a world system continues to
provide a useful paradigm for understanding the global economy of the early
modern period.
The world-system (with a hyphen) laid out by Immanuel Wallerstein
in the 1970s provided a series of conceptual tools, most important in this
case the categories of core and periphery, as integral parts of a global
economy.3 Wallerstein set out a rigid structure in which cores, semiperipheries, and peripheries were interrelated. His distribution of cores and
peripheries was based primarily on the division of labor as it was related to
geography—western Europe represents the core of Wallerstein’s worldsystem (Spain and Portugal are included prior to what he deems economic
and political stagnation in the 17th century), while eastern Europe and Latin
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America are situated as peripheries.4 “The division of a world-economy
involves a hierarchy of occupational tasks, in which tasks requiring higher
levels of skills and greater capitalization are reserved for higher-ranking
areas.”5 Wallerstein defines the economy that emerges in the early 16th
century as capitalist and argues that a focus on capital (including labor)
accumulation is accompanied by a skilled workforce. The core depends on
the extraction of resources through coerced labor in the peripheries and
“sharecropping” in the semi-periphery. The “raw” labor of the semiperipheral and peripheral regions is thus positioned to provide for the capital
accumulation enjoyed by the core, not a local populace located in the
periphery.
In large part the coerced labor systems of the periphery function
through weak political structures, in direct opposition to the “strong statemachinery” of the core.6 In fact, Wallerstein designates this differentiation
through the terms core-states and peripheral areas, arguing that peripheries
4
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are characterized by the absence of an independent state. By a strong state
machinery, Wallerstein refers to both the bureaucratic institutions that allow
capitalists to manage exchange and capital accumulation as well as the less
tangible but equally important sovereignty of the state as understood by the
social groups governed by the state. For the early modern period,
Wallerstein contends that the absolute monarchies of the core-states (namely
England and France, with Spain and Portugal prior to 1650), developed in
tandem with his world-system. The centralization of state power allowed
emerging capitalists a foundation from which to challenge the hereditary
aristocracies so dominant in medieval Europe that would develop into the
nation-states emerging from of the transformations of the late 18th century in
the “struggle in the core.”7 Peripheries are devoid of such state structures,
generally through their status as colonies. The colonial bureaucracies are
thus part and parcel of the larger state apparatus of the colonial core, and
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serve the function of extracting resources from the periphery to allow for the
capital accumulation in the core.
In establishing the core-states and semi-peripheral and peripheral
regions, Wallerstein leaves most of the world beyond the boundaries of his
world-system. He designates the rest of the world, namely Africa and Asia,
as external arenas. While he assures his reader that the European worldeconomy is not the only world-system, it is the ultimate world-system.8
Interactions between Europe and Asia do not represent fundamental
commercial relationships, but rather inconsequential trade in frivolous
luxury goods.9 Wallerstein uses Russia as his prime example of the
separation of the Asian and European spheres, with an addendum about the
Portuguese in the Indian Ocean. This focus on Russia, rather than on the
Portuguese, Dutch, or even the French or the British, elides European
interests in Asia, read as both desires for Asian goods and trade networks.
The trade networks in this “external arena” are understood to be hampered
by autocratic empires and Portugal inserts itself in the trade of luxury goods,
pepper in particular, through military might and not capitalist techniques. “It
8
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is only when Europe had no choice, could not get a product within the
framework of its own world-economy that it went to the outside arena….”10
Thus, Wallerstein carefully separates Europe from the external arena,
claiming that its components only enter out of necessity.

Critiques from the Periphery (and External Arena)
The critiques of a European world-economy, with France and England
as its core states, came from many arenas. Scholars of regions defined as
peripheries and semi-peripheries within Europe were quick to defend their
status as more than just peripheries. The rebuttals of Spanish historian
David Ringrose are particularly important as they challenge the assumptions
of Spanish exclusion from the norms of European history.11 His work

10
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demonstrates that Spanish economic development, lacking a true feudal
system, and the function of the state on the peninsula and the larger empire,
should be seen as divergent, not weak. On the opposite end, Andre Gunder
Frank challenged the world-system as being too limited in its approach. 12
Wallerstein’s world-system (with a hyphen) grew out of the literature on
dependency theory, a field dominated by Latin Americans like Henrique
Cardoso and Enzo Faletto whose seminal text Dependency and Development
in Latin America provides one of the most nuanced explanations for modern
Latin American underdevelopment.13 Although dependency theory’s roots
are Latin American, Gunder Frank rose as its most important proponent
beyond the Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking world. His use of a language
of metropolis and satellite anticipated the core and periphery of Wallerstein.
His early work in response to Wallerstein was unabashedly political, in the
manner of dependency theorists, and dated the world system at over 5000
years old, with an emphasis on the exploitation of peripheries, as opposed to
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Wallerstein’s emphasis on the rise of a European core.14 A far more
measured critique in the same vein came from Janet Abu-Lughod’s Before
European Hegemony: The World System, 1250-1350. She challenges the
idea that the European world-economy developed separately from other
world-economies, namely the world system she identifies as centered in the
Middle East and Asia. In this interpretation, Wallerstein’s 16th-century
world-system developed through the networks forged through the Mongol
empire, as Europe shifted from periphery to core status.
Building upon this basic relationship of cores and peripheries, Eric
Wolf’s Europe and the People without History challenges the
oversimplification of peripheries and external arenas by reconceptualizing
the modes of production that governed the relationships of the world
system.15 His primary preoccupation is the tendency to deny the history of
non-core regions, particularly in the field of anthropology but also an issue
in Wallerstein’s analysis. This denial of history results in the loss of the
dynamic interaction between core and periphery, in which actors in the
14
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periphery are part of the processes of the world system, rather than simple
victims of long-distance exploitation. First by establishing the trade
networks that existed in the century before large-scale European colonial
efforts and through the use of a tripartite system of modes of production
(capitalist, tributary, and kin-ordered), Wolf outlines an early modern world
system that maintains the integrity of Wallerstein’s original approach while
complicating the “global division of labor” to more accurately represent the
articulation of different modes of production, within both cores and
peripheries. The co-existence of different modes in the European core
overlaps with similar articulations in the Americas, Asia, and Africa,
creating unique interactions in particular contexts that were negotiated by
colonizers, bureaucrats, and merchants on both sides, rather than
representing a condition simply forced upon the world by the European core.
Historians of Latin America objected to the flat portrait of the region
painted by Wallerstein in his world-system. While the ideas of dependency
theory still held sway (although they have since fallen out of favor), the
sweeping definition of the Spanish and Portuguese colonies in the Americas
as a space dominated by coerced labor and a non-existent or weak state was
in direct contrast to the contemporary historiographical trend in the 1980s
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demonstrating the thriving internal economy and growing bureaucracy,
especially in New Spain. The most cogent critique of Latin America as a
Wallersteinian periphery was made by Steve Stern in 1988.16 His article,
“Feudalism, Capitalism, and the World-System in the Perspective of Latin
America,” argues that coercive labor practices, the focus of Wallerstein’s
global division of labor, existed hand-in-hand with free wage labor systems,
depending on a number of factors from demographics to market demand for
the product at hand; silver and sugar are the two that form the basis of
Stern’s examples. The flexible nature of the articulation of different modes
of production in response to changing conditions marked the colonial
economy. Beyond the multiple labor systems that coexisted in the colonies,
Stern further posits that the missing component from the original
formulation of a world system is the colonial condition itself. “…What is
distinctive about the economic logic of colonial and neo-colonial situations
is precisely the entrepreneurial tendency to combine variegated labor
strategies—considered somewhat more antithetical, mutually exclusive, and
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sequential in a Europe-centered context—into a unified package.”17 That
European colonizers had to negotiate the extraction of resources through
local contexts, an argument also forwarded by Wolf, undercuts the notion
that European exploitation of world resources was not simply organized
through capitalist forms, but also through the structures of colonialism.18
These critiques “from the periphery” challenged what constituted a
“peripheral region” in the early modern world economy, but did not question
the primacy of Europe as a singular core in the period. Even the work by
Wolf and Abu-Lughod, who demonstrate the importance of a world system
before the early modern period, remains firmly within the paradigm of the
“rise of the west” at 1500. Stern’s critique demonstrates the complex nature
of the relationship of Europe and Latin America, but the colonies still exist
for the good of the European powers extracting silver and sugar across the
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Atlantic. Locked in colonial paradigms, it is difficult to see colonized
regions as cores—the very fact of colonization implies dependence on the
core. European kingdoms maintained “colonial” possessions in the
Americas, the Middle East, and East, South and Southeast Asia. While the
structure of these “colonial” possessions offered important benefits to the
colonizers (economic, religious, status), it did not provide complete control
over regions previously defined as peripheries or the external arena. This is
especially true of the presence of Europeans in the Middle East and Asia,
where Europeans made space for themselves in a crowded world of trading
networks and political empires.
…The only choice Europeans had was to hitch
their trading wagon to the much larger Asian
productive and commercial train, which was
steaming ahead on an already well-established
track (or rather caravan and maritime network).
Moreover, the Chinese “tribute trade network” in
East and Southeast Asia was—and for two
millennia already had been—an integral part of
this wider Afro-Eurasian world economic network.
What the Europeans did, was to plug the Americas
in as well.19
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The final critique of world-systems theory comes not from the
periphery, but from the external arena of Asia. Long a source of debate in
the field of Asian history, the relegation of Asia to the “asiatic mode of
production” left the economies of China, India, Japan, and Southeast Asia
beyond the realm of debate over the emergence of capitalism.20 Shaped by
Marxist thought, Wallerstein’s definition of these economies as the “external
arena” that Europe only penetrated through military force did little to
incorporate the growing literature about the Portuguese, Dutch, British, and
French trading networks and the way that the Ming, Qing, and Mughal
empires, as well as smaller kingdoms in the region, negotiated the arrival of
new merchants to an already well established system. The Great
Divergence: Europe, China, and the Making of the Modern World Economy
by Ken Pomeranz summarizes the debates from the perspective of a
specialist in Chinese history, demonstrating the dominance of the Asian
economy in the 16th and 17th centuries and investigating how two leading
centers of the early modern world economy ended in such drastically
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different conditions at the outset of the industrial revolution.21 The fact that
many European kingdoms had significant colonial projects in the early
modern period does not equal dominance in the world economy at the same
time; nor should Europe’s eventual dominance through industrial production
in the modern world be read anachronistically onto a history that was far
more dynamic.
By the 1990s, the former proponent of a Europe-centered worldsystem, Andre Gunder Frank, had started to take notice of the vast literature
on Asia.22 Challenging the Eurocentric approach of Wallerstein, but also
Wolf and Abu-Lughod, Frank posits a world system with its core in Asia.
ReOrient: Global Economy in the Asian Age reconsiders the relationship of
Europe and the external arena, recognizing that the trading relationships of
European powers and Asian empires constituted more than an uncommon
desire for luxuries, but rather the driving force of much of Europe’s colonial
and domestic economies. The desire for silver in Asia, particularly to feed
21
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the tribute economy of the Ming and Qing dynasties, was far too great an
incentive for the merchants of European and colonial contexts to ignore.
The desire for the goods only available from the Asian market far exceeded
the supposition of Eurocentric accounts that claim Europeans produced what
they wanted through free-wage labor in Europe, or extracted what they
wanted through coerced labor in their peripheries. Frank argues that the
“…worldwide division of labor was made operational through chain-linked
trade relations and (im)balances.”23 Rather than view the trade between
Europe and Asia as secondary to the function of the world system, these
commercial interactions become the central organizing feature through
which the articulated modes of production produce the relations of cores and
peripheries in this economy.
By centering Asia, or “re-Orienting” the early modern world
economy, Frank redeploys the concepts of the Wallersteinian world-system
and creates a space for a multi-core world system in which the Americas as
suppliers of one of the most sought-after commodities—silver--can assume a
position beyond the limiting role of a periphery. Latin Americanists have
demonstrated that colonial rule in the Americas was negotiated and
23
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contingent, between colonials and colonized in the Americas as well as
between the Spaniards in the colonies and those on the peninsula. The
Spaniards living in the colonial context were responsible for plugging
American commodities into the Asian economy, and even though they
remained loyal to the crown, self-interest ruled.24 The colonial condition,
while initiated by Europeans, did not result in complete European control
over regions in the Americas or Asia. In fact, European intrusion into what
was a long-standing and thriving economy, particularly as the bearers of
American silver, allowed for the continuation of an Asian-centered world
system throughout the early modern period.

New Spain as a Core of the Early Modern World Economy

…1571—the year the city of Manila was founded
as a Spanish entrepôt…[was] the year during
which global trade was born. 25
24
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Most school children in the United States can tell you that Christopher
Columbus was on his way to India when he stumbled upon two large
continents that separated Europe from Asia. While this story has been
reduced to a cliché, it is a fact that Latin Americanists tend to ignore. The
search for treasure, either Asian spices or American gold, was long a trope
that elided the brutalities of the colonial regime, and was thus put aside in
favor of investigations of the colonial projects of church and state in Latin
America. However, that very desire of Spain to find a direct route to Asia
shaped the form of the colonial state. Spanish attempts to cross the Pacific
began as early as the 1530s, and ended with the “conquest” of the
Philippines in 1569. Despite their precarious position in the city, where they
were outnumbered by the myriad of other trading enclaves, the Spaniards
brought silver in quantities that would invigorate the long-established
trading networks.26 Regular traffic between Manila and Acapulco began in
1571 with the yearly trip of the Manila galleon, connecting the biggest
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producer of silver, over 85% of the world’s total, to the Asian export
economy.27
After 1550, the world’s silver cycles were governed by the capacity of
American mines, the exploitation of indigenous and African labor by
Spaniards, and the strategies of merchant-bureaucrats who brought the silver
to the world’s markets.28 The 16th-century Potosí/Japan cycle and the 18thcentury Mexico cycle defined the world’s consumption of silver. The first,
in which the mines of Potosí in the new Viceroyalty of Peru quickly
outstripped Japanese production, dates from 1540-1640, while the Mexico
cycle rises at the outset of the 1700s.29 China was the main consumer of
silver throughout the period and thus is known in the scholarship as the
China “sink.” China’s 14th-century shift to collecting tribute in silver
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revolutionized the world economy, first raising demand in Japan and later
elevating the prospects of America mines. “…There would have been
neither the same type of ‘price revolution’ in Europe and China nor a
Spanish empire [which lived from its sales of silver] in the absence of the
transformation of Chinese society to a silver base in the early modern
period.”30
The Chinese and European economies were so dependent on this
American commodity that the gap between cycles, in which less American
silver entered the world economy, represents periods of depression in both
regions. However, the corollary depression in the Spanish colonies in the
Americas did not materialize. While a real loss of productivity in the Potosí
mines after 1640 is well documented, scholars of Latin America have
demonstrated that the domestic colonial economy, especially in Mexico,
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thrived during the supposed depression of the 17th century.31 Studies of
silver flows focus on its movement to Europe and see the possibility of
silver remaining in the colonies, or moving to Asia through the Pacific, as an
anomaly or colonial corruption.32 Latin Americanists alternatively have
explained that the growing strength of the domestic economy changed the
relationship of the Americas to their global markets of silver consumption.
“The link between New World silver production and Old World economic
activity had grown more tenuous in part because the colonial economies
were less dependent on Europe.”33 Thus, when silver production increased
in the 18th century, surpassing the total output of the Potosí cycle,34 the
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colonials, in the Viceroyalty of New Spain in particular, were in a strong
position to supply the ever-present Chinese demand directly from Acapulco
to Manila.35
Nonetheless, the scholarship on colonial Latin America largely
ignores the Pacific as a theater of the colonial economy. The recent work by
Stanley and Barbara Stein, Silver, Trade, and War: Spain and America in the
Making if Early Modern Europe, typifies the approach by reducing the
Pacific trade to a footnote. The thrust of this work is to investigate the effect
of the American silver boom on the Spanish state from 1500-1700, and it
argues that the influx of silver was eventually detrimental to the Spanish
economy and the stability of the crown. But the Steins go on to demonstrate
that “…American silver galvanized Europe and set in motion the
development of the market economy and the nation-state.”36 Within a
European framework, this argument is innovative as it claims an active role
for Spain as part of a larger European whole. A well-documented account of
the movement of silver to and through Spain, it is based primarily on sources
35
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housed in European archives, and thus reinforces the historiographical trend
in Latin American colonial history that the most important relationship of
the colonies was to the mother country. This imperial history has in large
part fallen out of favor in the past 25 to 30 years in favor of local histories
focusing on the internal political, social, cultural, and economic happenings
in the colonies, well beyond the control or even concern of the crown. The
Steins also address their arguments to the newer Atlantic World paradigm,
designed to take into account the complex interactions between European
colonial powers, namely Spain, Portugal, and Britain, and their colonies in
the Americas and the Caribbean.
It is striking that the importance of American silver to the Asian
economy of the early modern period is central to the narrative of World
History (and Asian history), but plays a peripheral role in the history of
Spain, the Spanish empire, and Europe as a whole. Early work on the
Manila galleon by Schurz and Phelan’s study of religious conversion in the
Philippines (both discussed above) are useful but dated for understanding the
importance of New Spain’s role in the early modern world economy. More
recent studies by Mexican and Spanish historians have had little impact on
the Atlantic-centered focus of the various fields engaged in the study of the
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Spanish empire. The presumption of works such as that of the Steins is that
the relationship of New Spain to Asia was largely trans-Atlantic, the flow of
bullion moving from the colonies to Spain, then slipping away from the
Spaniards through the mismanagement of their finances, largely in the face
of constant warfare on the continent. The silver was then filtered through
the nascent capitalist exchanges in places like Amsterdam, Venice, and
Istanbul to the China “sink”.37 The Steins go so far as to define the Pacific
trade as trans-Atlantic: “…in fact the Spanish transatlantic system of
managed trade extended across the Pacific [emphasis mine].”38 The transPacific nature of the trade is denied, ignoring New Spain’s central role in the
export of silver directly to Asia through the port of Manila and the
importation of myriad goods from India, China, Japan, and the Southeast
Asian islands.39
This is not a preoccupation that historians of Asia share. “The most
important of these [routes for Spanish silver] ran directly across the Pacific
37
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from Acapulco on the west coast of modern Mexico to the Philippine
Islands….”40 Based on the best figures to date of the movement of silver,
this is an exaggeration. Approximately 70% of silver (combining that from
New Spain and Peru) was shipped to Europe, and about 40% of that would
move on to Asia.41 Current estimates suggest that 20 to 30% of American
silver went straight to Asia via the galleon trade.42 The point is not that New
Spain’s trans-Pacific trade trumped that of the trans-Atlantic. As the
evidence stands, at least twice as much American silver (from Peru and New
Spain) was shipped to Europe as to Manila, although leading scholars
contend that the figures for the Pacific trade are underestimated, in large part
due to the extent of contraband trade.43 Rather than focus on which is the
stronger economy, I want to emphasize that the evidence demonstrates New
Spain’s unique position between the Asian and European cores. Asia’s most
direct access to silver was through the Pacific trade from Acapulco; the rest
40
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would be filtered through a variety of markets before ending in the China
“sink.” This situation positioned colonial merchant-bureaucrats in New
Spain to take advantage of their crucial location between two markets
hungry for silver and created a third core in the early modern world.
Building on the critiques of world-systems theory and the shift from a
Europe-centered economy to one dominated by Asia, I argue that New Spain
was itself a core in a multi-core world system. Both Wallerstien and Gunder
Frank concede that the regions they defined as cores need not be the singular
cores of the global economy. Wallerstein does this rather dismissively,
relegating most of the world to the external arena. Gunder Frank on the
other hand argues that the early modern world economy “…did not have a
single center but at most a hierarchy of centers….”44 His thesis is that China
was at the top of that hierarchy of “cores.” It is in this space that I am
locating the Spanish Americas, a core of the early modern world economy
engaged in interdependent networks with the cores of Asia and Europe. In
the original world-systems formulation, silver is extracted from the
Americas through processes that depend upon the absence of a vigorous
domestic economy and a state strong enough to detach from the European
44
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core. While the existence and diversity of the domestic economy has been
demonstrated by scholars of colonial Latin America, the connections to
Asia, and even Europe, remain tenuous in the literature. Even though the
simplistic extraction thesis has been challenged from the point of view of
dynamics internal to the colonies, Latin Americanists remain firmly, if
implicitly, in a world in which the Americas were a periphery to Europe.
Why has no one argued that the direct, Pacific flow
of American treasure to China was caused by a
Mexican balance-of-trade deficit with “Asia?”
That is, why does no one maintain that this Pacific
drain of silver was caused by dynamic Mexican
demand for Asian products…? 45
By considering the domestic economy in the context of the scholarship on
the Asian core, I argue that colonials like Manuel and Francisco San Juan de
Santa Cruz used their status in the Mexican core to build a family business
empire whose foundation was the trade in commodities between the
Americas and Asia.
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Peripheries within Cores
In order to best access the benefits of the Mexican core, the San Juan
de Santa Cruz brothers established themselves in the peripheries of that core.
Manila, Acapulco, Veracruz, and Chihuahua certainly never held the cultural
cache, political power, or commanding wealth of Mexico City, a city that
certainly surpassed the power, prestige and wealth of contemporary
European cities. These regions were not peripheries because they relied
solely on forced labor, nor because they were lacking government oversight
or were devoid of merchant-based commercial markets. I contend that the
peripheries (within the core) of the Spanish colonies are marked by their
geographical distance from the centers of power and smaller populations, but
not by the absence of an effective bureaucracy. In fact, the economic
significance of the peripheries of New Spain to its status as a core demanded
strong bureaucratic ties to the center. The small population benefited from
diminished competition within the state apparatus that connected colonists in
the peripheries to both the empire as a whole and the global economy.
Making use of governmental influence on the economy, men like the San
Juan de Santa Cruz brothers, as merchant-bureaucrats, were the connecting
force in moving commodities from the peripheries within the core, allowing
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for the interdependent relationship of the core regions of Asia, the Americas,
and Europe. In the northern periphery, the brothers enjoyed direct access to
the commodity that made New Spain a core of the early modern world
economy, silver. In Acapulco and Veracruz, their positions in the political
structures afforded the brothers access to capital and the bureaucratic tools
of global trade.
I use the term bureaucracy instead of “state” in response to debates
about the relative strength or weakness of the colonial state. Recent
arguments by the late John Jay Tepaske and Alejandro Cañeque contend that
use of the term “state” in colonial historiography is problematic, as it implies
a modern institution, while the government of the colonies more closely
approximates medieval corporate structure. While I resist the tendency to
dismiss the colonial government as simply weak and corrupt, a sentiment
that uncritically reifies Bourbon Reform and 19th-century Liberal rhetorical
critiques of the Hapsburgs, I do not want to argue that the bureaucracy
inhabited by the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers constitutes a state in the
modern sense, following the Tepaske and Cañeque arguments. Therefore, I
focus on the concept of bureaucracy and will investigate the particular
institutions and positions held by the family San Juan de Santa Cruz to
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suggest that while a true state may not have existed, the bureaucratic
institutions of colonial governance provided a framework for effective
entrance into and influence over the domestic and global economies. 46
The fact that I am using world systems theory (not world-systems
theory, however) demands comment, particularly as the language and
concepts of this theoretical proposition have fallen out of favor, especially
among scholars working in the parts of the world originally defined as
“peripheral.” First and foremost, I follow the scholarship of Stern and
Gunder Frank who caution that the mistakes made in the original
formulation—in particular, defining New Spain as a region with a single
mode of production, or Europe as the singular core of the early modern
world economy—do not call for a wholesale rejection of the theory. First,
the original work of Immanuel Wallerstein demands recognition that the
world is interconnected, interdependent, and most importantly, unequally so.
Second, there are cores and peripheries in the world economy; the fact that
cores and peripheries are far more complex entities than the rather simple
formulation of strong state structure/free wage labor and weak state/coerced
46
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labor does not negate their existence. One of the goals of my dissertation is
to center New Spain (Mexico) as a core in the early modern world economy,
with a unique position between the other cores of the period, namely Asia
and Europe. A second goal is to delineate the peripheries within the core of
New Spain and demonstrate their importance in the maintenance of the
status of the core.
The peripheries within the core of New Spain were integrated into the
colonial bureaucracy that emanated from Mexico City (decidedly not from
Europe) and the larger world economy in which the Asian import and export
markets dominated. So why persist in using this terminology of a periphery
if the connotations of the term appear to be contradictory to my argument?
Spaniards like the brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz (on the peninsula and in
the colonies) understood Manila, Acapulco, Chihuahua, Veracruz, Cuzco,
etc. to be geographically peripheral to the capital of Mexico City.
Nevertheless, a geographical periphery need not be “peripheral” to the world
economy, nor a lawless space in which the powerful have no state structure
to regulate their activities. Instead, I employ the term because it designates a
different set of power relations among the colonial elite within the
Viceroyalty of New Spain, and I argue that Francisco and Manuel San Juan
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de Santa Cruz located themselves within peripheries in order to take best
advantage of those unique power relations.
The peripheral triangle of the San Juan de Santa Cruz family business
empire represents the three most important economic regions of the
viceroyalty: Manila/Acapulco as the crucial connection to the Asian
economy, Veracruz the connection to the Atlantic world, and Nueva Vizcaya
the most important silver producing region in the first half of the eighteenth
century. As aspiring bureaucrats who made their names as military officers
in the 1690s, the brothers could rise only so far in the bureaucracy of Mexico
City.47 Viceroys and oidores, judges in the audiencias, were generally men
of repute on the peninsula before their arrival in the colonies, something
Manuel and Francisco could not claim. While they could easily have fallen
into mid-level positions in the audiencia of México or the treasury of the
viceroyalty, there would have been little chance for advancement beyond the
mid-level. Despite a rhetoric of “good governance,” positions in the colonial
bureaucracy were not just sold to the highest bidder but were also doled out
47
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as political favor. Even though the brothers had performed well in their
military assignments, they had neither the money nor the family pedigree to
warrant such treatment. A position in the periphery was less prestigious and
thus less competitive—but no less central to the function of the bureaucracy.
Maintaining close connections between Manila/Acapulco, Veracruz/Spain,
and Nueva Vizcaya assured the centrality of Mexico City in the colonial
structures and the world economy.
My argument that New Spain was itself a core in a multi-core world
system complicates my initial contention that the early modern world
economy was not dominated by Europeans. Of course, the economy of the
Americas was dominated by Europeans—but Europeans in the colonial
context, and for the benefit of the colonies, not European kingdoms.48 New
Spain is simultaneously European and non-European, and not simply
through the presence of Indians. The common refrain “obedezco pero no
cumplo,” (I obey but do not comply), the viceroy’s response to an order he
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refused to carry out, demonstrates the simultaneous loyalty to the Spanish
crown on the peninsula and the independence of the colonials in New Spain.
While the crown and the Council of the Indies would control the
appointment of bureaucrats to the always growing bureaucracy, those
bureaucrats would rule over a thriving internal economy in New Spain and a
trans-Pacific market in which New Spain’s greatest commodity, silver, fed
the Asian economy. While the crown would continue to collect its quinto, or
royal fifth, the merchant-bureaucrats that populated the state found unrivaled
wealth in New Spain and Asia well beyond the control of the crown or the
Council of the Indies. The merchant-bureaucrats, ubiquitous in Spanish
colonial society, while most often of European descent, did not function in
the realm of a European core, but rather created their own core in the early
modern world that was not dependent on Europe for wealth, power or
prestige, but rather provided Europe the remnants of its powerful connection
to Asia.

Merchant Bureaucrats Connecting New Spain to the World
The merchant-bureaucrat is the defining feature of the Spanish
colonial economy, setting these functionaries apart from the other players in
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the early modern world economy. Despite the central role of Spain in
qualitative and quantitative shifts in world trade from 1500-1800, Spaniards
are virtually absent from the world history literature on this period. In 2004
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London held an exhibit called
“Encounters: The Meeting of Asia and Europe 1500-1800,” in which Spain
received no mention.49 Passing reference was made to the fact that
“American silver” fueled this trade, but the Spanish presence in Asia and the
way that Spanish colonial policies affected the flow of that silver was
ignored. To ignore American silver altogether would be facile, as the
prevalence and desire for the commodity was ubiquitous throughout the
world. But in the dominant narrative it appeared from nowhere—suddenly
American silver was everywhere with no actors responsible for its
movement until it hit the shores of China and Europe.
World-systems theory as outlined by Immanuel Wallerstien certainly
supports this perspective, in which the colonies, with immature political
organization and coercive labor practices, were a place from which goods
were extracted—not a space in which merchants participated in the world
49
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economy. While Latin Americanists working on the colonial period have
done much to disprove this, demonstrating the sophisticated nature of
governance and the production and distribution of goods, internally and
externally, the narratives of a thriving economy in New Spain and the early
modern world economy have not been brought together. Thus, when
Spanish actors receive credit for the function of the early modern world
economy, it is through the use of violent and repressive tactics to extract the
commodities desired in the world markets. This is not an unfair portrait by
any means, as the use of Indian, African slave, and mixed-race labor more
often than not involved coercive tactics.
The World that Trade Created, a world history text published in 2000
about the creation of trading networks that tied the world together in new
ways after 1500, further demonstrates the tendency to ignore the Spanish
Americas in this narrative.50 To its credit, this text accords better coverage
to the regions of Spanish and Portuguese Latin America than do other world
history texts, but the Spaniards are rarely considered as merchants, and the
Portuguese only receive such treatment in relation to their Asian activities
50
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which are emphasized as a useful comparison to the Dutch and the British.51
The most comprehensive treatment of Spain in the Americas is found in the
chapter entitled “The Economy of Violence,” an entirely appropriate place to
find the Spanish and a critique of their colonizing practices, for example, the
mita and mining labor practices in the city of Potosí in the Viceroyalty of
Peru. Peruleros,52 merchants bringing goods from the interior to the coast in
Peru, get minor notice from the authors as does the shipment of silver on the
galleon,53 but the practices of these merchants are glossed over, unlike other
key players in this economy. Instead, the Americas are simply a space from
which commodities are extracted through coercive labor practices, not an
integrated part of the “world that trade created.” Silver, wood, chocolate,
and potatoes are just some of the goods the authors discuss that transformed
51
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the early modern world economy. Not to put too fine a point on it, but as
inanimate objects these commodities did not simply appear in Asia, Africa,
and Europe. The occasional references to “Spanish sailors” and “Portuguese
navigators” aside, the responsibility of colonials for the exportation of these
goods seemingly did not exist.
Spanish trade fits neither the itinerant pattern of traveling salesmen
(and taxmen) of the Persians and Chinese in the Indian Ocean, the company
system of the Dutch or the British, nor the trading post empire of the
Portuguese in Asia. The Spaniards were colonizers (in the original sense of
the word) first and merchants second. As merchants, they lived within the
realm of the empire, not traveling to markets, but waiting for the goods to be
delivered to their ports in Manila, Acapulco, Veracruz, and Callao. Rather
than organize as a company, Spanish merchants relied on the colonial
bureaucracy, designed to control the economy, as the mechanism through
which to participate in both external and domestic trading. While the
mercantilist ideal was rarely achieved, the illusion of control of the economy
created a space within the bureaucracy for merchant-bureaucrats, men who
served their own interests by serving those of the state.
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I employ the term merchant-bureaucrat based on Louisa Hoberman’s
study of the economy of New Spain, Mexico’s Merchant Elite, 1590-1680:
Silver, State, and Society.54 In response to Stern’s call to consider how the
colonial condition affected the relationship of the Americas to the world
system, Hoberman elevates the role of the merchants to a central location in
an interdependent colonial state and economy.55 That interdependence
created a space for merchant-bureaucrats and in fact became dependent upon
men who could function in both the state and the economy. Although largescale Mexico City merchants maintained a sizeable control of the trade,
internal and external, there were many smaller-scale merchants who
flourished through their participation in this commerce. 56 Hoberman
estimates that one-third of the merchants also held bureaucratic posts;
however, merchants who did not directly hold office cultivated relationships
with bureaucrats as a necessary part of conducting business.
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Colonial Commerce and Fraud
The colonial bureaucracy of the early eighteenth century was the
result of over 150 years of institutionalization. The Veracruz cabildo
established by Córtes in 1519 initiated the reinvention of Spanish institutions
in the colonial context. The political structure that grew from the early days
of the conquest to the mature colony of the 1700s was by design closely tied
to the economy, a practice typical of all European powers colonizing the
New World. Mercantilism was an economic model, typical in the age of
Spanish colonization, that demanded the extraction of raw materials,
production, and trade be tightly controlled by the crown, for its own benefit.
The bureaucracy of New Spain was thus entrusted with this responsibility.
By controlling supply and demand, a mercantile system supposed that the
colonies existed first for the extraction of raw materials for the good of the
mother country. Second, the colony was to be a market for goods produced
with those very raw materials. Any production or trade in goods produced
beyond the boundaries of the colony should have been restricted. While this
system never functioned as planned, as industry and extensive trade routes
developed throughout the Americas, the colonial bureaucracy and the crown
acted as a single entity in trying to maintain strict control of the economy.
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Much of the economy of New Spain existed beyond these real and
imagined restrictions. Some of this trade was legally sanctioned, generally
to manage the practical concerns of governing the vast territories of Spain’s
American possessions. While difficult to document, scholars recognize that
the extra-legal activities of men like the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers
were highly significant to the functioning of early modern Spanish
commerce. Thus, despite the societal and legal prohibitions on commercial
fraud, its occurrence was widespread.57 Much of this corruption transpired
within the bounds of the very bureaucracy meant to oversee such actions.
Most scholars attribute fraud to neglect and lack of enforcement by the
colonial state. While many laws and practices existed to stop and punish
graft, strong rhetoric rarely translated into a significant slowing of the
practices. Historians have long argued that the great distance between the
colonies and the mother country made it difficult for the crown to monitor
the activities of government officials. The voyage between Veracruz and
57
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Spain could take as few as 75 days, or as many as 130; until the late
eighteenth century, only one ship a year sailed from the colony to Spain.58
In line with arguments about the practical abandonment of the British
colonies in the 17th century, many historians simply presume a salutary
neglect in the case of Spain.
One of the most influential early challenges to this idea of salutary
neglect was John Leddy Phelan’s the Kingdom of Quito published in 1967.
He opened his chapter entitled “Graft:” “The crown and the Council of the
Indies made sustained but frequently vain efforts to expose and punish
corruption among magistrates overseas.”59 He blamed the rampant
corruption on low salaries coupled with the expectation that colonial
officials live a particular lifestyle that reflected their position and
relationship to the crown. The salaries of bureaucrats, even at the highest
levels were never sufficient to cover such costs.60 The foundation of the
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graft so common in the colonial bureaucracy was thus simple necessity, on
the part of bureaucrats. Phelan never ventures beyond the position that fraud
might have served the bureaucracy, and thus the crown. Quite the opposite,
as he was preoccupied with the notion that the Hapsburgs were vigilant, but
ill-equipped to handle the scale of the problem. “The Hapsburg monarchy
did make energetic but abortive efforts to create a bureaucracy composed of
Platonic guardians. Their massive failure should never obscure the sincerity
or determination of their intentions.”61 Thus, the fault lies with individuals
who took advantage of the system, even if their entry was made easy by the
inability of the crown, it was not by design, nor of any real benefit to anyone
but the individual in question.
Two recent more works consider the problem of corruption and the
viceroys of Mexico, coming to a divergent conclusion that these practices
were “…endemic and often considered acceptable.”62 Both Alejandro
Cañeque and Cristoph Rosenmüller caution against using the term
corruption, with its individualistic connotation as a practice above and
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beyond the true intent of the bureaucracy. Rosenmüller points out that the
word corruption is not found in 18th-century colonial sources; in the sources
for this study “fraud” was the most common term.63 Rather than a desire to
locate the “state,” in both cases with a focus on the viceregal court, as a
separate entity from the corrupt practices of bureaucratic officials, the
practices were part and parcel of the function of the bureaucracy. Neither
scholar then assumes that the colonial bureaucracy was inherently weak
because of the preponderance of bureaucrats engaged in fraud, as it was
defined at the time.
In this respect, it could be argued that most types
of graft…were not seen as illicit at the time. In
general some confusion arose between what was
considered proper and improper, as patron-client
obligations made it difficult to distinguish, for
instance, between a “gift” and a “bribe.” This does
not mean, however, that in early modern societies
the norms governing public office holders were not
clearly articulated or were nonexistent. In fact,
corruption among judges or dishonesty among
accountant was considered by public authorities to
be shocking and reprehensible.64
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Following this passage, I argue that fraud, or corruption, was in fact more
than simply endemic, but part of the very structure of the bureaucracy.
Cañeque hints at this when he says: “The system was tolerated as long as its
positive aspects (it supplemented, for example, the low salaries) outweighed
the negative ones and did not negatively influence the judgment of royal
officials.”65 He dispels the notion that these individuals benefitted at the
expense of the crown or the integrity of their positions.
But, Cañeque still presumes that the efforts to stamp out these
activities were in fact genuine. Here, I return to Phelan’s first sentence of
the chapter “Graft,” where he calls such undertakings “vain efforts.” Rather
than focus on either the regularity with which the crown and high-level
representatives lamented such fraud or the seeming inability to bring these
men who stretched the boundaries of the law to justice, the position of the
colonial bureaucracy is in between. As Cañeque stated above, as long as the
crown benefitted above the exploitation of its bureaucrats, the system
functioned as normal. In fact, the crown benefitted greatly from the
“abuses” of the colonial economy by bureaucrats, who created a thriving
economy that created great wealth for many Spaniards (favoring those living
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in the colonies). However, the need to create a façade of control both
legitimized the crown as the ultimate authority while maintaining limits to
expose those who extended their exploitation into the realm of “negative
aspects.” Thus, while many bureaucrats, like Francisco San Juan de Santa
Cruz, were charged with fraudulent actions, few were punished severely
enough to truly inhibit the practices.

Conclusion
New Spain represented a central point in the early modern world
economy where several features combined to make it a core in the world
system: its geographical location between the Asian and European cores,
bureaucratic practices defined as fraudulent, and natural resources highly
valued on the world markets. This upgrade from periphery to core does not
reject arguments in world systems theory that understand the majority of the
population in the colonies to have been exploited for the economic benefit of
the few. However, a significant fiscal measure of that benefit remains in the
colony of New Spain, making this political and economic entity a far more
important player in the world system than the designation of periphery
would allow. Men like Manuel and Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz took
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full advantage of the intersection of these phenomena in New Spain,
connecting business interests from the Asian and European cores. Their
success demanded their residence in the colony—it would not have been
possible in Spain proper where access to opportunities within the
bureaucracy differed and access to silver was mediated by the colonials in
New Spain. New Spain continued to support the mother country, and
colonials like the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers were loyal to the crown,
but within a larger context in which local and colony-wide economies
flourished beyond the control of the crown. The following chapters use the
San Juan de Santa Cruz family business empire as a lens through which to
view the tactics of merchant-bureaucrats who played such a key role in this
system.
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CHAPTER TWO: ACAPULCO-MANILA
Acapulco was a strategic location within the brothers’ business
empire, as their political clout in this city provided direct access to Asian
imports from Manila. They gained this influence by creating a political
network with the Gallo de Pardiñas family that dominated Acapulco
municipal and military leadership from 1680 to 1760.1 This connection
evolved beyond a simple political relationship when Manuel married one of
the Gallo daughters, thus joining the two families. The Gallos, as civil
bureaucrats, were responsible for the registration (inventory) of the Manila
galleon, which made the return trip once a year between Acapulco and
Manila. They used this leverage to exploit the trade, as evidenced in an
event of 1709, when the Gallo patriarch, Miguel, was found responsible for a
debt of more than 50,000 pesos to the crown. Manuel invested a great deal
1
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in the goods arriving on the galleon that year—including spices, silks,
cottons, and furniture. This chapter lays out the foundation of the brothers’
financial success through their merger with of the powerful and elite Gallo
de Pardiñas family, and how access to the Pacific economy expanded their
political and economic fortunes.

The Pacific Cities
The corridor that connected Manila and Acapulco acted as a conduit
between China and other Asian producers and the silver wealth that passed
through Mexico City. While these two cities contributed to the prosperity of
other regions, little of that wealth remained with the local residents. Neither
city ever maintained a large Spanish population, peninsular or criollo. This
fact was often blamed on the tropical climate, but as the commerce that
passed through both cities relied on large labor forces of chinos and indios,
neither place attracted the cream of Spanish colonial society. Both cities
existed as proving grounds for up and coming Spaniards who could make a
name for themselves in military and bureaucratic positions in the periphery
in order to move on to more central areas of the empire. Though neither city
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was a space for substantial settlement, these two ports functioned as a
significant part of the foundation of the colonial economy.
The city of Manila was claimed by the Spanish as part of the Legazpi
expedition in 1570. The chain of islands was named The Philippines in
honor of King Phillip II and formed an audiencia of the Viceroyalty of New
Spain. Regular contact with mainland New Spain began in 1571, with the
first sailing of the Manila galleon. Manila was the furthest outpost of the
Spanish empire, but represented one of the earliest goals of Spanish
exploration, the quest for an unimpeded path to the commodities of the
Asian economy. Trade between local communities, the barangays, of the
archipelago and regions of East and Southeast Asia existed as early as the
10th century.2 In order to gain control of these trade routes, the Spanish
imposed their institutions, both civil and religious, making “Spanish
rule…not only theocratic, but profoundly bureaucratic.”3 With these
institutions, the colonials were able to impose projects to resettle the
populations (reducciones) of the failing barangays, as well as a form of
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repartimiento, or labor drafts, known locally as polos de servicios.4 Filipino
populations were put to work in the hinterland of the city to provide
foodstuffs for the urban residents. Manileños relied almost exclusively on
trade for their employment.5
The Spanish presence in this Asian audiencia was always small,
particularly in comparison to the many other trading communities in the
Southeast Asian islands.6 When the Spanish first encountered Manila it is
estimated that there were 2,000 residents, with a total population of 700,000
on the islands they would name the Philippines. The Europeans were
latecomers to this multiethnic and diverse region that in Manila included
communities of the Arab, Mughal, Chinese, Malay, and Japanese traders.7
Spanish colonizers in effect formed one more of these trading enclaves. In
order to set themselves apart from the other foreigners in Manila, the
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Spanish built the walled barrio of Intramuros to create a physical barrier
between themselves and the merchants who brought the goods desired by
Spaniards in the colonies and Europeans. By 1650, approximately 7,000
Spaniards lived in Manila, almost exclusively in Intramuros, while 15,000
Chinese8 inhabited the Parían and Tondo quarters and another 20,000
Filipinos lived on the outskirts of the city, particularly in a sector called
Malate.9 The Laguio district was reserved for the Japanese merchants,10
never as numerous as their Chinese counterparts, whose population would
increase to 40,000 by 1750, but they formed a significant part of the
commercial life of the city.11
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Despite attempts by the Spanish to assert control over these diverse
populations through bureaucratic institutions,12 religious conversion, and
military might it was clear to the colonials that they depended on the
“foreign” populations. A high ranking Spanish official claimed: “It is true
that the city could not be maintained or preserved without these Chinese; for
they are the mechanics in all trades and are excellent workmen and work for
suitable wages.”13 The fact that the Chinese were the principal labor force of
the city, and Filipinos dominated in agricultural production, highlights
Spanish dependence on trade with China as the lifeblood of their
community. Anywhere from 20 to 60 junks arrived each year in the port
laden with Chinese products (this does not include junks from other
regions). The Chinese knew their importance to the Spanish and regularly
rebelled, laborer and merchant alike, with no less than 14 insurrections
occurring between 1570 and 1800. But, in the end, trading commodities for
silver was in everybody’s best interest.
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Like the Portuguese and Dutch, Spaniards entered into this wellestablished trading network between South, East, and Southeast Asia, but
they were unique in bringing the most important commodity direct from the
source in mainland New Spain, silver. The Spanish real became the
currency of trade throughout the region, but silver would function as the
specie and commodity prized by the Chinese above all.14 Like any port city,
Manila was especially alive and bustling with the arrival of the galleons each
year; but the arrival of junks year round meant that the city was not deserted
in the 9 to 10 months in between. The Spanish initially attempted to control
prices on trade goods with a wholesale bargaining practice called the
pancada.15 This method would eventually give way to yearly fairs,
officially decreed in 1696 but unofficially practiced long before, where
negotiations over value and price were monitored but not strictly controlled
by the authorities. This led to a constant stream of complaints about the
trampas de China, or the Chinese fraud, on the part of the Spanish colonial
government both in the Philippines and at the viceregal level.16 Chinese
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demand could cause prices to double on goods in the city of Manila when a
shipment of American silver arrived in the fall.17 Of course, this was largely
subterfuge on the part of the Spanish as they used the majority-Chinese
population as scapegoats for their own corruption embedded in the
bureaucracy and their inability to effectively control their commercial rivals.
For Spaniards, “…their part in the trade was a stationary one….” Despite
attempts to deal directly with mainland China and Japan, it was the large
merchant and laboring communities of Manila that made commerce between
the Spanish empire and Asia possible.
On the other side of the Pacific, Acapulco was the main port of entry
for the trade in American silver to obtain the textiles, porcelains, spices,
furniture, and foodstuffs imported to New Spain. First functioning as a port
as early as 1528, the Spanish did not establish a permanent settlement until
1550.18 Acapulco was designated the single legal port for trade with Manila
as well as with the Viceroyalty of Peru in the mercantilist economy of the
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Spanish empire.19 The city was a harsh environment for Spaniards, as were
most coastal locations where tropical diseases were especially virulent, and
was thus never highly populated. The city is surrounded by mountains that
act to trap the heat, making it sweltering by all contemporary European
accounts. But, the physical characteristics of the harbor were ideal for the
large ships coming from the Philippines and Peru. By 1598, Acapulco
boasted 250 houses along with basic public structures like the Contaduría
(or treasury), a church, a Franciscan convent, and the Hospital de San Juan
de Díos as well as the castle fortifications of San Diego to the northeast of
the city, which functioned as an important defensive position for Spain. To
deal with threats from Europeans, both imperial rivalries and illegal piracy,
Spain created this fortified port city on the Pacific coast. But the city never
attracted much of a permanent Spanish population, and was once called a
“sepulcher of Mexicans and Filipinos” by a manileño official.20
Nonetheless, just like its Asian counterpart, Acapulco thrived on the
yearly arrival of the Manila galleon. In the early 19th century, it was
reported that the population would swell from 4,000 to 9,000 in time for the
19
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fairs where the commodities from the Asian markets could be traded for
American silver. The galleon usually arrived early in the year, and the fairs
attracted merchants from all over New Spain and Peru looking to transport
the recently arrived goods to the farthest corners of the viceroyalties and
beyond to Seville and Europe.
In Acapulco, they mingled with those who had
come from Peru and with those whom the galleon
had brought from the Orient [sic]. For the greater
picturesqeness of the throng the latter added
Filipinos and Lascar seaman, often some Chinese,
and perhaps a few Kaffirs that had been carried to
Manila from the Mozambique country through
Goa.21
For a few months every year, Acapulco attracted the attention of many, far
and wide. The local authorities made concerted efforts to control the sale of
goods in the fair, requiring that each transaction be recorded with
“certificates of sale” while all silver required a license to enter and leave
Acapulco. When the merchants strayed beyond these regulations, which
happened frequently, the Spanish could still employ the convenient excuse
of the trampas de China. However, it was the Peruvian merchants who
posed one of the greatest obstacles to these attempts, as their supply of silver
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arrived via vessels, rather than overland, making the transfer for Asian
commodities easier. With the termination of the fair each year, merchants of
mainland New Spain would first make their way back to Mexico City in
mule trains along a treacherous 280-mile road. The China road would
account for a significant amount of commercial traffic, and was the first part
of the journey to supply the rest of the colonies and the mother country with
the sought after silks, spices, porcelains, cottons, and slaves arriving from
the East.

Trading Between Peripheries
Trade between mainland New Spain and Asia was theoretically wellregulated affair. Early modern commerce the world around, from kingdoms
in Asia to Europe, was government controlled and imagined as a system
designed for the benefit of the crown, often called mercantilism.22 Spaniards
have conventionally been perceived as the standard-bearers of this practice,
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over-regulating their economy to its detriment.23 Notwithstanding the
neoliberal tone of such a contemporary critique, similar practices
predominated throughout the early modern world, from the company
systems of the Dutch and British to the strict control of foreign intervention
in Japan, China, and the Spanish empire. For the Spanish crown, trade was
supposed to operate as a vehicle for serving peninsular interests, economic
and political.
The Manila galleon was less a ship and more a program of trade and
commerce, connecting the Philippines with mainland New Spain in a yearly
voyage of one to four ships.24 In its day, known as the nao de China, it was
the livelihood of the manileño population and an outlet for American silver
coming into Asia from Mexico. Ships left Cavite, the port city that served
Manila, each year in the late summer for a five-to-six month journey. By
law, the ships were required to depart by July 10 in order to avoid the
monsoon season of the early fall, but decisions about the departure were
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contingent on both practical and commercial needs and rarely followed the
letter of the law. The eastward journey to Acapulco followed the northerly
winds, a much longer route than the southern one that followed the
equator.25
The ships themselves were an important target of Spanish regulations,
as the size and capacity of the ships that sailed at part of the Manila galleon
fleet determined the amount of goods that could be moved across the Pacific.
Most of the ships were constructed in the Philippines, mainly in Cavite but
also in some of the northern islands, of the hardwoods available in the area.26
This product was one of the few indigenous to the Philippines that found a
market beyond local exchange and proved particularly important in
facilitating contact between Asia and the Americas in the shipbuilding
industry. The ships that sailed as the Manila galleon were regulated by
Spanish decree to carry no more than 300 tons, even though they were built
25
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to hold as much as 2,000 tons. A ship of 1,710 tons had space for 18,667
piezas (the spaces allotted for shipment of goods), although the legal limit
was 4,000. In addition to the price of construction, the government also bore
the necessary maintenance for each voyage,27 the remuneration of a crew
that ranged from 150-350 sailors,28 and the expense of providing military
arms.29
When the ships reached their destination of Acapulco each year,
lookouts would assure that they arrived unaccompanied until docked in the
harbor, in order to avoid the possibility of off-loading contraband. The ships
were greeted with ceremony, including a “…formal salute exchanged with
guns” and prescribed inspections by the castellano and treasury officials.30
The castellano collected the manifest and register for delivery to Mexico
City where the duties and taxes could be verified. Charged with the duty of
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inspecting the goods on the ship, the Acapulco officials normally discharged
this responsibility in a cursory manner.31 Still, this bureaucratic procedure
resulted in a delay that gave the officials time to organize the fair, held each
spring from four to six weeks after the arrival of the ships. The fair ran for
one month and attracted merchants from all over New Spain. “The port of
Acapulco acquired a totally new appearance from the lonely and abandoned
city of the majority of the year to become the premier commercial center.”32
Officially, the crown set prices every five years, but in practice, merchants
from Manila and Acapulco negotiated them at the outset of each fair. The
yearly fair constituted the only legal space to sell goods received directly
from the galleon, and circumventing this regulation would prove a challenge
for the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers.
Regulations on colonial trade tended to focus on the collection of
taxes, protecting Iberian-based industry, and maintaining both domestic and
worldwide political alliances. Assuring the collection of taxes, the quinto,
alcabala, and almojarifazgo, tonnage in the 17th century, and almirantzgo in
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the 18th century was essential for maintaining royal revenues.33 Official
documents and decrees unceasingly bemoaned the demise of the Spanish
textile industry, particularly wool but also silks, calling these industries the
lifeblood of Spain. The cheap fabrics making their way to the colonies from
places such as India and China were draining this industry of this lifeblood,
leaving a cadaver.34 Spaniards went to great lengths to restrict access to
their prodigious trade routes, especially from French, British, and Dutch
interlopers.35 Building military fortifications at strategic port cities, enacting
legislation to keep Spanish merchants from negotiating with unapproved
brokers, and restricting both the kinds and amounts of goods that could be
traded were the forms in which the Spanish attempted to intervene and thus
control entrée to the trade routes they claimed as their own.36
While the desire for goods in New Spain and Europe propelled the
exchange, commerce was the bread and butter of the Spanish population in
33
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the Philippines.37 Although it was unusual that an entire community depend
on merchant activities for its livelihood in a Spanish colonial context, interregional trade was central to the economic, political and cultural
development of Southeast Asia, long before the arrival of Europeans in the
15th and 16th centuries.38 Foreign enclaves of merchants, in particular the
Chinese,39 were always important in Manila and the Spaniards came to
constitute still one more merchant community. Every vecino of Manila was
eligible to participate in the trade, although the layers of bureaucratic red
tape often restricted access to a small, wealthy merchant population along
with other limiting factors like access to credit and competition among
manileños.40 But only vecinos of Manila were eligible to participate in this
commerce, as a 1694 regulation stated: “…This commerce should consist
solely of naturales de Filipinas…” while residents of mainland New Spain
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were strictly excluded.41 This was a largely unenforceable rule, as the China
trade was such a lucrative enterprise, driving merchants in New Spain to
employ a variety of methods to gain access to it.42
Unlike the city of Manila, Acapulco existed only for the Pacific
trade.43 The reports from Intramuros, where the Spanish enclosed
themselves inside 8-foot-thick walls along the coast in Manila, living and
dying with the arrival of the galleon each year, do not take into account how
dependent the “colonizers” were on the diverse population of trading
enclaves. The Spanish community functioned exclusively through
relationships within local merchant networks; in essence Spaniards were a
tolerated minority because they had access to the most sought after
commodity in this economy. Acapulco was different. As this coastal city
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far-removed from the comforts of the colonial capital, Spaniards were more
likely to hear reports of disease and piracy than boast of wealth and prestige.
Acapulco lived and died on its connections to the outside world, especially
to the Philippines but to the Viceroyalty of Peru as well. The city came to
life during the ferias, or yearly trade fairs held shortly after the arrival of the
Manila galleon, generally in February or March of each year. Merchants
from all corners of the viceroyalty came to Acapulco to buy the Asian
products, from textiles to spices to slaves to porcelains—or, as we shall see,
many came to collect the goods they had illegally imported.
Spanish officials, in Seville and Mexico City, complained incessantly
about the cost of the trade with Manila, and the treasury of the Philippines
reportedly existed in a constant state of near-bankruptcy. The audiencia of
the Philippines depended on financial support from the crown for the costs
of running the local royal institutions, first from the Consejo de Indias, or
the Council of the Indies which was the primary bureaucratic institution in
Seville, and then after 1720 from the viceroy in Mexico City. Thus, while
great amounts of money flowed through the city, little returned to the benefit
of the local colonial government, even as residents in Manila and mainland
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New Spain were enjoying great profits. Recent studies suggest that the
lucrative nature of this trade made this investment on the part of the crown
through the Viceroyalty of New Spain more than worth the expense.44
“Similarly…the indebtedness of Manila to the treasury of New Spain and its
dependence on funds allocated from the treasuries (cajas reales) of
Acapulco and Mexico City were a way of tying the islands to the empire
through New Spain.”45 Rather than presume that these complaints on the
part of the Spanish were legitimate, it is possible to see the money spent to
fund the bureaucratic apparatus in Manila as an investment that served the
larger viceroyalty well.
Through a variety of ways, vecinos of mainland New Spain could gain
access to the goods imported from Asian markets through Manila. Shurz
and Yuste argue that employing local representatives in Manila to act as
their agents was the most common way to accomplish their goal.
Manileños, Spaniards with at least eight years of residence in the city, would
44
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contract out to merchants in mainland New Spain, providing them with
space on the ships as well as contacts to local merchants bringing goods
from India, China, Japan, and other regions of Southeast Asia. Boletas,
tickets for lading space, were distributed to manileños, allocating piezas on
the ship and allowing them to load cargo for sale in Acapulco.46 With
upwards of 4,000 piezas on each ship, theoretically there were far more
boletas than residents of the city, especially as boletas could be broken down
into smaller fractions. This also presented an opportunity for encouraging
the participation of non-residents who had the good fortune of access to
silver, the lifeblood of the Asian economy. However, contracting out a
manileño representative was not the only way to access the trade, as the case
of the brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz so clearly illustrates. In concrete
terms, they discovered that utilizing an extended family network located in
mainland New Spain could be just as profitable, if it was one that included
the Gallo de Pardiñas clan. As the leading family in control of Acapulco
politics, their direct management of the arrival and departure of the Manila
galleon made them an important asset for the San Juan de Santa Cruz
brothers. While Schurz recognized the significance of the role of extra-legal
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activities in the Pacific trade, he sadly underestimated the financial
inducements of managing the receipt of the galleon each year by this
official: “In accordance with the official veniality prevalent at Acapulco he
gained annually from his various irregular perquisites as high as 25,000
pesos, though his salary was but a fraction of that sum.”47

From Manila to Acapulco
1709 was a pivotal year for the brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz.
Manuel returned from Manila in January of 1709, bringing with him a load
of goods from locations throughout Asia. Immediately upon his return, he
wrote to his older brother Francisco who lived in Veracruz. Francisco had
been in the Atlantic port city since 1707 when he assumed the position of
royal treasurer. The letters between the two brothers reveal that Manuel
defers to his older brother, who clearly holds the purse strings. Manuel
positions himself as the obedient younger sibling, dependent on Francisco’s
money and decisions. The letters are littered with requests for funding for
different ventures. Conveniently, while Manuel was busy trying to manage
their Pacific investments from Acapulco, Francisco was embezzling a large
47
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sum of funds from the royal treasury in Veracruz. This money would
finance their business efforts in all three peripheries as well as make possible
Manuel’s entry into the bureaucracy. The following narrative is based on
the letters Manuel sent to Francisco in the first five months of that year. At
this point, Manuel’s focus is on the importation of goods from Asia,
introducing his connections in Acapulco, with hints at future investments as
he requests funding from his brother.
On January 23, 1709, Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz wrote a letter to
his older brother Francisco, assuring him of his safe arrival in Acapulco.
This would be the first of hundreds of letters sent by the younger of the two
over the course of twenty years to his brother’s home in Veracruz, first from
Acapulco, then from Mexico City, and eventually from Parral. While each
letter generally began with a declaration of his hope for the good health of
his brother, adding a similar concern for his sister-in-law, nieces, and
nephews, these were not personal correspondence but records of business
transactions. The letters read like account books, in which Manuel reported
on the amounts of pesos that he had managed to collect from various
business pursuits and planned to deliver to his brother. The early letters
demonstrate that Francisco as the older brother was at the head of the family,
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as Manuel often asked for permission to act, requesting funds, and he
received a salary of sorts from his older brother. Manuel was the trusted
administrator of Francisco’s affairs as his close family representative.
When Manuel returned to mainland New Spain from Manila he
brought with him a load of goods imported from a variety of Asian markets.
This letter from 1709 marks the first documented instance of the San Juan de
Santa Cruz brothers participating in the lucrative Manila galleon trade,
although it is unlikely that this was the beginning of their involvement in
this rewarding enterprise. Upon Manuel’s arrival to the port city of
Acapulco, laden with goods from Manila, the brothers and their business
partner Julián de Osorio began a four-month long process to sell the goods in
New Spain. It is possible that Manuel legally imported the goods, as a
passenger on the ship; however there is no documented reference that
clarifies this situation. In either case, he could not sell the goods in
mainland New Spain, and thus worked with his brother and their network to
exploit their connections throughout the viceroyalty in order to move the
merchandise. Their associates were overwhelmingly located in peripheral
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regions like Puebla,48 much like the brothers themselves. On January 21,
1709, Osorio estimated the value of the goods to be between 43,000 and
44,000 pesos, but expressed concern that they arrived so overburdened with
fees and charges (it is not clear if these are legitimate taxes or less than
above-board payments to hide their illegal participation) that their profits
would be minimal.49 He also warned Francisco that he doubted whether
they would be able to sell the goods in Acapulco, although he does not
explain just what might be holding up such a possibility.50
Two days later, in the above-mentioned letter of January 23, Manuel
wrote to his brother about these issues, suggesting that recent occurrences in
Acapulco were in fact the cause of the increase in the charges on the
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goods.51 These “problems” in Acapulco, according to friends who kept him
informed while he was in Manila, had been plaguing them for two years.
Manuel hoped that the expected golpe, or blow, could be avoided.
Furthermore, he assured his brother that he was not responsible for the
inconvenience and had no solution for the problems plaguing the Pacific port
city. By the 30th of the month, Manuel wrote that Osorio had offered to help
him with this delicate matter, apparently unaware that Osorio and Francisco
were also corresponding about their business activities in Acapulco.52
Manuel did not write to his brother again for almost a month, when on
February 24 he responded to three letters lately received.53 Beyond
assurances that he was collecting debts on behalf of Francisco, Manuel
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announced his intention to take their géneros de China, the common term for
Asian commodities, to Mexico City to sell, as the situation in Acapulco had
become untenable. An unnamed “friend” had suggested that it would be
impossible to sell 24,000 pesos worth of merchandise outside of the fair and
other limited legitimate venues. Along with all this business news, Manuel
also reported that he was especially pleased that a messenger sent by his
older brother delivered a barrel of mustard that he shared with one of their
associates.
At the end of March, Manuel wrote to Francisco concerning another
set of business issues.54 He began the letter by notifying his brother of the
departure of the Manila galleon, consisting of two ships, from Acapulco. He
then thanked Francisco for a payment of 13,000 pesos to satisfy the effort he
had put forth on behalf of his older brother.55 He took pains to assure his
brother that he was worthy of the payment, affirming that although he had
not yet fulfilled all of Francisco’s expectations, he would still do so. This
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discussion was a prelude to a request for 16,000 pesos and two months free
from his obligations to his brother. Manuel wanted to go to Mexico City to
purchase goods for exportation to the Philippines. On March 30, he wrote to
Francisco asking for this permission and money to buy trade items, a trip he
would make in 25 to 30 days time. Presumably, based on accounts of the
trade between mainland New Spain and Manila, these goods would be
imported from Spain, which constituted the bulk of the goods shipped to
Manila after silver.
By April 14, two weeks later, Manuel was planning to go to the
capital city in about 10 days time, but since he had not heard from Francisco
about the money, he reiterated his request.56 He then turned his attention to
the géneros de China that had been the main focus of their business interests
for almost four months. At this point in the correspondence, Manuel did not
reveal the specific items, referring to them generically. The goods that had
not yet been sold, a substantial amount, were to be transferred to a
representative in Puebla by the name of Antonio de Vargas.57 This was
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followed by a receipt written by Manuel in Acapulco, on April 15, to mark
the transfer of twelve crates, four large bundles, and one small bundle to
Vargas.58 The next day, Manuel produced a more detailed receipt for two
crates delivered to yet another associate, Lorenzo de León, “so they can be
sold in this city [Acapulco].”59 The estimated value of the goods, made up
entirely of textiles, was 2,340 pesos. In this April 16 receipt, León made the
first mention of specific products; the majority were unfinished fabrics, from
a variety of cottons to different grades of silks to satins, damasks and wool
flannel. Handkerchiefs, robes from Bengal, and stockings from Canton
rounded out the inventory of the two crates. Of the more than 40,000 pesos
worth of goods that Manuel brought with him from Asia, they were able to
sell a mere six percent in Acapulco, under the name of a local merchant.
The majority of the goods were then sent on to Puebla, where Vargas found
buyers by the end of May. By May 22 Manuel was in Mexico City and
received word from Don Josef Chacón that the buyers indeed had good
credit. Manuel expected that the money would be delivered to Francisco in
58
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Veracruz, although at the time Francisco was in Orizaba apparently
recuperating from a health problem.60

Family Networks in the Peripheries
The Manila-Acapulco periphery was a strategic location within the
brothers’ business empire, as their political and social clout in these cities
provided direct access to Asian imports. Both brothers began their careers in
the Spanish bureaucracy in the military, first stationed in Manila.61 Manuel
served as a lieutenant in the large contingent of military men who passed
through this Spanish city in Asia to protect the minority manileños from the
diverse population that the Spanish enjoyed little control over. While their
military posts surely jump-started their position in the Pacific, the brothers
San Juan de Santa Cruz acquired greater influence by creating a political
network with the Gallo de Pardiñas family that dominated Acapulco
60
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municipal and military leadership from 1690 to 1760. These ties evolved
from a simple political relationship to one cemented by the bonds of
matrimony when Manuel married one of the Gallo daughters, thus joining
the two families. The Gallos, as civil bureaucrats, were responsible for the
registration (inventory) of the Manila galleon, which made the return trip
once a year between Acapulco and Manila. The San Juan de Santa Cruz
brothers and their partners in the Gallo de Pardiñas family used this leverage
to advance their business interests, most notably from 1709 to 1712.
While the Gallo de Pardiñas family was far more influential than the
brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz, enjoying prestige both in Spain and in the
colonies, they especially prospered in the periphery of New Spain through
their control of the city of Acapulco for some 70 years.62 The Gallos were
from Andalusia, while the Pardiñas family line originated in Galicia and
included a number of prominent members, at least four of whom belonged to
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the military order of Santiago.63 Miguel Gallo married Claudia Tomasa de
Pardiñas Villar de Franco in 1678, and ten years later they requested
permission for passage to Mexico. Miguel had been offered the positions of
castellano and alcalde mayor of the city of Acapulco, certainly an attractive
position with its access to the Manila galleon trade. He left a similar post in
Gibraltar for the New World with his wife and two children, Juan Eusebio
and Nicolasa María.64 While not yet five years old at the time of his passage
to Acapulco, Juan Eusebio would prove a significant presence in that city,
working first with his father and then eventually succeeding him to the top
post in the city. Once in Acapulco, Miguel and Claudia Tomasa had at least
three more children, Sebastián, Miguel Ventura and Claudia Gallo de
Pardiñas. Sebastián also collaborated with his father in Acapulco, although
he was apparently overshadowed by his older brother Juan Eusebio, as there
are few references in the record to Sebastián.65 Miguel Ventura would serve
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his family as a priest, rising to the position of prebend66 at the Cathedral in
Mexico City67 while Claudia married the up-and-coming merchant
bureaucrat Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz, connecting this elite family of
the Pacific periphery to the Atlantic trade of Veracruz and the silver
production of Nueva Vizcaya.68
66
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Manuel and Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz began to establish their
merchant activities in the Pacific the 1690s, the time during which both
served in Manila as military officers. When they returned to mainland New
Spain in the first decade of the 18th century, Francisco took up residence in
Veracruz as a royal treasurer. While Francisco busied himself in seeking the
“start-up” capital for their merchant activities in the eastern port city,
Manuel remained in Manila until 1709. Both brothers undoubtedly had
business contacts with manileños after living in the city, a situation that
allowed them to conduct business in “las islas” from mainland New Spain.
While no direct evidence of partnerships with manileños exists, Manuel
developed important connections in Acapulco. Once there, he cemented
alliances with Miguel Gallo and his sons, which culminated in his marriage
to Claudia Gallo de Pardiñas in 1714, the year he headed north to take up the
governorship of Nueva Vizcaya.69 Thus, through a marriage alliance and
strategic political positioning, the brothers established networks between
three of the most economically significant regions of New Spain: the two
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official port cities, covering both the Atlantic and Pacific trades, and the
most important silver-producing province of the viceroyalty.
Members of the Gallo de Pardiñas family, particularly Juan Eusebio
and Miguel Ventura, found great economic success in the colonies. Juan
Eusebio, like his brother-in-law Manuel and Francisco San Juan de Santa
Cruz, traveled between Manila and Acapulco and traded in Asian imports,
despite his position as a citizen of Acapulco (and thus theoretically denied
the right to participate in this trade).70 Juan Eusebio owned extensive
properties near Acapulco and Mexico City, and was a generous supporter of
the church, endowing numerous capellanías.71 As a highly placed priest,
Miguel was also able to amass a large landholding, evidenced by various
disputes in the audiencia of Mexico over water and indigenous labor on his
haciendas. Manuel worked with his father- and brothers-in-law, who acted
as his conduits to Asian commerce through their official control of the
Manila galleon trade. Juan Eusebio and Miguel also served as trusted
70
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administrators of the family business, managing concerns in Acapulco and
Mexico City as Manuel’s representative.72 Ironically, the most “successful”
part of their partnership can be documented through a case of fraud, in
which Miguel Gallo was charged with malfeasance in the registration of the
galleon in 1712. The case against him also suggests that these actions were
part of a pattern, with evidence from the 1709 galleon shipments used as
proof of his misdeeds. From 1709 to 1712, the Gallo de Pardiñas and San
Juan de Santa Cruz families succeeded in importing large amounts of Asian
products for sale in New Spain through their alliance.

Regulating the Galleon Trade
The first royal attempt to police the trade between Manila and
Acapulco came in 1593, after more than 20 years of regulations by the local
colonial government in Manila.73 The first decree that fixed the permiso,
which would remain in place through the 17th century, defined limits for the
72
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quantity and value of the goods transported. Ships were to hold no more
than 300 tons, although ships were often built to exceed this measurement.
The value of the goods was to be no more than 250,000 pesos from Manila
to Acapulco, with a return voyage amount of up to 500,000. Textiles were
the most important of these goods, ranging from bolts of silks and cottons to
finished goods like robes, stockings, and other clothing items. Fabrics of
varying qualities, from the most inexpensive cotton and cotton-silk blends to
items embroidered with gold thread, made their way to the markets of
Mexico and Peru each year.74
After textiles, spices ranked next in order of importance among good
imported, with cinnamon and pepper at the top of the list. The ships
commonly carried porcelain items, including dishes, pots, and “luxury
religious ornaments,” as well as furniture, especially the marquetry of
Chinese and Filipino craftsmen. Two common goods extracted from the
Philippine islands that made the voyage to Mexico were wax and resin, the
latter used in medicines and perfumes. On the return voyage from
Acapulco to Manila, ships transported almost exclusively silver, both for
trade and to provision the Spanish community. Cochineal, soap, hats, and
74
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henequen were the principal Mexican products, while wine and iron tools
and weapons imported from Europe rounded out the goods destined for
Manila. Except for cochineal, these products were generally destined for
consumption by the Spanish population, although henequen was highly
prized for its usefulness in packaging goods for trade.75
The first major challenge to the 1593 regulations, which were reconfirmed various times throughout the 17th century, came with the visita of
1635 that actually brought an end to the trade for five years.76 Both grave
abuses of the regulations and a belief on the part of Iberian-based merchant
interests that this trade harmed their local textile industry resulted in the
suspension of the Manila galleon. While such complaints were common,
they had little effect on the regulation or practice of the Manila galleon
trade. Filipino-based merchants requested a new set of regulations,
increasing the allowances to 500,000 pesos from Manila to Acapulco and
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800,000 pesos on the return, with the permiso only limiting goods from
China proper. Goods from other areas could be traded without limit; the
argument to bolster this demand focused on the benefits that would result
from increasing production of goods in the Philippine islands themselves.
Since the demand for these goods was small in comparison with that of
goods from India, Japan, and spice-producing islands, this ploy seems
disingenuous. At any rate, the demands were ignored and in 1640, when the
Manila Galleon was re-instated, the 1593 cédula was reaffirmed.
Only in 1701 did new regulations supersede the 1593 cédula, instating
major changes in the legal function of the Manila galleon trade. For the first
time, the crown limited the annual trade to a single ship, but it increased the
tonnage of that ship to 500 (still far below the real capacity of most of the
ships constructed at that time). The piezas were limited to 4,000 with
increases for the value of the goods rising to 300,000 on the galleon going to
Acapulco and 600,000 for the voyage to Manila. Two commodities were
allowed to exceed these limits; pepper and resin could be imported in
unlimited quantities. Similar increases in tonnage and limits on the value of
imports/exports were implemented in 1734 and 1769 but, as in the previous
changes to the regulations, the approved quantity and value of
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imports/exports was well below the actual amount of goods trafficked
between mainland New Spain and the Philippines.
The significance of legal regulations on early modern trade has
generally been interpreted as evidence of extraordinary corruption and
ineffective but overbearing intervention. And there is no doubt that
merchants, bureaucrats, and the crown alike ignored the laws to a great
extent. But it is the fact of legal regulation of trade that provided an entry
point for merchants—they could access the economy through the
bureaucracy precisely because the crown tried to regulate it so completely.
While the participation of the merchants seems to have undermined the legal
proscriptions set forward, those very interdictions gave the merchant entry
through bureaucratic oversight. Each moment of bureaucratic intervention
offered a possibility for access. Whether these activities benefited or
hampered the economy as a whole is up for debate. The opportunities
afforded to merchant bureaucrats in New Spain created a thriving colonial
economy, linking local markets to Asian and European networks, while the
effect on the Iberian Peninsula seems to have been less advantageous.
Contemporary officials assumed that the independence of the colonial
economy and the elevation of the concerns of American markets over that of
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Iberia thwarted the success of the Spanish. The crown did not see the
economic success of the colonies as their own success, but rather treated the
colonies as competition, which they rightly were. Instead, the flood of
silver, rather than cheap goods from India and China, created an imbalance
between the colonies and the mother country, making a space for the
colonial merchant to exploit the desire for silver in both the Pacific and
Atlantic markets. The Spanish crown and other absolutist regimes in general
were weak rather than strong particularly in their colonial contexts. The
emerging world economy empowered merchants, allowing the structural
consequences of the trade to trump the intentions of monarchs and their
councils, but in the end strengthened their control over the colonial
economy. The attempts to regulate the economy gave merchants, and
especially merchant-bureaucrats, the space to participate in the economy.
While this is generally taken as evidence of a weak colonial state, the
economy was strengthened by the very flouting of the regulations while
merchant bureaucrats enhanced both the economic and bureaucratic position
of the Spanish in the colonies.
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Registering Gifts
In 1701, Juan Isidro de Pardiñas Villar de Francos, the acting
castellano and alcalde mayor of Acapulco, authorized the registro
(inventory) of the shipment of goods to Manila.77 This was an ordinary
enough act for the chief bureaucratic official in this Pacific port city.
Residents of mainland New Spain shipped wine, chocolate, guns, axes, and
most importantly silver, to the Spanish population in the Philippines.78
When the galleon returned to Acapulco later that year, it was laden with
fabrics from China and the Philippines—some raw silk, as well as vast
quantities of clothing and handkerchiefs—spices like cinnamon and pepper,
thousands of porcelain cups for chocolate, fans, and furniture, the total value
of which easily came to more than one million pesos, destined for sale at the
yearly fair in Acapulco.79 Pardiñas Villar de Francos was the brother-in-law
of the permanent castellano and alcalde mayor of Acapulco, Miguel Gallo.
After arriving in New Spain in the early 1690s, he took up the post that gave
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him and his family access to the China trade. To further ensure his personal
financial benefit he installed his relatives, in particular his brother-in-law
Juan Isidro, as well as his sons Juan Eusebio, Sebastián, and Miguel Ventura
Gallo de Pardiñas, in important posts in the local government, setting them
up eventually to take his place. The Gallo family dominated Acapulco
politics for more than seven decades, as Juan Eusebio, who would become
castellano and alcalde mayor in the 1720s, did not retire until 1760.80
In March 1712, more than 50,000 pesos went missing at the time the
nao Nuestra Señora de la Begoña embarked from Acapulco, after a threemonth stay in the city.81 As the castellano and alcalde mayor of the city,
Miguel Gallo was responsible for the money gone astray, part of which was
due to the crown in royal taxes. Gallo’s offense derived from not fully
registering the ship—taking account of the goods and investors—not only
for the purpose of collecting the royal share, but also to prevent illegal
merchant activities. When the ship reached Acapulco in late 1711, it held
goods from all over Asia, including silks from China, spices from the
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Southeast Asian islands, and furniture from Japan.82 Over 70 men and
women were listed as investors in the goods on this ship; among them was
Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz. An earlier shipment from 1709 lists as
investors not only Manuel, but also Miguel Gallo himself and his son Juan
Eusebio Gallo de Pardiñas.83 As residents of cities in mainland New Spain,
as we have seen, they were legally forbidden to participate as merchants in
the China trade. Once the goods arrived in Acapulco, local merchants could
purchase items at the fair that usually took place in January, for resale in
other parts of the viceroyalty and beyond. Manuel, his father-in-law, and
brother-in-law, like many merchants in New Spain, evaded the middlemen
manileños, and imported goods directly. Thus, his father-in-law’s actions in
the false registration of the imported and exported goods in 1712 helped to
conceal Manuel’s fraudulent participation in the lucrative Pacific trade.
When the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers spent time in Manila in the
1690s, they more than likely cultivated agents in that Asian city who acted
on their behalf. But evidence from the 1712 case of the nao Nuestra Señora
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de la Begoña reveals another channel for illicit trade. The documents
indicate that Gallo and other officials in Acapulco liberally used the notion
of “gift-giving” to bypass the regulations restricting local residents from
importing goods from Asia. Rather than use a representative in Manila, the
agent was instead an official on the ship. The registros from the arrival of
the nao in 1709 and 1712 (the 1709 registro is included as evidence for the
later case) provided many names of officials and employees of the galleon,
presumably residents of Manila, who imported massive amounts of goods
into Acapulco and then gifted them to residents of mainland New Spain.
Both the viceroy of New Spain and the governor of the Philippines selected
personnel for the ships and these appointments were often sold to relatives
or friends, in the same manner that many bureaucratic posts were purchased
throughout the colonies.84 The employees of the galleon were allotted space
on the ship to traffic goods,85 and this apparently provided a loophole to get
around the proscriptions barring specific groups from participating in the
Asian trade. In 1709, Juan Eusebio Gallo, Miguel Gallo’s oldest son, acted
as the importer for himself, Manuel, and two other Spaniards; he also made a
84
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payment in the amount of 15,000 pesos to his father. Juan Eusebio, a
resident of Acapulco, was listed as an official on the galleon that year.86 In
1712, Captain Simón de Amechesurra was Manuel’s chosen importer—
along with twelve others, including the Bishop of Nueva Segovia.87 Neither
registro lists the actual goods imported by each individual, but rather the
space each contracted on the ship; in 1712, Manuel had one chest and one
bundle. A chest could hold as much as 250 pounds of Chinese silks, or 1140
pairs of stockings, weighing 230 pounds.88
In fact, it was quite common for porcelain and furniture to be marked
as gifts from manileños to residents of mainland New Spain when registered
in Acapulco. “The porcelain was packed in crates (balsas or tancales) and
the marquetry in large boxes. It is important to note that the majority of
these articles appear registered as gifts and that they only rarely were
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registered as objects of commerce.”89 Yuste argues that these items did not
constitute a portion of the trade. I interpret the use of “gift-giving” quite
differently based on the 1709 and 1712 cases involving the Gallo and San
Juan de Santa Cruz families, as the majority of the goods that arrived were
listed as gifted to the mainland New Spain importer, with no reference to the
manileño contact. Since the manifest of goods is a separate document from
the list of exporters/importers and their piezas, it is difficult to correlate the
actual goods each merchant imported; all I can determine for certain is the
space allotted on the ship. The manifest of goods lists thousands of cups for
chocolate (tazas para chocolate) and 200 Japanese painted desks. Even if
the only goods “gifted” in these two cases were porcelains and furniture as
Yuste contends, given the number of importers, these are especially large
quantities imported with no expectation of sale in Mexico. Instead, I argue
that the practice of listing goods as gifted on the register was a way to get
around the regulations that excluded residents of mainland New Spain from
participating as importers of Asian goods. These manipulations were an
important part of the local strategies employed by the Gallo and San Juan de
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Santa Cruz families, as merchant-bureaucrats, to use the restrictions to their
own advantage.
The case against Miguel Gallo caused little reaction in Mexico City,
although fraud in the Asian trade created enough concern in the capital that
the viceroy ordered an investigation to be carried out by Juan Díaz de
Bracamonte, an oidor from the audiencia of Mexico in 1711. The viceroy
directed Bracamonte to study the galleon trade, citing irregularities in the
trade for most of the last ten years: “because the commerce of the
Philippines is not regulated according to the law.” The impetus for the case
was not the shortage in taxes paid by Miguel Gallo, although this case was
folded into the larger investigation that covered ships registered by him in
1704, 1707, 1708, and 1710. In fact, the inquiry was already underway
before the arrival of the galleon in 1712; thus Gallo continued with his
illegal activities with full knowledge of the investigation being conducted.
In a summary of the case, the officials in Mexico City suggested that the
cause of the problems largely resided in Manila. While the report mentioned
the possibility of “malas ferias,” referring to poor control of the local sale of
Asian goods in Acapulco, it was far more concerned with English attacks on
the ships and the tendency of manileños to accept the high prices of the
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Chinese merchants in the Parián of Manila, “paying them double” the value
of goods. It does note that local representatives allowed for excess profits to
be made at the fair in Acapulco. “They allowed the embarkation of bigger
quantities above the permiso, paying, as they say publicly, ten-to-twelve
percent; four percent for embarque, six percent for alcabala, as stated by the
witnesses.” The report thus suggests that although the local officials
allowed the entrance of an excess of goods, in fact they did their job as
prescribed, collecting the taxes on the whole lot. Instead, the fraud was
assigned to the merchants of Manila, implicated because of their willingness
to trade with the Chinese 90
This investigation demonstrates how colonial bureaucrats invested a
great deal of time and money to maintain the pretense of concern for illegal
merchant activities, without actually enforcing the laws. In particular, the
testimonies included in the report were liberally interpreted in order to blame
the manileños for the preponderance of fraud. The investigation included a
series of interviews, in which witnesses were asked to comment on the state
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of commerce between Acapulco and Manila.91 Those who participated were
all vecinos of Mexico City, many never having been to Acapulco. The
questions Bracamonte posed were broad, asking about the general terms of
this trade rather than specifically about the case of missing money in 1712.
Most witnesses answered similarly in generalizations, speaking about what
“had been heard [people] say publicly….” Based on these responses, it was
widely known that throughout the merchant community the galleons always
carried more than the permiso, at that time 300,000 pesos. Moreover, the
merchants of New Spain, from Mexico City, Puebla, Oaxaca, Guatemala,
Guadalajara, and Valladolid, “sell their goods [belonging to manileños] as if
their own, risking the money that the subjects of Manila have sent here.” On
the return voyage, manileño merchants were allowed to import up to
600,000 pesos from the sale of goods at the yearly fair in Acapulco.
Witnesses, who mostly admitted to never having been present in Acapulco
for the fair, answered that the permiso was always exceeded, with money
91
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coming from Mexico City and Puebla, not just the profits of sale of goods
from the galleon ships. These merchants throughout New Spain were “the
same subjects that receive the clothes and the money goes into their accounts
so they can employ representatives in the Philippines.”92
One witness stood out from the others, for his knowledge of the trade
that passed through the port of Acapulco. Pedro de los Ríos Valdivieso, a
travelling merchant who at the time of the investigation was resident in
Mexico City, but had come to mainland New Spain on the nao two years
previously. As he answered the questions, he presented a picture of
disgruntled manileños tired of being exploited by mainland merchants. He
repeated the fact that it was common knowledge that the 300,000-peso limit
was often exceeded in the export of items from Manila, but noted that this
was to the detriment of the manileños. “The clamoring of the vecinos de las
Filipinas is continuous and grave…” because they have no recourse against
the mainland merchants.93 He argued that manileños were pushed out of the
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commerce so that mainland merchants could take advantage of the full
amount of the permiso, through their representatives in Manila.
…merchandise within and beyond the permiso
belongs to the vecinos of this city [Mexico City]
and other parts of the kingdom and these
[mainland vecinos] send reales to engage empleos,
because in Manila they do not have the capital to
buy goods for export and all the vecinos [of
Manila] complain about the tremendous amount of
silver that is traded on the part of merchants of this
kingdom [New Spain]…and so the, [costs of
merchandise in Manila] now amount to 15 to 20%
more because enormous amounts of silver have
flooded the markets making it virtually useless.94
Finally, Valdivieso ended his statements with an eye-witness account of the
disembarkation of the nao in 1712, defending the crew of the ship. He
remarked that their crates and boxes, one of the privileges they enjoyed as
the staff of the galleons, were legitimately shipped and registered.
Valdivieso carefully notes that their goods were offloaded and the taxes
documented and paid, suggesting but not stating outright that the fault was
not with the crew.95
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The outcome of the case against Gallo himself is still unknown; it is
not clear when or whether the 50,000 pesos were accounted for, or whether
the crown collected the taxes. When Gallo allowed the ship to leave again in
March of 1712, he claimed it was returning with 257,100 pesos, for goods
purchased at the fair by vecinos of Oaxaca, Puebla, Zacatecas, and
Guanajuato, among others—a small sum compared to figures for other
shipments that range in the 500,000- to-1 million peso range.96 A single
reference to the case, in late 1712, mentions the appointment of a temporary
castellano, because Gallo was in prison, presumably due to these charges.97
This case does reveal that the political maneuvers of the Gallo de Pardiñas
family in Acapulco could easily have provided a lucrative entry point to the
Pacific trade for the San Juan de Santa Cruz merchant empire.

Conclusion
Participation in the Asian economy was the foundation of the San
Juan de Santa Cruz family business empire, and illustrates the significance
96
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of this trade to the larger colonial financial system. Making their way up the
ranks, beginning in Manila, Manuel and Francisco leveraged their positions
to simultaneously gain a foothold in the Manila galleon trade and
promotions within the bureaucracy. Understanding the inter-connected
nature of the bureaucracy and the economy, the brothers moved on from
military posts in Asia to political assignments in the two key ports of New
Spain, Acapulco and Veracruz. Through deft political maneuvers, Manuel
cemented their ties to this entrepôt through marriage. By creating a familial
connection to the political and military powers of the port, the brothers
would be free to move on to other areas to expand their business interests.
The next step would be Veracruz, where Francisco took up the position of
treasurer while his brother was still in Manila. Just as their relationship with
the Gallo de Pardiñas family proved financially rewarding, the fiscal benefits
of sitting in the treasury of the busiest port city in the colonies cannot be
underestimated. Just as they did in Acapulco, the brothers made full use,
legally and illicitly, of their political control of economic matters, on both
sides of the Atlantic.
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CHAPTER THREE: VERACRUZ
Arriving in Veracruz in 1707, Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz
assumed the position of Royal Treasurer, two years before he embezzled
more than 120,775 pesos from the very entity in which he worked. This
illegal act allowed him and Manuel to invest in merchant activities in the
Pacific and Atlantic, and eventually to expand their ventures into the
province of Nueva Vizcaya. Francisco used the port city of Veracruz as a
base to organize their business interests, supervising trade that flowed
through the Atlantic from Europe and the northern coasts of the Viceroyalty
of Peru. Although known as “la tumba de los españoles,” or a Spanish
graveyard, Veracruz was an essential point in between the centers of power. 1
As the most serviceable port on the Gulf coast, Veracruz became a necessary
link, if not a desirable destination for settlement. Not only did the
insalubrity of the port not deter the brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz, they
were able to use the strategic position of Veracruz to their advantage.
Manuel was responsible for the legwork in their other peripheries, in both
Acapulco and Nueva Vizcaya, but was always in constant contact with
1
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Francisco through the many letters he sent to Veracruz, in official and secret
messages that document their business dealings.
As the main artery from the colonies to the European core, Veracruz
was an essential periphery for the brothers’ endeavors. Francisco held the
position at the royal treasury for more than ten years, and it was from his
location in this city that he managed their business assets and his younger
brother’s career. The large sums of money they invested in merchant
shipments that departed from Veracruz, delivering everything from indigo
for European consumption to tobacco destined for the Viceroyalty of Peru
(even at a time when inter-viceroyalty trade was illegal) were central to their
success in the colonial economy. Francisco’s role in policing trade in the
Atlantic port city gave him access to illicit trade goods and made it possible
to elide the letter of the law, existing within a space reserved for the
merchant-bureaucrat, with direct access to both the government and the
economy.
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The Atlantic City
Veracruz was the first city the Spanish established in what would
become the Viceroyalty of New Spain. Hernán Cortés established the villa
in 1519 in order to exploit the bureaucratic institution of the cabildo to create
a justification for his continued efforts in the conquest of Mexico. Most of
the area that is today the state of Veracruz was under the control of the
Triple Alliance, and it was with local allies that Cortés was able to bring the
area under his control.2 The original location of the town was on the small
island that overlooked the bay of the port, but within months Cortés insisted
it be moved further north. This strategic spot was instead designated to be
fortified, in order to protect the port, and San Juan de Ulúa was eventually
built, beginning in 1565. Ulúa would be expanded many times throughout
the next two centuries, pointing to instability, or “the evident fortification of
the city speaks to the sum of its weaknesses.”3 The second location, along
the coast to north also proved to be temporary when in 1525 Viceroy
Mendoza, who controlled important ranches in the region, moved the city to
2
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La Antigua just a few miles north of Ulúa.4 The cabildo and alcalde mayor
had charge of much of the surrounding jurisdictions in order to manage the
multiple trade routes from Mexico City as well as northern and southern
locations. Veracruz vieja, as it came to be known, never had a large
population, with 200 Spaniards and 600 African slaves in 1571, but few of
the vecinos lived in the city year round.5
Spaniards preferred to live in the towns of the mountainous interior,
like Orizaba and Xalapa, rather than the hot and humid lowlands along the
coast. “Hot, humid, disease-ridded and soon devoid of an exploitable Indian
populace, the lowlands failed to attract a meaningful number of European
settlers….”6 Although these areas receive considerable rainfall, they are
temperate in comparison to coastal cities. However useful their location was
to Spaniards escaping the discomforts of Veracruz, few would ever claim to
be vecinos. In the mid-17th century, there were only 80 vecinos in Orizaba,
with much larger populations of indigenous and people of African descent,
4
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both free and enslaved.7 Many of the slaves in this area worked on the sugar
plantation originally established by Viceroy Mendoza in the 1530s.8 Cattle
and sheep ranching constituted the other significant local industry that made
possible the export and import market that flowed through the region.9
Grazing livestock across the lowlands was common with more than 300,000
head of cattle and sheep in the early-17th century.10 These animals fed the
textile industry and the urban populations, locally and across the viceroyalty.
By the end of the 18th century, vecinos made up about one-third of the total
population of 6,000 in Orizaba, with the other two-thirds consisting of
mestizos and mulattos but not slaves. Xalapa began in much the same way
as Orizaba but with one simple change in 1720, Xalapa’s fortunes shifted.
Although part of an early encomienda, by the 1540s the area
surrounding Xalapa was crown property. Until the 18th century, there was
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little more than the collection of tribute from local indigenous populations to
attract Spanish settlement, as evidenced by the 20 vecinos in 1580 and 70 in
1609. In 1720, just 21 years after the establishment of Veracruz nueva (see
below), Xalapa was chosen as the location for the fairs that marketed goods
arriving in Veracruz from Europe, the Caribbean, and South America.
Renamed Xalapa de la Feria, the fairs transformed this remote mountain
town into a flourishing commercial center. In 1777, the final year the fairs
were held here, Xalapa boasted a population of almost 6,000 vecinos, more
than 9,000 mestizos and mulattos, and an unknown number of slaves of
African descent.
Veracruz was relocated once again, this time permanently in 15991600, to the land opposite the fortification of San Juan de Ulúa. The
fortress, long before the establishment of the city, oversaw the arrival and
departure of the fleets and was the base for the protective force of the
Armanda de Barlovento.11 Moving the city to the same location helped to
consolidate the activities of merchant-bureaucrats, streamlining the systems
of tax collection and sales. In 1600, the duties of the castellano were
11
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extended to make him the “chief magistrate of the new city.”12 A cabildo
was soon established, but by 1629 the crown usurped appointment of
positions within that body, reflecting the significance of Veracruz for its
colonial relations. Before the move, primarily slaves and soldiers, with a
small number of vecinos and mulattos, populated the area surrounding Ulúa.
In 1600, almost all of the 200 Spanish residents of Veracruz vieja relocated
here, but the dominant population throughout the 17th century would remain
of African descent, both free and enslaved, as they were the laborers who
supported the urban areas through agricultural production.13 By the mid-18th
century, Veracruz boasted a population of 2,751 Spaniards, 3,065 persons of
“color” and another 325 stationed at Ulúa.
Veracruz is often judged historically as little more than a conduit
between metropoles, but historian Antonio García de León argues that by
ignoring the local context the complexity of the political, economic, and
social life of the city is lost. Tierra adentro, mar en fuera is the most
comprehensive study of Veracruz in the colonial period to date, and while
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the book credits a commercial oligarchy situated in Mexico City with control
of Veracruz, the internal development of the city often made that influence
illusory at best.14 García de León writes eloquently of a city, the foundations
of which were built “…floating on an ocean of business…” making it
difficult at best to manage from afar.15 Further, he posits that it was the
constant arrival of people and ships from all over the world that made
Veracruz an unpredictable and ever-changing entity. From the constant
arrival of African slaves to the many other European imperial powers in the
Caribbean, Veracruz was at the center of something far bigger than a mere
colony.16
It was to this dynamic confluence of interests that Francisco San Juan
de Santa Cruz arrived in 1707. He first held the position of interim treasurer
from 1707 to 1709, and then treasurer until 1719. As treasurer, Francisco
San Juan held a key assignment in the colonial administration as one of
several royal officials responsible for the business of the crown’s accounts.
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Bureaucratic posts customarily afforded officials access to the colonial
economy, but the immense wealth and the entry into multiple trading
networks afforded by the Veracruz treasury posts set them apart. The royal
treasury of Veracruz was one of the most important in the colony, as it was
located in one of the two official port cities where customs duties were
collected.17 Enormous wealth and quantities of goods passed by Francisco
San Juan in his 15 years as treasurer, and this position would prove to be
pivotal to the political and economic advancement of the two brothers.
As a prominent resident of the city, Francisco lived in the most public
and notable area occupying a house right on the main plaza.18 His role in the
city extended beyond the simple accounting of funds flowing through this
main artery that connected Spain to her colony. He also enjoyed judicial
powers, as treasurers could hear fiscal suits and make recommendations to
17
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the audiencia court. During his tenure in Veracruz, Francisco would
participate in the prosecution of cases of fraud in commercial ventures, a fact
that puts his unofficial business pursuits in an interesting light. Beyond the
bounds of the legitimate powers of his position, he had the benefit of entry
into the colonial economy through his position in the bureaucracy as he was
responsible for the collection of taxes on trade goods and participated in the
regulation of the comings and goings of fleets.

Veracruz and Atlantic Trade
The villa of Veracruz19 evolved quickly to become the official port
city that connected Spain to its chief colony in the Americas. On the Gulf
coast, Veracruz was much like its Pacific counterpart, a strategic city for
trade and protection, serving as the conduit to Seville, Spain’s possessions in
the Caribbean, and the northern peripheries of the Viceroyalty of Peru like
the chocolate-producing regions in Venezuela.20 When European goods
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arrived, they were sold in periodic fairs in the city, or after 1720 in Xalapa,
about 65 miles inland. Peninsulares and criollos depended on goods
shipped from Europe, such as clothing, books, watches, furniture, wine, oil
and vinegar. Of the products native to the Americas, silver, cochineal, and
indigo were among the most profitable exports transported to Europe.21
Mercury, chocolate, and Peruvian wine were the most significant
commodities shipped between the viceroyalties.
While Veracruz merchants and bureaucrats (some holding both
positions) controlled the flow of goods between Spain and the colony, they
also managed the flow of information to the crown. The bureaucratic link
between the viceroy in Mexico City and the king through the Council of the
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Indies depended on the shipments between Veracruz and Seville.22 Beyond
a conduit for information, Veracruz was also the entry point for the Africanslave population, imported in especially large numbers in the early years of
the colonial project to fill in the gaps in the labor pool left by an indigenous
population ravaged by disease.23 Much like its Pacific counterpart, seafaring
commerce was the lifeblood of the city, but in Veracruz ships from Spain,
the Caribbean and the northern coast of the Viceroyalty of Peru (regions of
the modern nation-states of Colombia and Venezuela, with goods from other
regions like Ecuador passing through as well) frequently embarked.
Because of the vibrant trading economy, the city was full of foreigners—
some welcome like Catholic merchants and others, such as pirates, not—
who created boundless opportunities for financial success.
Unlike the situation in Acapulco, the fairs designed to sell arriving
goods were not held in Veracruz, but inland in Xalapa from 1720 to 1787.
The fairs drew large crowds of merchants to buy and sell goods, swelling the
size of Xalapa and providing local residents opportunities to profit from the
22
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transient population. Veracruz, as a periphery in New Spain, shared with
neighboring villas in the region the power that merchant trade brought; even
the influential treasurer Francisco lived for long stretches in Orizaba, due to
persistent health problems which were no doubt exacerbated by the
climate.24 However, even with this division of influence between cities, the
goods that passed through Veracruz to Xalapa were substantial, making the
entire region significant to the colonial economy. As historian Patrick
Carroll has written:
During fair times people and materials stretched
the physical limits of the town. Nonperishable
commodities filled the streets for want of space to
store them. Armed guards watched over them 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Xalapa’s streets
may not have been paved with gold, but they were
often stacked with silver. Merchants and officials
arranged bars of the metal in neat piles on the town
square. Less durable commodities including silk,
porcelain, spices, textiles, books, firearms, tools,
cochineal, vanilla, cacao, and sugar filled all
available covered space.25
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This movement between cities was central to the success of the global trade
in American, European, and Asian good overseas, but it was built on local
networks of exchange. 50,000 mules a year, along with wagons, made the
return journey to Veracruz from all over mainland New Spain.26 The
overlapping of external and internal markets allowed for moving “American
treasures” from the mining and textile industries out of the viceroyalty,
while moving imports like chocolate and locally produced foodstuffs into
the interior.27
The importation of cacao makes for an interesting example of the
dependence of external and internal markets in New Spain. Cacao was
native to Mesoamerica, but due to over- cultivation, by the end of the 16th
century the soil no longer supported the production to meet demand.28 At
this point when South American producers in the Viceroyalty of Peru
stepped in to meet that demand and Veracruz was their point of entry to the
New Spain. The buying power of the colonial economy of New Spain
26
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allowed for the growth of the cacao production as comparatively modest
amounts were consumed in Guayaquil or Caracas. Beyond the strong
demand in New Spain, merchants could reap higher profits moving the
goods between the viceroyalties as it was cheaper than shipping them to
Europe. Furthermore, the direct access to silver they enjoyed in the port of
Veracruz could not be equaled in Cadiz. Typically, 75% of the loads of the
ships returning to Caracas would be minted silver.29 The majority of the
imported cacao was taken from Veracruz along the well-travelled road to
Mexico City, added to locally produced products, and traded for silver and
Asian commodities that would make the return trip to the coast.
In Latin American historiography, Brazilianists have written some of
the most innovative scholarship on the relationship between export and
internal markets. As their Iberian counterpart, Spain both relied on and
competed with the Portuguese empire in the global economy. The
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Portuguese presence in Asia30 and the Americas predated the arrival of
Spaniards, and the control the Portuguese exercised over the slave trade
made them necessary trading partners. Mid-twentieth-century Brazilian
historiography argued that it was the export economy, especially sugar but
also timber, gold, and coffee, that drove Brazilian political and social
development.31 More recent works focus on the interdependence of export
and internal markets, in that the local production of foodstuffs and tobacco
in Bahia were directly related to the success of the sugar plantations
producing a commodity destined for European and American markets.32
Taking this argument one step further, Luiz Felipe de Alencastro has
posited that the ocean between Brazil and the Portuguese colony of Angola
did not separate the two colonies economically, in that they functioned as a
30
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single internal colonial economy within the larger imperial structure.33
Angola contributed slaves while Bahia sent manioc and Rio de Janeiro came
to supply cachaça, a liquor distilled from sugarcane, in large quantities for a
growing market in Africa. More importantly, these connections existed
beyond the control or profit of the crown. “In the end, the result was two
complementary but distinct flows of exchange (Brazil-Portugal and BrazilAfrica) that did not fit into the mercantile and maritime structure of the
triangle trade….”34 Alencastro’s research demonstrates the existence of the
largely autonomous South Atlantic trade flows within what is conventionally
seen as a European-centered world system, as defined by the early work of
Wallerstein. Those trade networks, controlled by merchants headquartered
in Brazil—that is, in what has been defined as a peripheral area of that
European-centered world system—allowed for the accumulation of wealth
and for economic development in a “peripheral” colonial Brazil. The
33
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implications of Alencastro’s findings are clear, that the colonial periphery
could, in some cases, function as one center in a multi-core world system.
Like cacao in the Spanish context, cachaça was a significant
commodity in the intra-colonial trade between Brazil and Angola. Colonial
merchants had created markets for manioc and tobacco in Angola, but their
success with cachaça outstripped the others.35 Large-scale production of
liquor was a relatively new phenomenon, and colonial merchants in Brazil
sought to expand markets for their alcoholic beverages by creating a demand
for their fermented sugarcane. Unlike rum and other distilled liquors or
wine, “…[cachaça] was consumed in Brazil by families, rural populations,
and poor Africans.”36 Beyond Brazil, plantation owners were able to sell
cachaça, produced by their slaves, in local markets in Angola to great
success. Their tactics to secure this market were not always above board, as
palm trees used in the production of malafo, or palm wine, a drink typical of
the Angolan region, were deliberately destroyed by European and local slave
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merchants.37 Opening up a new market for this most Brazilian of products
also meant that colonial merchants could cement their relationship with
slave merchants across the Atlantic, creating networks controlled in the
colonies, out of range of the mother country.
Beyond the triangle trade and the direct connections between Brazil
and Africa, trade between the Portuguese and Spanish colonies was
extensive. Until the 18th century, the Spanish relied heavily on the
Portuguese for their supply of African slaves. The asientos, or royal
contracts, granted to Portuguese merchants were an attempt on the part of
the Spanish crown to maintain monopoly control over the importation of this
vast source of labor.38 The Portuguese would disembark with their human
cargo in Veracruz, Cartagena, and sometimes Buenos Aires, while Spanish
merchants would transport them to various parts of the viceroyalties.39
Beyond the “trade in the living,” the movement of agricultural products
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constituted an important part of the relationship between the Spanish and
Portuguese with a profusion of African, American, and Asian plants
changing local diets and medical practices. In Angola, products like manioc
from Brazil, oranges from China, lemons from India, and bananas imported
from other regions in Africa helped to reduce mortality rates among slaves,
which increased profits.
The importance of Veracruz, and the surrounding region, as an
intermediary for global trade ebbed and flowed over the span of the colonial
period. The remarkable depression experienced in the 17th century with the
decline in silver receipts from Peru was followed by a decided expansion in
the early decades of the next century.40 While, this increase did not change
the fate of the city as a periphery, “…the rigid structures of colonial control
resembled an old suit incapable of containing the movements of a more
dynamic society.”41 Most of the trade conducted through shipping and in the
fairs was not performed by the local population of the port of Veracruz, but
40
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rather by merchants arriving by sea and land periodically throughout the
year.42 While this would change dramatically in the late 18th century,
Francisco lived in the city at a time when he could take advantage of large
sums of money that flowed through the city, destined for core areas, but not
compete directly with major merchant houses or a large population of local
merchants.
While the Pacific trade was probably the more lucrative, the Atlantic
trade was less monopolistic, and thus easier in which to find a position.43
Wealthy Mexico City merchants were able to dominate the trade, but it was
broad enough to accommodate many small-scale merchants. There was a
benefit to having a local presence in the city, as the constantly changing
nature of the local population and thus regulations made for a contingent
situation. Colonial officials at the highest levels “…moved in a jungle of
conditional and local interests….”44 A man like Francisco had local
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knowledge of the comings and goings of goods and people, as well as
connections within the local bureaucracy attempting to assert control.
Trade that transpired beyond the official restraints imposed by the
crown was one of the significant contingencies that colonial officials were
forced to deal with—from the imperial to local levels. Although difficult to
estimate, as it was technically illegal, the scale and quantity of this trade is
assumed by many scholars to have been significant. And, while the crown
did not benefit from it through the collection of taxes, the internal economy
of New Spain thrived which was to their advantage. The period from 1700
to 1720 marked a decline in legal trade in New Spain, while illicit trade was
increasing as an important mode of exchange.45 “Contraband was the main
trade vehicle almost everywhere….”46 True not only in the Atlantic trade,
illegal trade between Mexico and the Philippines and Mexico and Peru also
expanded during this time.47 Moreover, inter-viceroyalty trade was a
contentious component of the colonial economy from the earliest days of the
45
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Spanish presence. In 1634, Spain officially prohibited trade between New
Spain and Peru, and did not lift these restrictions until almost 1720.
However, the presence of peruleros (itinerant Peruvian merchants) in
Acapulco and the trade in South American cacao demonstrate that these
exchanges persisted despite the regulations.48 The same was true for
Veracruz, where ships from Spain, the Caribbean and the northern coast of
Peru frequently embarked. The strict prohibition on trade did not actually
stop the movement of goods between areas of Spanish control; instead
merchants turned to contraband to move silver, textiles, tobacco, and wine as
well as goods imported from the Asian market that found their way into
Peru.49
On top of official Spanish trade, the constant presence of foreigners,
as military enemies, merchants, and pirates must be considered. Much has
been made of the problems of foreign intervention in Spanish commerce,
both by contemporary colonials and by historians today. But potential
problems for the crown in this arena could easily translate into high yields
48
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for merchants trading in the areas between Veracruz, the Gulf Coast, the
Caribbean, and northern Peru. Thus, Spanish merchants frequently made
bargains with the British, French, Dutch, and Portuguese even though the
official position of the crown contravened such interaction. The Caribbean
in particular was a space of intense interaction, both friendly and bellicose.
Even in the midst of imperial-level conflict, which often resulted in
skirmishes and naval wars throughout the 18th century, commerce
persisted.50
But residents of the multiple colonies in the Americas relied on intercolonial trade out of necessity as much as profit and depended on local
commercial connections when the long-distance connections to Europe were
challenged or severed. This situation often furthered contraband activities as
official regulations were flouted to manage the local needs within a regional
context that had more to do with colonial matters rather than the desires or
demands of the European crowns. “…Spain’s colonies…were not
adequately supplied with the goods necessary to sustain their populations,
nor did they have a sure means of selling their products. As a result,
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contraband was practically their only alternative.”51 The English, Dutch,
and French colonial merchants in Peru were happy to provide goods like
wine, olive oil, and wool in exchange for Mexican silver.
Beyond the trade in commodities produced in the Americas or traded
with Europe or Asia, the “trade in the living” (as discussed above) was
another arena in which the Spanish relied on other European imperial
powers for their supply. In the seventeenth century, legal trade in African
slaves between the Portuguese and Spanish came to dominate the trade with
other European powers.52 Before the English and the French gained any
significant foothold, the Portuguese administered a thriving trade along the
west coast of Africa, including Angola, and Mozambique on the east.
However, “…the supply of slaves to the American colonies [of the Spanish]
had been an absolute disaster, completely dominated by the introduction of
contraband.”53 Relations with the Portuguese were further strained by the
split with the Spanish crown in 1640 and subsequent wars fought in Europe,
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eventually forcing the Spanish to seek out new purveyors.54 Initially, the
asiento was granted to the French, in the guise of the Compañía Real de
Guinea, who were importing slaves from the region of modern-day
Senegal.55 This ushered in the “French decade” in Veracruz, with up to
2,000 slaves arriving in the port from the French controlled areas in Africa.56
This was, however, far below the promised amount, but the French were
hampered by conflicts with other European powers on the African continent,
and thus could not maintain a steady supply of slaves.57 Despite problems
with English slavers in the past, in 1713 the English claimed the asiento.58
Following military successes in Europe and the Caribbean, the English were
able to leverage their new power with the Spanish through the South Sea
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Company.59 This English-based mercantile company kept the contract until
1750, bringing approximately 4,800 slaves each year for a total of 144,000.
While the supply of labor was important to the Spanish, the foreigners who
brought that cargo also gained access to ports of the Spanish Atlantic,
providing opportunities beyond the slave trade.
As evidence of the Spanish economic imperative, in 1702, the
Inquisition agent in Veracruz described the challenges posed by the presence
of so many heretics and foreigners in the port city.60 He implored officials
to take action: “Please provide a remedy for the great threat in this port,
caused by Frenchmen who openly act in defiance of Catholic ways.” He
went on to explain that French was spoken openly in the city, even during
religious festivals. Reports of French ships in the Gulf of Mexico were a
regular occurrence, as evidenced by a 1710 cédula citing French trade in
extra-legal deliveries of cacao between Caracas and Veracruz in defiance of
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the prohibition on trade between the viceroyalties.61 The relationship
between Caracas and Veracruz was particularly significant because it
represented the Viceroyalty of Peru’s direct access to the Atlantic coast of
New Spain, as most Peruvian trade traveled between Lima and Acapulco.
Officials in Seville requested help in “limiting the entrance and commerce of
foreigners” in 1714, when funds were to be transferred from treasuries in
Mexico City and Veracruz to Caracas for increased security.62 The repeated
requests for the crown to regulate contact with foreigners suggests just how
common such contact was, especially in the regions surrounding the port of
Veracruz where lucrative trading arrangements for many Europeans were
closer at hand than the long-distance markets of Europe proper.

The Older Brother
Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz first served the crown as a soldier
on the Armada de Barlovento from 1693 to 1698, gaining experience in the
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Atlantic.63 This flotilla of ships was organized to patrol the Atlantic
protecting merchant ships from “enemy nations” such as Britain and France.
In 1699, he held the position of lieutenant of the company in Manila; in the
following year he was transferred to Acapulco. His next position took him
back across New Spain to Veracruz, where in 1707 he began his tenure as
treasurer of the real caja, first in an interim capacity when the official who
previously held the post died, but in 1709 he was granted the job
permanently.64 He served in this post for twelve years, with one exception
when he was called upon by the viceroy in 1712 to perform a secret mission
in Acapulco that involved the arrival and departure of the Manila galleon.65
Francisco lost no time in taking advantage of his new position, and
1709 marked a pivotal year for the brothers. He substantially boosted their
63
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capital assets by embezzling the sum of 122,775 pesos from the treasury in
which he served the crown. With the help of Pedro Carrasco de Aguilar,
another official in the Veracruz treasury, Francisco managed to keep this
“missing money” a secret until 1724. In fact, it was not really discovered
until later and the efforts to reclaim the funds post-dated his death in the
1740s and his brother’s in 1749. What is significant is that the embezzled
funds were used to connect the three peripheries of the San Juan de Santa
Cruz brothers’ business empire. During the period from 1709 to 1712, they
made highly lucrative investments in Asian goods, imported with the help of
the Gallos in Acapulco. From Veracruz, Francisco used the profits to make
significant investments in the Atlantic trade making this moment a pivot
point in the fortunes of the pair. In 1711, Manuel reported that 15,000 pesos
were delivered to Peru, although there is no indication of what products were
purchased.66 In 1712, the brothers partook of the lucrative trade in dyes,
transporting 30,000 pesos worth of indigo on a cargo ship destined for
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Seville.67 This intense blue dye was the third most important export from
the Viceroyalty of New Spain, after silver and cochineal.
A later reference suggests that the brothers also transported tobacco,
processed in Mexico City, to the Viceroyalty of Peru. In 1714, 2,170 pounds
of tobacco, valued at 10,000 pesos, were exported to Peru.68 While the trade
in indigo itself could have been part of legitimate trading activities, at the
time of the shipment any trade with Peru was illegal, until the restrictions on
67
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inter-viceroyalty trade were lifted in 1720. The embezzled funds were used
for one other important purchase, but merchant trade was not the goal. From
1709 to 1714, the duo sought an appropriate position for Manuel in the
bureaucracy of New Spain. They found that post in the north, the third
corner of the peripheral triangle, in the position of governor of the province
of Nueva Vizcaya.69
Through the summer of 1709, the brothers’ concerns turned to the
Atlantic. Manuel was living in Mexico City and his letters to Francisco in
Veracruz reflect this shift. Their interest in Pacific commerce continued,
and Manuel acted as a conduit between his brother in the eastern periphery
and “El Amigo,” an unnamed associate of some power in Acapulco. This
partner was most likely Miguel Gallo, as opaque references suggest that he
occupied a position in the government, but no name is supplied. In late
May, a problem arose with the sale of their items imported from Asia in
Puebla; the correspondence between Manuel and Francisco bemoaned the
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problem but revealed that there was still hope that Antonio de Vargas could
finish the deal.70
Manuel was skeptical, as a problem with “enemy ships closing in on
Havana” was affecting commerce negatively. Rather than wait for a
successful resolution to the problem, he wanted to sell the goods through
peruleros in Mexico City. His attempt to resolve the situation suggests a
level of desperation on his part, as this scheme involved the fourth different
location chosen to attempt to move these goods. The search for a solution
continued through June with no end result reported in the letters. However,
a subsequent letter from Manuel in Puebla suggested that he had made a
personal visit to correct the problem. He also reported that “El Amigo” had
contacted him for the purpose of assuring Francisco that 40,000 of their
original 60,000 pesos from the Philippines were still available for trade.71
From Puebla on July 16, Manuel sent word to his brother that the
problem in Havana had been taken care of and that shipments could begin
70
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again. He advised Francisco to expect a visit from a royal treasury official
in Florida, who would serve as an auditor in Veracruz.72 This comment
suggests that Francisco had already escaped the sweltering summer of the
port city and was installed in Orizaba, although there is no reference to that
in a letter until August. Because 1709 was the year that the brothers
embezzled their start-up funds from the royal treasury, the arrival of any
royal official could herald trouble. By early August, Manuel had returned to
Mexico City and his brother Francisco was in Orizaba. The letters written in
August are short, with little news to report, beyond the departure of several
associates on a French ship (their destination was not noted), 73 a request for
cacao74 and a short reference to the death of an associate with a possible
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connection to the trade in mercury.75 Their correspondence in September
began much the same way, with a letter focused on personal matters, in
which Manuel expressed concern for the health problems of his brother and
the rest of the family, as well as sadness at the departure of a friend and
associate.76
But, by the end of September, they were back to business. Expecting
the arrival of a nephew from home in Spain, Manuel wished to send him to
Peru to “fill the hole” in their network.77 He also wrote Francisco implying
that they could ship their goods at a better price if they declared them with
“el Amigo” in Acapulco.78 “El Amigo” had suggested that new government
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officials “hold the future of the Philippines” and that fresh relationships
should be cultivated so that the government could assist them in their
merchant activities. Manuel reported on October 16 that the profits from the
Philippines were at hand in Acapulco. As he awaited their share, another
investment opportunity arose. It was related to goods from the Philippines,
but the brothers would need from 40,000 to 50,000 pesos to take advantage
of this prospect. The first reference to Nueva Vizcaya in the brothers’
correspondence appeared in this letter when Manuel wrote that he hoped to
fill another hole in the network by establishing an associate in Parral. In that
de facto capital of the province, Manuel and Francisco carried out important
merchant activities before Manuel eventually took up residence in the
governor’s palace. A quick note at the end of that letter reminded Francisco
that Manuel had sent 20,000 pesos on the fleet, presumably destined for
Spain, as he believed it was a safer way to deliver the funds, although he
does not describe alternate passages that might have been riskier.79
In late October, the captain of the Barlovento delivered a shipment to
Francisco in Veracruz that was quickly moved from the coast to Mexico
79
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City, where Manuel was entrusted with the distribution of goods and the
payments of fees and taxes.80 Francisco sent his brother 1,000 pesos to
cover these costs.81 This correspondence gives us a sense of the issues at the
forefront of their business dealings. Although Manuel lived in Mexico City
during these years, his focus was always out of the city. Rarely did he plan
to trade in the capital, and when he did, it was a last resort. The Philippines,
Puebla, Parral, and his brother’s home of Veracruz were the locations that
mattered to him, the peripheries of the core of New Spain.

Judge and Judged
As a leading royal official in Veracruz, Francisco was often called
upon to serve in prosecuting cases of fraud in the importation of goods to
New Spain through this the Atlantic port city. In his first year in service in
1707, as the interim treasurer, Francisco and his frequent partner Pedro
Carrasco Aguilar, the contador or comptroller of the Veracruz treasury,
80
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charged the military establishment of the fort of San Juan de Ulúa with
allowing the embarkation of a French ship on October 12, 1707.82 The
military commanders were to be “castigated as guards who did not fulfill
their obligations….” The ship was laden with imports from Europe, which
were to be confiscated by the Spanish and sold for the benefit of the crown.
In 1710, a shipment of mercury arrived in Veracruz with an extra bit of
cargo from the Viceroyalty of Peru. A group of Augustinian missionaries
returning from the Philippines absconded with 448 yards (varas) of fabric in
nine mattresses (colchones).83 The fabric was valued at 228 pesos, not a
terribly large sum in the context of the commerce that the royal treasurers
regulated. Nonetheless, they invested a great deal of time and effort in
prosecuting the crime, the charges falling on the shoulders of Manuel López
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Pintado, the ship’s captain, with the issue still unresolved 10 years after the
initial incident.84
This study presumes that the unwritten contracts of the colonial
bureaucracy not only allowed but required officials to use their position for
personal gain as part of the function of the economy in the Spanish empire.
Legal cases in which individuals were prosecuted for defying the letter of
the law played an important role in managing the unwritten contracts
between the crown and its bureaucrats. Trying cases in which someone had
fraudulently imported or marketed goods helped to give the illusion of
following the letter of the law, while long, drawn out cases which often
ended only in minor penalties or with no resolution undercut the power of
the prosecution. This practice also created a distraction for a multitude of
similar transgressions occurring at the same time. Prosecuting the
occasional case could function as subterfuge, creating cover for more largescale fraud while suggesting the workings of colonial justice. It is important
to remember that the crown benefited from this so-called fraud—in loyalty,
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a thriving economy, control of the populace, and keeping the peace
generally.
In Francisco’s case, he asserted his position as an honorable servant of
the crown meting out justice against offenders while he conducted his own
business fraudulently, in partnership with his brother, men like Pedro
Carrasco Aguilar and Juan Echagaray in Veracruz and Miguel Gallo in
Acapulco.85 However, this cover did not protect Francisco permanently. In
1718, before his term as treasurer ended the following year, Francisco was
found guilty of over ten charges resulting from an investigation into the
conduct of the top officials, including Juan Echagaray of the real caja in
Veracruz, another regular associate of the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers.
The criminal charges covered Francisco’s conduct from as early as 1707,
and focused on poor record keeping, presumed to be intentional, underreporting of the quantity of goods and their prices registered in shipments
received in Veracruz which affected the amount of taxes collected, as well as
his personal investments in the mercantile trade in his city.
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After receiving a guilty sentence in 1718, Francisco began a process
to clear his name, claiming no responsibility for any wrong-doing.
“Motivated by an honorable desire to reclaim his reputation and good
opinion, the most precious jewels and treasures of all men….” Francisco
began a serious campaign, hiring lawyers in Veracruz, Mexico City, and
Madrid to fight to have the charges dropped.86 This action may seem to
contradict my claims about unwritten contracts because it speaks to the
limits of the relationship between merchant-bureaucrats and the crown.
Nonetheless, it does not negate the fact that what we call fraud was mutually
beneficial to both sides. When the actions of a bureaucrat either impinged
seriously upon the profits of the crown or were so flamboyant that they
undercut any pretense that an office holder had some responsibility to the
crown, real prosecutions would take place. However, a man of means like
Francisco had the luxury of extending the deliberations in the case
indefinitely, in effect diluting the consequences. The unwritten contract
required a sense of balance. While bureaucrats could and should exploit the
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resources in their jurisdictions, limits did exist in order to maintain a system
that provided benefits to the crown and merchant-bureaucrats, in a delicate
balance of expectations and illicit actions.

Conclusion
Although most government positions afforded officials access to the
colonial economy, few could offer the immense wealth and the immediate
entry to international trade that the treasury posts in Veracruz did. The vast
amounts of money and goods that flowed through the middle of the Mexico
City-Cádiz axis served as an inducement difficult to ignore. No doubt
Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz had his eye on the prize as he assessed the
scene from his early days as interim treasurer and established the contacts
that would help him advance the interests of his family. With the move to
Veracruz, Francisco continued to manage their business interests in
Acapulco, but also began to establish commercial concerns in the north of
the viceroyalty through his brother, as he found ways to gain access to the
fruits of the Atlantic trade. We have seen how the San Juan de Santa Cruz
brothers made huge financial gains by embezzling funds from the treasury,
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participating in commerce, and benefiting from the prosecution of others for
illicit trade flowing through the port city.
They were key players in a mercantile system that rested upon
intertwined pillars of legally sanctioned trade and illicit commerce. Both
modes played a role in developing internal and external markets, supplying
all manner of goods to populations throughout the world. By positioning
himself in Veracruz, Francisco was able to gain direct access to the economy
though his bureaucratic position in the treasury, finding capital to invest in
merchant trade and the privilege to regulate the flow of goods through his
city. This position enhanced the profits to be made from the Pacific trade
and subsidized the final piece of a triangulated financial base that spanned a
global economy based on silver. Direct access to that silver was to be found
in New Spain’s northern province of Nueva Vizcaya.
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CHAPTER FOUR: NUEVA VIZCAYA
After securing their position in Acapulco through a strategic marriage,
Francisco negotiated a plum assignment for Manuel as the governor of
Nueva Vizcaya, paid for with the embezzled funds from Veracruz. As the
most important silver-producing region in the viceroyalty, after taking the
place of the famous mines of Potosí in the 17th century, Nueva Vizcaya was
located in the north of New Spain, the frontier of the colony over which
Spain could legitimately claim control. While the governor’s palace, located
in Parral (in modern day southern Chihuahua), was a trip of at least two
months from Mexico City, the post was hardly one of exile. Colonists had
recently uncovered some of the largest mines in the history of the region just
ten years before Manuel arrived as governor in 1715.
The last point in the San Juan de Santa Cruz peripheral triangle, the
silver-producing province of Nueva Vizcaya, is an anomaly among the other
peripheries in this study. Land-locked, it was not a conduit connecting New
Spain to other core regions. Instead, as a major source of silver for the
viceroyalty, Nueva Vizcaya provided economic and political avenues for up
and coming Spaniards, as well as an opportunity to congregate the
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indigenous populations for evangelization and labor exploitation.1 Manuel
continued his merchant activities, becoming the primary purveyor of goods
imported from the central regions of New Spain, using his position as
governor to quash any competition. But, here in the north, the brothers
expanded their business practices by investing in land, mines, haciendas, and
urban homes. While they had already bought residential properties in the
cities of Mexico City and Veracruz, their investments in Nueva Vizcaya
were a vital part of the productive force of the province. This investment in
land suggests a process of endogenous accumulation, in which colonials in
the context of New Spain used their profits from trade to transform the
internal economy.

The Province of Nueva Vizcaya
Soon after the initial conquests in the valley of Mexico in the 1520s,
Spaniards started to make claims of colonial possession across the continent.
The earliest incursions into the north began in the 1530s, but it was under the
leadership of Francisco de Ibarra that region of Nueva Vizcaya was
1

Deeds, “Rural Work in Nueva Vizcaya: Forms of Labor Coercion on the Periphery,”
426.
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established as a province.2 He and a group of other Basque colonials began
the process of subjugating and evangelizing the indigenous populations in
the 1550s, as they explored regions north. In 1562, Ibarra was granted the
position of governor and captain general of the new province of Nueva
Vizcaya, that originally covered most of the north of modern-day Mexico.
By the end of the 16th-century, Saltillo was annexed by Nuevo Leon and
Nuevo México was established as a separate province. In 1733, Sinaloa and
Sonora were reassigned as individual provinces, leaving Nueva Vizcaya to
more or less the modern-day states of Durango and Chihuahua.3
For the Spanish, the north was a vast area with rich resources, both
economically and spiritually. In the regions of the north in which no mines
were found, missionization dominated the Spanish project of colonization.4
Nueva Vizcaya was unique in the north for the concentration of silver mines,
attracting a different populace of Spaniards concerned more with economic
2

Peter Gerhard, The Northern Frontier of New Spain Revised Edition (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1993), 165.
3

Ibid, 166. Nueva Vizcaya answered to the audiencia of México until 1573 when it was
transferred to Guadalajara.
4

For example, Sonora, which had no major silver deposits, was instead a destination for
missionaries with few other Spanish settlers in comparison to Nueva Vizcaya. For more
information on missionaries in Sonora, see: Radding, Wandering Peoples, chapters 1-3.
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matters rather than evangelical.5 Originally, Ibarra made grants of
encomiendas to his partners, forming the earliest form of governance
designed to collect tribute from the indigenous populations. He also
instituted an early form of mandamiento, renting out the Indians in their
charge for labor in lieu of tribute. In response, the Spanish were met with
fierce opposition, with uprisings by the Tepehuanes, Acaxees, and Xiximes
between 1570 and 1611. A major rebellion by the Tepehuanes from 1616 to
1618 ended in the deaths of 15,000 Indians.6 Indigenous resistance to the
exploitation by Spaniards was a constant throughout the colonial period, thus
managing a local military force was a key part of the governance of the
province. An increased military presence, in the form of presidios, thus
followed the development of new mines, as the Spanish had greater assets to
protect. Presidios and missions dotted the landscape of the north, and often
represented the main space of interaction between diverse populations.7
5

Of, course these two were not mutually exclusive, as congregación was an excellent
method of concentrating the labor pool. This will be discussed below in relation to
Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz.
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Originally, Durango was established as the civil and religious capital
of Nueva Vizcaya, but politically it was overshadowed by the silver cities of
Parral in the 17th and Chihuahua in the 18th century. Silver mining attracted
more Spaniards to the province than to other regions in the north. From
roughly 1630 to 1680, the area of Parral experienced both its boom and
decline.8 The Santa Eulalia mines, located about 100 miles north of Parral
and just outside of what would become the villa of Chihuahua, which were
at peak production from their discovery in 1703 through the mid-1730s. In
that period of about 40 years, the mines around Chihuahua produced nearly
25 percent of the total silver mined for the entire viceroyalty.9 This phase of
intense silver extraction is known as the “Mexico cycle” in world history,
which followed the demise of the mines of the Viceroyalty of Peru and
brought an end to economic downturns in regions of Asia. In order to
maintain a growing population the expansion of agricultural production,
especially in the valley of San Bartolomé, followed the growth of the mining

8

This was followed by a smaller bonanza at Cusiguiriachic in western Chihuahua.

9

Martin, Governance and Society in Colonial Mexico, 1.
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industry making haciendas for both agriculture and ranching a more
profitable investment.10
Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz’s tenure as governor of the province
of Nueva Vizcaya kept him in the cities of Parral and Chihuahua, from
which he could manage political, economic, and military matters. While
small mines were opened in the area of Parral in the 1580s, it was 1631
when major deposits of silver were discovered, prompting the establishment
of an alcaldía mayor to assist the governor in managing the arrival of
colonials to take part in the bonanza. After the early bonanza period when
Parral boasted several thousand people, the resident population declined and
fluctuated between 180 and 250 vecinos. Those numbers dropped even
further with the founding of the mines of Santa Eulalia in 1707, followed
shortly by the establishment of the villa of Chihuahua in 1709. The majority
population throughout the 17th century was Tarahumara and Concho, but as
miners and supporting interests moved into the area the local indigenous
population was largely removed through “…a policy of genocide and
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Gerhard, The Northern Frontier of New Spain, 241-243.
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deportation….”11 This allowed for the settlement of Spaniards, whose
population increased from 43 to 506 vecinos by 1725.
While records for the numbers of individuals of African descent, free
and enslaved, are sketchy, the importation of slaves to the region to work in
the mines was common. They sometimes functioned as overseers of Indian
labor forces based on Spanish conceptions of race and loyalty.12 The capital
city of Durango, in the 17th century, is said to have had a population of
African slaves equal to the 80 vecinos, as well as a number of free people of
African descent including mulattos.13 For mid-18th century Chihuahua,
although race was not recorded on the census of 1760, a large percentage of
the approximately 14,000 residents were probably mulattos and mestizos.14
Although rare, we know from San Juan de Santa Cruz’s residencia, a review
of his tenure in office that will be discussed in more detail below, a slave
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acted as the town crier in Durango, making the announcement of the
proceedings.15
The position of governor was especially powerful in Nueva Vizcaya
as Spanish settlements answered directly to this office, with few cabildos
established.16 Instead of a locally controlled government, the governor
would assign a representative, usually an alcalde mayor, that answered
directly to him “…in the customary four branches or causas: administration,
justice, exchequer, and police.”17 Multiple powers were invested in
individuals, giving them wide-ranging authority that originated with the
governor.18 Although the crown would charge a fee for the governor’s
privilege of appointing local officials after 1682, it was worth the cost to
control the mandamiento, a form of repartimiento or labor draft, to keep the
15
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mines and haciendas functioning.19 These wide-ranging powers to control
labor, commerce, mining, military, and judicial matters meant that it was
difficult to separate the political from the economic, or the profits of the
crown from those of his administrators. Thus, Nueva Vizcaya was a place
for a Spaniard to gain political clout and amass a fortune as a high-level
bureaucrat before returning to Mexico City or Spain.20

Merchant Bureaucrats and Unwritten Contracts
Although the term conquest evokes images of warfare, it is the
development of a bureaucracy that allows for maintaining control over a
region vanquished in military conflict. The administrative conquest of the
Americas, through the establishment of bureaucracy, was a key step taken by
the Spaniards to establish colonial governance that could manage the vast
new territories. From the very start, a major concern of the growing political
structure was management of the economy. Spain established the Casa de
Contratación, or the House of Trade, as one of the first bureaucratic
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institutions established in 1503 in Seville to govern the extraction of
resources from the newly acquired colonies, 18 years before the conquest of
Tenochtitlan and almost 45 years before silver mining began in Potosí. The
Spanish colonial project began as an economic venture, and that goal was
built into the bureaucratic institutions that formed the colonial government.
The intersection of the interests of the economy and bureaucracy in
the colonial project of the Spanish has led many to analyze colonial
governance as rampantly corrupt. The Hapsburg bureaucracy allowed for
what appeared to be a government that functioned almost exclusively
through graft and corruption. The law theoretically prohibited bureaucrats
from participating in the colonial economy while in practice their
participation was ubiquitous and necessary. Atlantic, Pacific, and interviceroyalty trade was strictly controlled by law and restricted to merchants
approved by the crown yet, in practice, contraband trade that ignored those
restrictions was common.21 This institutionalized corruption embodied more
than the exploitation of the populace and resources of the Americas (as
world-systems theory would suggest), because it was the principal
21
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mechanism for the manipulation of a system to benefit both bureaucrats and
the crown. By elevating the role of the merchants to a central location in an
interdependent colonial government and economy—that of merchant
bureaucrats—the question of what constitutes graft changes.22 The interdependence of the economy and bureaucracy created a space for commercial
development, and in fact the strength of the colonial economy came to
depend upon men who could function in both the milieu.23 Rather that label
these practices simple corruption, a concept that defines the practices as
extra-governmental, this study presumes that the colonial bureaucracy
functioned through unwritten contracts that connected bureaucrats at local
and regional levels of the colonial government to the global economy.
Fraud, illegal trade, and contraband are a part of unwritten contracts, in that
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bureaucrats defy the letter of the law for personal gain while maintaining the
overall stability of the colonial bureaucracy.24
With the “discovery” of the Americas, the Spanish suddenly had a
territory many times larger than their Iberian homeland to administer in the
late 15th and early 16th centuries. Without a foundation from which to
oversee the new colonies, the government could not exert enough coercive
power to maintain control, because even though indigenous populations
suffered severe losses due to disease and warfare, they still outnumbered the
colonials. Through the adaptation of institutions like the encomienda and
the audiencia, the crown allowed, and relied on, elite Spaniards to take up
the role of bureaucrats to carry out the tasks of governing. Murdo MacLeod,
in “The Primitive Nation State, Delegation of Functions, and Results: Some
Examples from Early Colonial Central America,” argues that the crown was
incapable of governing well in a marginal region, because it did not have the
24
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resources or an established infrastructure. The crown disposed of modest
means for paying salaries, but the elites demanded some form of
recompense. To ensure that they were compensated for their services, they
received the right to exploit the peoples and resources under their
jurisdiction, as part of an unwritten contract.
The Crown rewards and exempts in return for
loyalty and support. It becomes the interest of the
exempted classes to suppress those who do not
share in these privileges, i.e., to help the state in its
task of maintaining social control over potentially
hostile groups.25

The disparity between rhetoric and action on the part of the Spanish
crown helps to understand how “abuses” of power were not simply
transgressions on the part of fraudulent individuals, but were elaborate
complexes of unwritten contracts. Bureaucrats relied on such exploitative
practices to increase their wealth, power, and prestige while the crown, in
turn, relied on them to maintain control over its colonies. Analytically
reducing these practices to “corruption” suggests that they are carried out by
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evil-doers beyond the bounds of sound governance and thus not central to
the function of the colonial economy and bureaucracy.
Easy access to government posts, coupled with the direct relationship
between said posts and the larger colonial economy, particularly in
peripheries with access to long-distance trade and Spain’s chief commodity
silver, meant that the exploitation of bureaucratic positions offered for sale
by the crown to elites was widespread. Thus, the exploitation of
bureaucratic positions that were offered for sale by the crown to elites was
widespread. The incentives were immense, the access readily given, and the
laws to stop the corruption rarely enforced. This relationship was not
accidental, and those who exploited it were not beyond the bounds of proper
governance. Instead, the crown relied on elites to carry out the functions of
government in the colonies, where the great distance that separated Spain
from its holdings did not allow for constant personal supervision. This was
particularly true in peripheral regions where the basic infrastructure,
including military and government, was not entrenched and fiscal resources
were limited.26
26
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The most common explanation for the widespread graft in the colonial
bureaucracy focuses on the sale of public offices.27 Historians argue that
this practice made true professionalization difficult, as it encouraged
inappropriate candidates, either uneducated or untrained, to seek public
office. A corollary to this argument focuses on the salaries paid for
bureaucratic posts, which were rarely in line with the duties performed and
the costs of living.28 Thus, the sale of office created the opportunity for
many to buy access to the bureaucracy, but the salaries forced them to seek
alternate forms of compensation.29 While this relationship between the sale
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of office and low salaries surely affected the widespread practices of extralegal trade activities, an important way of supplementing one’s salary as a
bureaucrat, this explanation still presumes that the bureaucracy itself
functioned despite these activities.
Instead of fraud, the sale of offices was a manifestation of the
complex relationship of political and economic power, making the mutually
dependent relationship of political and economic power possible.
Businessmen were able to literally purchase political influence in a system
where the crown claimed the sole right to control the economy.
Furthermore, salaries were low, particularly in comparison to the expenses
an official was expected to incur on behalf of the crown. Regardless of the
salary, a public servant of the crown had multiple financial obligations,
ranging from buying stamped paper, to maintaining a postal system and
making “donations” for military campaigns, something both brothers did in
their respective peripheries. In addition to these official responsibilities,
they also had to support themselves and their families in the style befitting
elite status.30 Of course the inducement of great fortunes to be made through
30
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illegally using the power and influence of a government post might also
have made the salaries seem even smaller in contrast.
There is a tendency, both in an earlier Latin American historiography
and in much of the current world history literature, to reduce the Spanish
colonial system to one in which a corrupt government was overbearing in its
control of the economy. The presumption that intervention is inherently
detrimental to an economy does not bear out in this period as the qualitative
and quantitative growth of the economy after 1500 was tremendous.
Furthermore, the exclusion of the Spanish from the narrative of the period in
favor of the British and Dutch state-sponsored companies implies the failure
of the Spanish system. Often imagined as the predecessors of modern stock
companies, the Dutch and British are juxtaposed against the corruption of
the Spanish, when in fact:
…The Spanish imperial enterprise, the Portuguese
Estado do India, the Dutch VOC, the English East
India Company, and others…monopolized as
much of global trade as possible (that is, they
established barriers) in order to generate profits for
select groups. … Control of (or at least access to)
key ports throughout the world was a prerequisite
of global trade.31
31
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The procedures and function of the colonial government were
important means of creating, constructing and legitimizing a kind of
institutionalized corruption that men like the San Juan de Santa Cruz
brothers deployed. “While to 18th-century reformers (not to mention 20thcentury historians) the Hapsburg system looked inefficient and confusing, in
17th-century terms it was one of the more rational, well-articulated elements
in colonial society.”32 Modern conceptions of good governance would
hardly allow for such a recognition of the integration of graft within the
practice of government. Yet this is, in many ways, how it could be so
effective. The interdependence of administrative power and institutionalized
corruption allowed for the acceptable form to mask that which was
outwardly regarded as illegitimate.
Mexican historian Salvador Álvarez takes issue with my argument
that Manuel was involved in corrupt practices while choosing to ignore my
32
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point about the centrality of fraud to a well-functioning bureaucracy in the
long 17th century. In his article, “Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz:
Gobernador, latifundista y capitán de guerra de la frontera norte,” he
attempts to rehabilitate Manuel’s reputation, arguing that “…such negative
interpretations [by North American scholars] only serve to generate flat
caricatures of this kind of figure.”33 And, in a way, Álvarez is right that
Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz was a well-respected merchant and
politician who, within the dictates of a colonial government that relied on
unwritten contracts, was quite skillful at his various jobs. However, Álvarez
33
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misinterprets the arguments that scholars like myself are currently making
about the role of corruption in the colonial period.34 In understanding the
ruling system as one that was built on unwritten contracts that required
officials to exceed the letter of law in order to fully carry out their duties,
Manuel’s “corruption” is then read as successfully complying with his
obligations and responsibilities, while also forwarding his own personal
agendas. It is impossible to ignore the fact that Manuel violated the laws
concerning politicians and merchant activity, use of indigenous populations
and soldiers as his personal labor force,35 and minor infractions like
gambling in the governor’s palace.36 When we analyze these actions within
a larger context, a complicated picture emerges of the intersections of
political and economic power, as well as the advantages and disadvantages
for the various parties.
Where Álvarez succeeds in this article is in making a strong argument
for the case regarding Manuel’s investment in land in Nueva Vizcaya.
34
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Manuel invested of the fruits of the family business in both mines and
haciendas in the northern province of Nueva Vizcaya. Although hardly
novel, Álvarez posits that investment in land was not the misguided desire to
create the illusion of an aristocratic appearance, but, rather, a sound
investment. Hoberman discussed the purchase of haciendas by 17th-century
low-level merchants in the central valley as “…relatively inexpensive
anyway, [and the] purchase could be financed….” While some prestige
accrued from being an hacendado, the investment in land was primarily
financial and rational. Aside from the goods produced on haciendas, land
ownership was a tool to gain access to credit as it could be deployed as
collateral for loans and concessions from ecclesiastical and other
institutions.37 Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz made shrewd financial
investments in the north of New Spain with the spoils of the business empire
he created with his brother. What started as a career in global commerce
ended in Nueva Vizcaya with the occupations of minero (mine owner) and
hacendado.
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The Younger Brother
Manuel would have been a young boy of about 15 when he arrived in
New Spain and began his military career, one of the most respectable
avenues for a young Spaniard to make his name.38 He served as a soldier in
His Majesty’s Armada de Barlovento and at the Presidio of Santo Domingo
in the Caribbean. In the Philippines, he operated first as a commissioned
lieutenant and later as an infantry captain in Manila.39 When he began the
process of purchasing the post of governor of Nueva Vizcaya, he was
already well known as an accomplished soldier and military leader.40
As early as 1709, Manuel had his sights set on a high-level post in the
colonial bureaucracy and, despite the misgivings of Miguel Gallo, his
interest was in the silver-rich north. Negotiating with his older brother,
Manuel wanted to find an appropriate post in the higher levels of
38

Based on correspondence between the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers, Manuel San
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government so that he could reap the rewards of public service—rewards
that took the form of economic advancement. “Don Manuel was aware of
the obligation he had to serve his brother, of whom he had requested a
position of authority in the audiencia, or equivalent employment….” 41
Francisco, ever the generous older sibling, purchased the post of governor of
Nueva Vizcaya for Manuel in the amount of 23,000 pesos, taken from the
embezzled funds in Veracruz.42 Almost all government posts were for sale
in the Spanish colonies, and the prices paid for this particular position in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries ranged from a mere 10,000 to as high
as 35,000 pesos. The viceroy approved the appointment of Manuel in early
1714, and he would be installed as governor in Parral by early 1715.
Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz occupied the governorship of Nueva
Vizcaya from 1714 to 1720.43 He was a governor who took an active role in
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the local politics of the province and exploited his position in order to
maintain and expand his wealth, power and prestige. Arriving in the north
with a sizeable fortune amassed through his merchant trade activities in both
Acapulco and Veracruz with his brother Francisco, Manuel saw the
Parral/Chihuahua periphery as ripe for exploitation—and exploit it he did.
This position carried with it a great deal of power in the provincial
administration of the Spanish colonies, a fact that the San Juan de Santa
Cruz brothers had been aware of since as early as 1709. Nueva Vizcaya was
another periphery of the viceroyalty, where the legal reach of the audiencia
was stretched thin but where a thriving mining economy created great
opportunities to extract the mineral resources and use peoples of the region.
The governor of this silver-rich province held wide-ranging powers to
control labor, commerce, mining and judicial matters. Even when he was
pursuing government business, decisions made in his capacity as governor
had the potential to benefit him economically. San Juan had established
commercial interests in Parral before he actually arrived in the city that
supplied much of the province. He settled into the position quickly, making
efforts to expand the workforce by coercing “vagrants” to work in the local
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mines with a “papers please” law requiring individuals to have
documentation to prove employment.44 After the attempt to find workers
among the townsfolk failed, Manuel turned his attention to the indigenous
population. In 1715, the viceroy, responding to Franciscan petitions,
authorized the governor to establish six new missions.45 As the valley of
San Bartlomé became an increasingly significant source of foodstuffs for the
growing population of Chihuahua, it was time to implement a more
systematic drafting of labor, in this case largely Cholome and Coyame
Indians. This official report from the viceroy, catalogued as part of the
residencia, presents a transparent example of the intersections between the
colonial bureaucracy and the economy, in this instance with missions as the
conduit.46 The plan to relocate labor forces closer to the new mining center
involved the creation of new missions and stepped-up use of the
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mandamiento.47 As governor, Manuel served also as a military commander,
requiring operations to subdue the indigenous populations. In December
1717, he claimed to have resettled 1,652 Indians in 11 different pueblos,48
followed by a series of campaigns with varying degrees of success.49 In
these various campaigns San Juan alleged he had spent almost 5,000 pesos
of his own money. His report details the great “sacrifices” that he had made
to maintain the safety and development of the province.50
Beyond his recent investments in mining, he continued to function as
a merchant, but in the context of Nueva Vizcaya this commerce took on a
new dimension. The governor became the key purveyor of merchandise in
the province that he administered, as his authority to control trade must have
made it difficult for other merchants to compete.
47
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Upon assuming the governorship of Nueva
Vizcaya in 1714, he was determined to exploit his
political position to build his fortunes. He
allegedly imported 100,000 pesos’ worth of
merchandise, hoping to become a principal
supplier for all mines, presidios, and haciendas in
his jurisdiction. By 1719 his lavishly stocked
tiendas in Chihuahua, Parral, and Cusiguiriachic
had made him, in the words of one local resident,
“the absolute lord of all commerce” in Nueva
Vizcaya.51
Despite the fact that these sweeping responsibilities were given to the
governor by law, the same legal system hypothetically prohibited him from
profiting from the control he exercised.52
Manuel made personal investments in all sectors of the northern
economy even though colonial law strictly forbade this involvement. By the
time of his death, at least ten years after that of his brother, their business
empire had shrunk from the wide-spread global network to an estate worth
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400,000 pesos.53 This places Manuel amongst the weathiest of the
viceroyalty, as demonstrated by Kicza’s estimate of approximately 400
“Great Families” in Mexico City near the end of the 18th century with
fortunes that exceeded 100,000 pesos.54 Haciendas, houses, and mines,
mostly in the region of the villa of Chihuahua, along with several in the
environs of Mexico City, made up the bulk of the estate. San Juan de Santa
Cruz invested heavily in the mining industry of the region, and relied on
local labor sources to make his fortune as a minero. He also bought
livestock haciendas and owned prime land in the valley of San Bartolomé,
which was the breadbasket of the Parral/Chihuahua region. Upon his death
in 1749, San Juan de Santa Cruz owned at least eight haciendas, six mines,
and homes in both Santa Eulalia and Chihuahua.55 The houses were stocked
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with opulent goods, paintings, religious art, large libraries, luxury textiles for
clothing and bedding, jewels, and quality furniture. So, while he may have
arrived already a wealthy man, he increased his holdings substantially during
his time of service.
Manuel made this transition, from his life managing his brother’s
business affairs and acting as a conduit between Francisco and Miguel
Gallo, to that of “chief merchant” quite smoothly. He resided in Parral, in
the governor’s palace, where he was renowned for the gambling parties held
in his official residence. While few of Nueva Vizcaya’s residents would be
invited to the palace, many would come in daily contact with Manuel
through the store he owned the in town. As the de facto capital of the
province, until the 1720s when it was superseded by Chihuahua, Parral was
the primary location for residents to purchase comestibles. The governor
was responsible for the provisioning of the entire province, at reasonable
prices, although he did not have the right to directly provide the goods.
Manuel’s store was officially registered to his associate, Juan de Recalde,
who acted as the legitimate face of the San Juan de Santa Cruz merchant
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activities in this northern periphery, although everyone in town knew who
really owned the business.
Manuel had his supporters among the elites and laborers of his
province, many of whom were satisfied customers in his stores, like a
landowner from the valley of San Bartolomé who was pleased that Manuel’s
stores supplied the province so well, even going so far as to state that the
governor provided for the poor at comfortable prices.56 However, most
residents who had the chance to register a complaint argued that they were
disadvantaged by high prices set by the governor himself. Soldiers were
often most affected by these inflated prices, particularly when they did not
receive their salaries. Here we see another example of the intersection of
public duty and personal gain, since the delivery of these salaries was the
responsibility of the governor.57 The soldiers were paid in goods at the San
Juan de Santa Cruz stores instead of specie, and high prices created an
56
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opportunity to indebt these laborers to the governor personally. Sergeant
Antonio de Soto, one of the soldiers involved in the suit stated: “Don Juan
de Recalde, the merchant who was employed by Señor Don Manuel San
Juan, had the responsibility to supply provisions but he did not follow
through. Not only was this not reported in the record of accounts, but also
85 pesos was subtracted from my salary each year…”58 Thus, Recalde
defaulted on the delivery of goods, but then recorded that the soldiers had
received their provisions, and thus had been charged. De Soto adds that
being charged for supplies not received was only part of the problem, as they
were never credited for their full salaries either.
San Juan de Santa Cruz was fully aware that it was illegal for him to
participate in local commerce—but he also knew that his superiors would
essentially ignore his activities, fulfilling their unwritten contract. “The
hegemony of the governor of a province so distant from the capital of the
viceroyalty . . . in many cases facilitated a disregard for the laws that
prohibited officials from establishing commercial ventures themselves or
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through intermediaries.”59 Although his merchant activities were well
known, he did attempt to conceal the fact that he was flouting the laws he
was responsible for enforcing. However many of these attempts were mere
window dressing. The conflicting accounts as to the “ownership” of the
tiendas in Parral and Chihuahua are one such case. One story suggests that
Juan de Vallejo was listed as the owner of the store in Parral, until he sold it
to Juan de Recalde in 1714. Another version claims that each man had a
separate store, one in Parral and the other in Chihuahua.60 However, every
report concurred that Vallejo and Recalde did not actually own anything, but
were acting as administrators for San Juan de Santa Cruz—a fact that was
apparently well known throughout Parral and presumably throughout the
jurisdiction over which San Juan ruled. For example, in 1718 a soldier
stationed at the Conchos presidio, by the name of Pascual Sáenz, reported
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having been in debt to San Juan, who was acting not simply as his captain
general but also as his shopkeeper.61
Like his brother who was found guilty of illicit trading practices, in
1720, through the process of his residencia, San Juan de Santa Cruz was
accused of having engaged in commercial contracts within his jurisdiction.62
Two separate allegations contended that he had forged commercial
relationships throughout the province while he served as governor. The
most serious charge involved the importation of goods into the region that
were then sold in his stores. In the residencia interrogatories from Parral, 17
of the 19 witnesses answered that whether or not Vallejo or Recalde ran the
stores, each knew that San Juan was the owner.63 Antonio Martín Muñoz, a
resident of the valley of San Bartolomé, even reported that “ . . . on nine
different occasions, [Muñoz] placed his orders with [San Juan de Santa
61
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Cruz], and [San Juan] personally assisted [Muñoz] in the store, but [San
Juan] never accepted the money himself.”64 While Francisco and Manuel
had much in common, Manuel fared much better in his case, receiving little
more than a 500-peso fine, a paltry sum considering the profits he made
while in office.
His antics continued well after his term of office was complete. He
exercised power in a different way in the villa of Chihuahua when in 1730
he was named the spokesman for the mine owners. After the attempts to
enlarge the labor pool had essentially failed during his term as governor, he
continued to lobby for political changes to expand his work force. The
campaign to abolish the pepena, an incentive program that allowed workers
to keep ore mined above a certain quota, proved to be quite controversial.65
While mine owners had attempted to end the practice earlier, threats of
walkouts on the part of workers prevented its realization. Nevertheless,
Manuel was not deterred. Using his connections to the local government, he
convinced corregidor, Juan Sanchez Camacho, to decree the abolition of the
64
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pepena.66 This triggered an uprising by the workers when between 300 and
600 men taking up arms on the outskirts of Santa Eulalia. During the next
several weeks they petitioned the current governor, Ignacio Barrutia and
protested through songs like the corrido whose lyrics threatened: “…you
will give us our pepena, or if not, the head of San Juan.” Mining in the
region came to a halt. The conflict continued throughout 1730, with workers
returning to the mines followed by further strikes. During inspections in the
summer of that year, the governor heard testimony about the “…despotic
power wielded by San Juan y Santa Cruz [sic].”67 But, these attempts to
suppress Manuel’s ambitions had little effect as he had powerful allies in the
Audiencia of Guadalajara who upheld the corregidor’s directive in June of
1731. Although strife between mine owners and workers would continue
throughout the decade, Manuel successfully exercised his power to end the
pepena system.
San Juan de Santa Cruz was especially adept at taking advantage of
his position of power, but he was not alone. These kinds of abuses were
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common throughout the middle colonial period. “They [Spanish officials]
succeeded because their political power allowed them to use coercion, rather
than market forces, to get the local population…to comply to their
demands.”68 Although the crown did not officially sanction such
exploitation for personal gain, it did little to prevent such offenses. This
“corruption” of the colonial administration practiced by San Juan and many
others was not simply tolerated by royal officials, but was part of an
unwritten contract that integrated exploitation into the very function of
governing.

From the World to Nueva Vizcaya
When Manuel moved north, his focus shifted from his relationships
with the Gallos and his brother to governing the province of Nueva Vizcaya.
His relationship with his brother changed, evidenced by fewer letters
between the two, as Manuel began to invest their money into the region,
buying haciendas, mines, and homes. One of the final letters of 1709 from
Manuel to Francisco concerns the ambiguities of his political fortune at that
68
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moment. Should he continue to directly administer their financial
investments in the Pacific trade or focus on the political maneuvering
necessary to gain the political post in Nueva Vizcaya? “‘El Amigo’ and I,
once again, have discussed the ambition of Parral because in the event of the
death of the current occupant, there is no point in travelling to the
Philippines….”69 It was in that very year that Antonio de Deza de Ulloa,
who is credited with founding the villa of Chihuahua, took up the coveted
post of governor of this silver-producing province. By mid-1714, the
brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz had acquired the post for themselves,
permanently adding a new periphery to their business empire. This
achievement added the last piece to the peripheral triangle of ManilaAcapulco, Veracruz, and the north of New Spain that they had constructed to
maximize their advantages in exploiting the place of New Spain as a core in
the global economy.
The years between 1709 and 1715 were characterized by more of the
same for their business empire, as Manuel remained in Mexico City while
Francisco, still royal treasurer in Veracruz, spent increasingly more time in
69
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Orizaba as his health suffered in the coastal city.70 They continued to
conduct commerce from Asia to South America to Europe, still using Puebla
and Mexico City as markets in which their representatives could sell their
wares. “El Amigo” went on with his work in Acapulco while Recalde,
before he followed Manuel north, acted as a travelling salesman of sorts,
conducting business in Acapulco and Puebla at different times. On June 16,
1713, Manuel bemoaned the state of politics in the relationship with the
French, speaking about the failures in the importation if slaves, writing “…[I
hope] they learn their lesson and leave us in peace….”71 Later that year in
July, Francisco took delivery of a large shipment of Chinese porcelain,
including 8 dozen large plates, 4 dozen small plates, 33 dozen pocillos
(small cups) in blue, green, and red, more than likely for personal use in
their many properties in and around Veracruz.72 More porcelain arrived a
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year later in July 1714, this time included large chafing dishes from Japan.73
In the fall of 1714, the brothers moved a great deal of money through New
Spain, starting in early October with a sale that amounted to 10,044 pesos,
including four bags of indigo, linen, and clothing that included stockings for
women.74 At the beginning of November, Manuel notified Francisco that he
had remitted 28,000 pesos to his older brother’s accounts.
In November 1714, Manuel and his wife Claudia Gallo de Pardiñas,
began the trip north that took them 2 months, stopping in Cuautitlán and
Durango before arriving at the Governor’s Palace in Parral in early February
1715.75 This appears to mark a major shift in their relationship, as there are
only about 40 letters from the period 1715 to 1718 and even fewer between
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1719 and 1722.76 Manuel continued to discuss their global business interests
but more and more addressed his work in Nueva Vizcaya, both as governor
and a merchant. In April 1715, he notified his brother that had purchased
“two small, healthy [slaves],” but also referred to two men, a priest and a
young man of good reputation, scheduled to arrive from Spain (although he
did not know which ship) who could help make a trip to Mexico City.77 The
letter of September 2 began with a note that Manuel had sent one of his
soldiers to the capital to retrieve more letters from Francisco, as using
soldiers as a personal courier service was a side benefit of his office. He
went on to discuss a shipment of indigo out of New Spain, a problem with
several ships of the fleet detained in Cadiz, the arrival of goods from Peru,
and a 12,000-peso deposit to Francisco’s account.78
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By 1716, now more deeply involved in governing, Manuel reported
his attempts to resettle indigenous groups in Franciscan missions, as
discussed above. Nonetheless, he did not neglect his merchant activities,
commenting on September 9 that “…every day [more] muleteers from
Mexico city arrive here [in the north]….”79 He mentioned a shipment of
cochineal sent in October 1716 on the fleet destined for Spain led by Pedro
de Rivera. Like the 1713 shipment of indigo described above, cochineal
garnered considerable profits in Europe. Manuel thanked his brother for the
gifts of olives and wine that just recently arrived.80
The brothers continued to work together through the end of Manuel’s
governorship and beyond, incorporating more family in their business
activities. Their nephew, Hipólito San Juan de Santa Cruz, wrote from
Cuzco81 in November 1718: “I am sure that you have been concerned, as
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you have received no letters from me in such a long time…be assured that it
was not because of a lack of caring on my part, although I do not deserve the
good fortune of our relationship….”82 The ties that Manuel and Francisco
maintained with their young kinsman in Cuzco were more than familial, as
Hipólito acted as their administrator in the Andean city.83 In 1719, Manuel
registered an official document in Parral, giving Hipólito legal powers to
conduct his uncle’s business affairs in Peru.84 However, it was increasingly
clear that Manuel’s focus was the north, as his interests begin to a shift away
from the intense merchant activities that had characterized their business
interests starting in the beginning of the century.

Endogenous Accumulation in 18th-century New Spain
The commercial activities of the brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz
were impressive, connecting to the furthest reaches of the Spanish empire to
82
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Power of Attorney, Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz to Hipólito San Juan de Santa
Cruz, August 31, 1719, AHP, r. 1719A, fr. 151A-153A. This included discharging debts,
representing him in court hearings and managing his properties.
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trade thousands of pesos in silver, indigo, cochineal, porcelain, textiles,
cacao, tobacco, among other items. While merchant activity in the colonies
has long been studied, there is often an assumption (sometimes explicit, but
often implicit) that this is simply a matter of colonial capital accumulation
for the benefit of the mother country of Spain.85 In this study, I posit that
Manuel and Francisco were part of a process of endogenous accumulation in
New Spain, in which their profits in commercial ventures were invested in
productive industries in the colony, beginning with the acquisition of land.86
While the historiography of colonial Latin America has long assumed that
the investment in land on the part of merchants was about status rather that
profit, newer interpretations look at this process as part of the development
of an internal economy that was beyond the control of the colonial crowns.
The early historiography of the hacienda and latifundio in Mexico,
large landholdings largely organized around agriculture and livestock
raising, understood these institutions to be largely feudal in character.
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Because much of this research rested on the hypothesis of a 17th-century
depression in the colonies, explanations of investment in, and the production
of, haciendas was seen as a response to a failing economy. In other words,
colonists retreated into old patterns, seeing land as a safety net and status
symbol, rather than a productive part of the economy.87 As scholars of
Mexico have challenged the depression thesis, the hacienda as a part of the
colonial economy has also been reevaluated. Investment in land in the form
of the agricultural hacienda has shifted away from the feudal interpretation
of indentured servants tied to an unproductive enterprise to an examination
of the more dynamic relationships between landowners, free-wage laborers,
and coerced laborers (either slaves or Indians subject to the mandamiento).88
Despite a drop in silver receipts registered in Seville that in part triggered a
recession in Spain in that century, New Spain’s position in the global
economy meant that her fortunes were not exclusively tied to the mother
country. “Ultimately, local systems are related to the world system, but the
87
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mechanisms often remain unclear,” and in the case of Mexico, with
connections to Asia and South America that were beyond the control of the
crown, much of the local economy prospered.89
A similar trajectory in Brazilian historiography demonstrates that
investment in land was more than a mere fancy of colonists hoping to join
the ranks of the aristocracy. The importance of large landholdings in Brazil
is significantly different from the Mexican case because so much of the
export-based economy in colonial Brazil depended on goods produced on
plantations, especially in the northeast.90 However, these patterns differed
for Rio de Janeiro, which had a more diversified economy due to the close
connections to Angola and their role in the triangle trade. In the early 1990s,
scholars João Fragoso and Manolo Florentino published O arcaísmo como
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projeto: Mercado atlântico, sociedade agraria e elite mercantile no Rio de
Janeiro, c. 1790-1840 in which they argued, as the title states, that the
accumulation of capital ended in an archaic project of excess that focused on
attaining aristocratic status rather than investment in a local economy.91
Although their work is for a later period than this study, this analysis is
representative of trends like those in Mexican historiography that doubt the
logic of colonial investment in land and, further, question whether those
ventures are endogenous or for the benefit of the crown.
…In the 1770s, Rio de Janeiro was positioned as
the principal commercial center of Africans for the
[Portuguese] colony, an area with a growing
agricultural-export [economy], and finally as part
of a vast network of production of foodstuffs. It
was a context increasingly more integrated into the
Portuguese Atlantic, with fewer possibilities for
[those in the colony] to participate in the
expanding income that was controlled by the
Portuguese metropole.92
91
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Furthermore, they argue that Portuguese merchants enjoyed monopoly
control of the lucrative Atlantic trade, while Brazilian colonists were pushed
out of this milieu and instead forced to participate in less lucrative
endeavors, most notably agricultural production.
In a later article entitled “Hierarquias sociais e formas de acumulação
no Rio de Janeiro (Brasil), século XVII,” Fragoso continues to make the
argument that the Brazilian economy was for the benefit of the mother
country, and that what little remained in Brazil was wasted on economic
activities that did not connect to the Atlantic economy. “In other words, the
‘aristocratic project’ in its splendid cradle proved to be illusory,” not leading
to endogenous accumulation but rather to colonial accumulation on the other
side of the Atlantic.93 Fragoso’s primary contention in this piece is that this
colonial accumulation led to unequal distribution of resources to those living
and working in Latin American colonies.94 But equal distribution of
resources is not a prerequisite for the development of a dynamic internal
economy. Looking at the role of clerics in the circulation of bullion in
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Brazil and across the Atlantic, A.J.R. Russell-Wood argues that the
increased gold mining, centered in Minas Gerais, made greater autonomy
possible. “There was greater capital accumulation in the colony. This
wealth found expression in the building, decorating, and furnishing of
churches, convents, and monasteries, and in sumptuous religious
festivities….”95 The key here is the investment in industries that produced
for local consumption that are connected to, and in fact are interdependent
with, the mercantile trade networks.
One of the most important critiques of Fragoso’s position is the work
of Luiz Felipe de Alencastro in O trato dos viventes.96 By understanding the
colony of Brazil in a global context, rather than simply as part of the Atlantic
world, patterns emerge to defy the notion that the metropole benefitted to the
exclusion of colonials in Portuguese possessions. “The overseas economic
surplus escaped the metropole when circuits fell through the Portuguese
nets…where the good produced were traded and consumed in regional
95
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markets.”97 His overall thesis posits that the Atlantic connections between
South America and Africa excluded Portugal from the inner workings of this
relationship. Yes, few in the colony would reap the benefits, but the
economic benefits of the slave trade controlled from the colonial capital
created wealth that was invested in Brazil. The trade in manioc, tobacco,
and cachaça are illustrative of this process, as these Brazilian products made
up the core of the internal economy but also became an important part of the
goods exported to Angola in return for slaves. Not only did the colonials
create markets for locally produced products, but they also reinforced the
slave trade as the foodstuffs helped to improve the health of this laboring
population.98
In New Spain, silver (that circulated internally and externally) and
agricultural goods, some for export like indigo and cochineal, some for
internal consumption like vegetables, fruits, and meat, were inter-related
aspects of the same economy, and thus one could not succeed without the
other. The San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers were able to participate in the
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lucrative global markets that intersected in New Spain with capital they
embezzled from the treasury in Veracruz. They wasted no time before
investing in property, initially in urban housing in Mexico City and
Veracruz. At his death in 1724, Francisco owned six houses in Veracruz
used as homes by his family but also to rent to residents of the city.99 The
first investments Manuel made were in Mexico City, where he lived from
1709 to 1714, and the surrounding areas: these properties included a house
in Mexico City and lots in the barrio de Santa Catarina Mártir in the
northwestern part of the city. He also made his first investments in
haciendas, buying two in the jurisdiction of Cuautitlán, today on the northern
edge of the state of Mexico. He and Claudia stopped there briefly on their
way to Parral in late 1714.
These early investments would prove to be insignificant in
comparison to those in the north. Manuel purchased mines in Parral and
Santa Eulalia during his governorship, along with haciendas in the valley of
San Bartolomé and Parral, a ranch in Parral and houses in Santa Eulalia and
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Chihuahua.100 Most of his investments after he finished his tenure in office
focused on major hacienda properties in Nueva Vizcaya.101 In 1724, he
bought the first of two haciendas that he eventually combined into one: San
José del Sacramento, paying double the 6,000 pesos the original buyer
offered.102 In 1730, he bought the neighboring hacienda of Las Encinillas
for the hefty sum of 13,000 pesos,103 and proceeded to unite the two
properties to expand production of foodstuffs. When he bought Encinillas, it
had 1,390 cattle, with few working structures,104 but he transformed it into
an enormous operation by 1740 with 40 pastures for sheep and at least
100,000 head of cattle.105 While Álvarez argues that this was simply a
business undertaking like those of other landholders, Manuel had the
advantage of his relationship to the colonial government to make his
100
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economic ventures a success. He claimed the concession of the abasto de
carne, or the right to supply meat to the cities and surrounding areas near
Chihuahua.106 Thus, the meat from livestock produced on his haciendas
enjoyed exclusive access to the market. All of his northern investments so
strengthened his position in the local economy that by the 1740s, long after
his governorship ended, he remained a major force in regional governance.

Conclusion
Recognition that endogenous accumulation and trade that transpired
well beyond the control of the crown, whether Portuguese or Spanish,
requires a rethinking of the relationship between colony and mother country.
Built into this definition is the dependent relationship of the colony that
theoretically exists only to extract resources. Of course, settlers were there
simply to administer the removal of wealth for the benefit of the mother
country, not to develop a parallel society that could compete with the crown
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in Europe.107 In reality, the Spanish and Portuguese did not enter empty
lands where they could simply build new economic systems, but were forced
to adapt (and adapt to) earlier indigenous structures. In order to meet the
demand of the crowns of Europe, they supplemented the local labor pools
with massive importations of Africans, creating multi-ethnic societies in
which the rules about race and status were complex and left room to
negotiate social mobility. These growing populations needed goods
produced locally to maintain a working economy, one in which the time of
many laborers was more profitably spent on the production of export
products. But, a worker has to eat! As these internal and external
economies grew, they became increasingly interdependent, and while the
Iberian metropoles still enjoyed riches from their colonies, colonials on the
ground in Latin America cultivated opportunities for their own benefit as
well.
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When Manuel died, his estate was estimated to be worth
approximately 400,000 pesos in land and possessions. He was able to amass
such wealth through a combination of shrewd investments in global trade
and political maneuvering as a bureaucrat accessing the economy from
different locations within the empire, along with the unwritten contracts that
allowed the colonial bureaucracy to function and outright fraud as in the
huge sum of money taken from the royal treasury in Veracruz. But, in the
end, the value of his estate was based on the productive properties that he
bought with the spoils of success made through trade, exploiting the New
Spain’s position as a core of the early modern world economy. The value of
his estate was put to the test by his heirs and those of his brother, who fought
over the rights to these properties when, beginning in 1749, the crown
demanded that the sum of 122,775 pesos be repaid to the royal treasury. The
brothers had managed to hold off any prosecution throughout their lifetimes,
but Claudia Gallo de Pardiñas, as Manuel’s widow, and Manuel Antonio San
Juan de Santa Cruz Jaques, Francisco’s son, were left to engage in a
protracted struggle over the value and ownership of the estate.
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CONCLUSION
Manuel wrote the final letter preserved in the archives to his brother
Francisco on July 26, 1722.1 Just as every other letter he wrote to his older
siblings, it began: “Brother, friend, and my lord….”2 The contents spanned
the gamut of the San Juan de Santa Cruz business empire, demonstrating
their continued involvement in the early modern world economy well into
the 1720s. At the time, Manuel was being reviewed as part of the process of
his residencia in Nueva Vizcaya, and he expressed concern about the
proceedings, although he need not have worried. He informed Francisco
that his brothers-in-law were ready to assist with the most recent shipments
arriving in Acapulco and he inquired about the trade in Veracruz.
This final letter also marked the end of their business interests in the
Viceroyalty of Peru, as Manuel reported that he was “…waiting for the
[news of the] arrival of Hipólito in Acapulco as my business interests in Peru

1

Manuel San Juan de Santa Cruz to Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz, Parral, July 26,
1722, AGI, Audiencia de México, leg. 2769. This is last letter between the brothers that
was preserved as part of the estate dispute.
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have concluded….”3 Their joint involvement in the global economy would
not persist beyond the end of the 1720s, as Francisco’s death ended their
partnership. Manuel focused his efforts on the investments he made in
Nueva Vizcaya, and on his wife and children, with whom he lived for 30
years in the north of New Spain. His death precipitated a crisis between the
Nueva Vizcaya and Veracruz branches of the family that served to reveal the
wealth generated by the brothers during their time in the Spanish colonies.

A Gallo in the North
Claudia Gallo de Pardiñas’ marriage to Manuel San Juan de Santa
Cruz lasted for over thirty years, as they met before San Juan assumed the
post of governor of Nueva Vizcaya in late 1714. For Manuel, marrying
Claudia meant connecting to a prominent Acapulco family, a link that
allowed him to cement his place in the port city and conduct surveillance of
his extensive investments in the Pacific trade. The economic and political
benefits of the union they formed afforded Manuel important opportunities
to participate in global commerce that eventually made possible his
assumption of the position of governor of Nueva Vizcaya, and increased
3
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their family fortune. In the north, he invested heavily in the mining industry
of the region, but he also bought livestock and agricultural haciendas,
acquiring prime land around the villa of Chihuahua and in the valley of San
Bartolomé. Upon his death in 1749, Manuel owned at least eight haciendas,
six mines and homes in both Santa Eulalia and Chihuahua, as well as
property in Mexico City.4 This wealth and property served his family well,
as his descendants were some of the wealthiest inhabitants in the region in
the late eighteenth century.5
However, Claudia did not enjoy immediate access to the estate as she
faced with a major property dispute with her nephew, Francisco’s son
Manuel Antonio San Juan de Santa Cruz.6 Manuel Antonio, along with his
4
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sister Ana Teresa, had been held responsible for a debt in the amount of
122,773 pesos and 3 reales incurred by their father and owed to the treasury
in Veracruz.7 At the time of Manuel’s death in 1749, twenty-five years after
his brother had died, Manuel Antonio and Ana Teresa were making annual
deposits to the Real Hacienda to repay the balance due, for at least a year.8
In order to recoup these funds, they brought a suit against their Aunt
Claudia, claiming rights to the properties of the third class by asserting that
their uncle was the true debtor.9
In the mid-1740s, the viceroy appointed Martín de Carranza to
investigate a sum of missing pesos from the treasury of Veracruz, “…until
he found the legitimate and true debtor of the quantity [of pesos] that

7

Informe de 1752, AGI, Audiencia de México, leg. 2408. I have rounded this sum to
122,775 for ease of reading throughout the text.
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belonged to his Majesty.”10 Carranza was deemed the perfect choice to
carry out the task, given his intimate knowledge about the case. He was the
husband of Francisco’s daughter Ana Teresa San Juan de Santa Cruz Jaques.
Neither the viceroy nor the crown’s representatives in Spain saw this as a
conflict of interest. Unsurprisingly, he determined that Manuel was the
legitimate debtor, not his father-in-law Francisco. A judicial decree, dated
January 17, 1749 (just two weeks before Manuel’s death), declared Manuel
responsible for the debt. It is important to note that no effort was made to
clear Francisco of originally taking the funds; rather the decision cited that
the older brother had entrusted the funds to Manuel, per a verbal agreement.
Carranza collected letters, receipts, and legal instruments, some previously
secret, to make his case, which led to an embargo of the holdings of the
estate in 1749 that would facilitate the deeding of the third class properties to
Manuel Antonio to cover the earlier debt.
Claudia fought her Veracruz relatives to maintain control of Manuel’s
properties, both for herself and her children, some of whom were still
minors. She accused Carranza of fraud and implicated Manuel Antonio as a
conspirator with his brother-in-law. She suggested that her nephew had
10
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been manipulated by Carranza, since before the death of his uncle, Manuel
Antonio was close to the Nueva Vizcaya side of the family.11 Other than
providing for her children, she was particularly concerned with the money
owed to the Catholic Church. It is not clear if this was a real issue borne of
faith, or a way to present her case in such a way as to highlight a concern
that royal officials might share. She was already facing a “…demand by the
probate judge concerning the capellanías and [donations made as] pious
works to the archbishop [of Mexico City] and [other] creditors….”12 The
probate papers listed particularly large sums of money owed to a variety of
church offices and organizations in Mexico City: one document specifies
more than 50 creditors.13
Although she was always represented by male counsel, Claudia Gallo
de Pardiñas was not absent from the decisions made concerning her financial
life as each request concerning the estate dispute was made in Gallo’s name,
11
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as she was the primary heir. Her interest in the family finances predated the
estate dispute, as a letter to her brother-in-law in 1723 suggests that Gallo
was in fact informed, aware of, and involved in family finances. She
expressed her concern over some financial dealings between the San Juan de
Santa Cruz brothers and her parents. While she does not elaborate on the
details of this association, the tenor of the letter presupposes a prior
knowledge of the intended reader.14 We might suppose, then, that a woman
who boldly requested information from her brother-in-law (without any
apparent permission from her husband) about family financial matters in
1723 would not simply have capitulated to her male relatives after 1749
when her legal status was upgraded from wife to widow.
Her role in protecting her husband’s fortune for herself and her
children began with the initial defense again Martín de Carranza in 1749, but
continued through the next two decades. In the 1750s, Manuel Antonio
14
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instituted a lawsuit against Juan Joseph San Juan de Santa Cruz, the oldest
son of Manuel and Claudia, regarding the grant to supply meat to the
populations in Nueva Vizcaya. The embargo of the hacienda of Encinillas
interfered with the supply of beef, a concern for her family finances but also
for local officials of the province.15 Again in 1761, Gallo, as represented by
her son, Juan Joseph, complained about the management of the hacienda of
Encinillas in Chihuahua, which continued under embargo. She claimed that
the administrator left in the property in “total descuido.”16 This lack of care
included the areas of agricultural production, both cultivated lands and
livestock, but also personal effects left in the buildings.17
Claudia Gallo negotiated her power through male representatives in
Mexico City, where the modesty befitting an enclosed widow would have
been more scrutinized. But, these social conventions and gender norms did
not prevent her from exercising legal and economic privileges. At the very
15
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least, we know that she was able to pursue the expensive legal case to keep
her husband’s estate for her children for more than twenty years, a
substantial burden for a woman with no family fortune to fall back on.
Furthermore, while Gallo does not officially represent her minor children in
the estate dispute, she is recognized as their guardian. Significantly, in the
dispute, she is represented as a widow first, and a mother to minor children
second. The role of widow created a space for her to assert her legal rights
in a respectable way. Gallo exercised the “…social position and authority
which came from being the viuda of an important man….”18 In the end, it is
not clear what became of Claudia and her claims in the dispute, but her
descendents did maintain a position of wealth and influence in Nueva
Vizcaya for many decades following the death of Manuel San Juan de Santa
Cruz in 1749.
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Further Research
The case of the San Juan de Santa Cruz brothers as merchantbureaucrats in early 18th-century New Spain is both illustrative of the role of
Mexico in the global economy and limited in scope as a single example of
this phenomenon. Manuel and Francisco may well be extraordinary in that
their dealings within the bureaucracy and the economy went well beyond the
normal actions of other men participating in the same positions. However,
rather than ignore this case as a deviation, this study presumes that by
understanding the edges of colonial conduct we can better understand the
center. By highlighting the function of the merchant-bureaucrats who were
able to combine political and economic power through their dual roles in
colonial society, this study shifts the position of the Spanish empire in the
early modern world economy from periphery to core.
While Atlantic trade always comprised the largest portion of New
Spain’s global exchange in the colonial period, current research suggests that
Pacific trade was more significant than once thought. The Atlantic
connected the mother country directly to the colony and, in practical terms,
was easier to navigate. Nevertheless, although it was more difficult to
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traverse the Pacific, colonial merchants in New Spain enjoyed virtually
unfettered access to Asian commerce through the Manila galleon, a
relationship that proved beneficial for Spaniards and their Asian partners.
Beyond the major oceanic trade systems, the Viceroyalty of New Spain also
benefited from direct trade with Caribbean islands, those controlled by the
Spain as well as by other European empires, regions along the Gulf Coast
like Florida and New Orleans, and the northern ports of the Viceroyalty of
Peru. Despite the best attempts to control and discourage such relationships,
the Spanish crown was never able to deter the local arrangements.
The brothers San Juan de Santa Cruz used marriage, bureaucratic
positions of authority, and fraud to connect the local to the global. They
extended their family network by marrying into the Gallo de Pardiñas family
of Acapulco who exercised direct control over the arrival and departure of
the galleons crossing the Pacific. Just like their in-laws in the Pacific port
city, Manuel and Francisco sought positions within the colonial bureaucracy
in order to better access the colonial economy. The practices of merchantbureaucrats, while technically labeled corruption, actually constituted
unwritten contracts with the crown.
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These unwritten contracts allowed the crown to maintain at least a
semblance of control over the vast territories of the Americas through
bureaucrats who were rewarded not with requisite salaries, but rather the
right to exploit the resources of their jurisdictions. Although the crown
might have appeared to lose revenue, a fact that was often bemoaned by
royal officials in Spain, the system actually functioned to fulfill the
requirements of both sides quite effectively. This is not to argue that the
relationship between the crown and merchant-bureaucrats was without
restrictions. Both sides transgressed the boundaries of the unwritten
contracts regularly (one of the downsides of such an informal
understanding). Representatives of the crown produced reports of fraud and
corruption in the colonies and sometimes even prosecuted individual
bureaucrats for their misbehavior although these cases generally ended with
modest fines as sentences. Despite isolated attempts to control those who
conducted business while in the colonial government, royal efforts were
meager at best. But, this is not to suggest weakness on the part of the crown,
but rather an understanding of the complex relationship that allowed their
colonies to prosper.
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While the crown defined such activities as corrupt but made little
attempt to stop them, merchant-bureaucrats pushed the limits of exploitation,
as we have seen in the case of the funds embezzled by the San Juan de Santa
Cruz brothers. This instance represents true fraud, not simply the
manipulation of a bureaucratic post for better access to the economy, like
managing the registers of ships arriving in a port city. The 122,775 pesos
allowed the brothers to expand their business interests well beyond their
positions in colonial society.19 By the 1740s, the crown was attempting to
recoup the money, and while Francisco and Manuel escaped any serious
consequences, their families did not. Merchant-bureaucrats could push the
crown too far, but could also continue to manipulate the system to avoid
serious penalties.
The nature of using a single case as a lens through which to view a
larger set of processes exposes the limits of analysis in this study. To
understand the role of New Spain in the global economy and the way that
19

See Hoberman’s discussion of the origins of Mexico City merchants in the 17th
century. Hoberman, Mexico’s Merchant Elite, 41-48. This was not the first attempt to
recover the funds from the brothers, but Manuel and Francisco were able to quash those
investigations quite easily. The more serious attempt to prosecute the families for the
return of the money could well be related to shifts in the ideological base of the state,
influenced by Enlightenment philosophy, and the reforms promulgated by the Bourbon
crown in Spain.
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merchant-bureaucrats connected to the world through the systems of the
empire require more research. Equally significant, we need additional
documentary sources with examples of men like the San Juan de Santa Cruz
brothers. But, what is crucial is a rethinking of the underpinnings of the
analysis of the colonial government, corruption, and Mexico’s position as a
periphery versus a core in the early modern world economy.
In particular, further study is necessary to understand the role of credit
and debt in the San Juan de Santa Cruz empire. It appears that Manuel’s
estate in particular was heavily dependent on borrowed funds. A growing
historiography has looked at how religious organizations functioned
essentially as banking institutions, making loans based on land as collateral,
a practice borne out by the fact that the Church ended the colonial period as
the single largest landowner across Latin America.20 Hoberman and other
scholars who focus on merchants discuss the importance of credit for
20

Kathryn Burns, Colonial Habits: Convents and the Spiritual Economy of Cuzco, Peru
(Duke University Press, 1999); Gisela vonWobeser, El crédito eclesiástico en la Nueva
España, el siglo XVIII (UNAM, 1994); Jimenez-Pelayo, “El impacto del credito en la
economia rural del norte de la Nueva Galicia;” Carlos Marichal and Daniela Marino, eds.
De colonia a nación : impuestos y política en México, 1750-1860 (México: El Colegio de
México, Centro de Estudios Históricos, 2001); and Carlos Marichal, Bankruptcy of
Empire: Mexican silver and the Wars between Spain, Britain, and France, 1760-1810
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
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participating in the Pacific and Atlantic trading networks and also make the
point that particularly wealthy merchants loaned money to the colonial
government regularly.21 The implications for how complex credit
relationships influenced the process of endogenous accumulation in 18thcentury New Spain need more study. On the one hand, Manuel’s wealth was
built on a precarious structure of loans from convents, bishoprics in the north
and Mexico City, and associates from the bureaucracy and commercial
networks. On the other hand, credit was (and often still is) only available to
the wealthy, and land was a necessary part of the equation for providing
security. Therefore, in order to amass such debt, Manuel already needed
access to money and land. Further analysis of this aspect of the San Juan de
Santa Cruz business practices will add to the historiography of debt and
credit in colonial Latin America. This also will strengthen our
understanding of Mexico’s potential for participation in a global economy
through untangling the local strategies used by merchant-bureaucrats in the
early modern period.
While this case is certainly unusual—from the quantity of
documentation preserved, to the nature of the legal case that made these
21

Hoberman, Mexico’s Merchant Elite, 176-180.
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sources available for analysis, to the scale of the San Juan de Santa Cruz
family business empire—it is a valuable case study for beginning to reposition Mexico in the early modern world economy. Following the lead of
scholars who are “re-orienting” the history of this period to recognize Asia
as the economic center of gravity, the role of the colony of New Spain must
be re-evaluated. The unique position the colony enjoyed with direct access
to both the Pacific and Atlantic trade networks gave colonials like Manuel
and Francisco a chance to exploit connections to both Asia and Europe.
Their business empire, one that stretched from Manila through New
Spain to encompass the Viceroyalty of Peru and connections in the
Caribbean back to Spain, provides evidence for this shift taking place in the
historiography. This case offers a perspective from which to undertake
further investigations into the local strategies merchant-bureaucrats used to
connect to the global economy for the benefit of colonies rather than
metropoles. Global trade translated into regional and internal economic
networks that transformed the colony from a space in which resources were
extracted to accommodate significant endogenous accumulation while not
necessarily undermining their loyalty to the crown, as they are strengthening
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the Spanish empire by keeping it functioning. While further research is
necessary, this study makes a vital original contribution to scholarship that
questions the nature of the relationships between colony and mother country,
internal and external economies, and political and economic systems.
Manuel and Francisco San Juan de Santa Cruz, Basques who made their way
to the Americas as ambitious men hoping to make their names and their
fortunes, provide a window into these new ideas, challenging us to transform
our understanding of the early modern world.
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